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Join the DYI STEM labs, live classes, coding lessons and live pop-ups. Why Do We Drink Water? : Educational cartoon that describes what pollution is and what causes it. Most orbit the Sun between Mars and Jupiter, but some get near the Earth. Student sign-in is simple with a QR code, link, or Google account. So let's learn about structure, or
anatomy, and function, or physiology, so that we are set up to learn all kinds of other subjects that require knowledge of the human body! Biology/Genetics: In this series, we build upon our knowledge of atoms and molecules from chemistry, as well as the larger biomolecules from biochemistry, and begin to comprehend all the components of the cell,
which are the basic units that comprise all living organisms. John argues that the Seven Years War, which is often called the French and Indian War in the US, laid a lot of the groundwork for the Revolution. Numerade: Numerade hosts the largest STEM video library in the world – over 200,000 step-by-step solutions to the top STEM textbooks across
secondary and postsecondary education. Period. Study the composition, structure, properties and change of matter. Flat’s music notation software allows for collaboration on topics from composition to music theory. How do planets and their moons become tidally locked? OK Go Sandbox: OK Go Sandbox encourages creation and innovation in math,
science, and art as students use phenomena to figure out music videos. AP Studio Drawing & Painting Playlist : Playlist explaining scoring, projects, concepts, techniques and portfolios suitable for an AP or high school art student Beginning Photography Essentials : Video playlist explaining essential concepts and tecnhiques in the art of photography
Elements of Art : Video playlist that explains each of the 7 elements of art Art Teacher: Videos that show techniques for ages Pen Pals Schools: PenPal Schools is a website that allows classrooms and students around the world to work together on collaborative projects that connect to every school subject. That’s right, more Crash Course Literature!
The analyses and books chosen in this course are based on introductory college-level curriculum and the AP Literature guidelines. Learn more about these graphical displays with this playlist. The video discusses how to stayy safe during the pandemic and the safety measures to do so. Both kinds are so energetic they are visible for billions of light
years, and both are also the birth announcements of black holes. Programs serve students in preschool / pre-k, elementary school, and middle school. Supporting Children with Autism During the Coronavirus Outbreak : Tips for developing routines and creating an emergency plan for children with ASD OWLS Resource Center : Resources for students,
parents, and educators for every class and grade level, virtual field trips, and virtual libraries. His trademark videos expose common misconceptions of science with the public. High School Biology: Playlist covering topics common to High School Biology Burley High School Biology: Playlist covering topics common to High School Biology Advanced
Biology Concepts: All of our videos focus on the high school biology concepts Pinky has taught, but these videos include advanced concepts that one may also explore in an introductory biology college course or advanced biology course as well. Simple Machines - Science for Kids | Educational Videos by Mocomi: Learn all about Simple Machines Pulley, Lever, Screw, Wedge, Wheel & Axle, Inclined plane and more. Explained | Water Crisis : In partnership with Vox Media Studios and Vox, this enlightening explainer series will take viewers deep inside a wide range of culturally relevant topics, questions, and ideas. This site has a wealth of links to other sites dealing with Earth Science. Learn
about early childhood math and find out tips to help with various types of problems with help from an experienced mathematics educator in this free video series. Supporting Children with Autism During the Coronavirus Outbreak : Tips for developing routines and creating an emergency plan for children with ASD Startegies for Supporting Learning
at Home : Resources, strategies and advice broken down by age and grade level from Preschoolers to college College Board AP Review Classes: AP Review Classess offered by the College Board by teachers for people taking AP classes or exams OWLS Resource Center : Resources for students, parents, and educators for every class and grade level,
virtual field trips, and virtual libraries. Also, happily, we’re in no danger from a nearby supernova. Our Planet | Fresh Water: This episode emphasizes the need for fresh water is as strong as ever. In some close binaries matter can flow from one star to the other, changing the way it ages. Punctuation | Grammar | Khan Academy: Playlist covering use
of punctuation The parts of speech | Grammar | Khan Academy: Playlist covering use of parts of speech Brightly Storytime with Ms. Linda - Read Aloud Picture Books for Kids!: Playlist consiting of read aloud videos of popular children's books. Aligned to school curriculum- Comprehensive math curriculum aligned to your State Core with a modular
build to easily align to other state-specific standards to improve student's test scores on school tests. They lose most of their mass, exposing their cores, and then cool off over many billions of years. They’re just as entertaining, and help make screen time worthwhile. Discusses e-waste management and how to process electronic waste. When you
choose a certain level, you can find the following information: ·Transcript of the podcasts ·Specific Worksheet & Answers ·Vocabulary tasks ·Also, there is an “extra” tab on this website so that you can work on your grammar skills, vocabulary knowledge, and take fun quizzes. Toy Theater: Toy Theatre lets kids use virtual tools to build, create and
animate. Interaction types include multiple-choice, fill in the blank, select all, discussion forums, and more. The White House Historical Association: Curated content such as resources packets, reading lists, short educational videos, historical essays, and a digital library of White House and presidential images. Indexed by broad theme (e.g. War and
Peace, Arts, Science, Health, Law, Money), stories are both student-friendly and can be accessed in different formats by reading level. Georgia Virtual Learning - AP Physics I: Online Physics I course hosted by Georgia Virtual Learning. BoomWriter: BoomWriter is a free writing app that helps teachers inspire and engage students in writing. PhET University of Colorado PhET website interactive Math applications: This website includes many simulations in math. (In Arabic) Who did What In WWI: Video library covering essential topics and events of World War I Economics for High School: Videos covering essential economics topics for high school students Ancient Rome: Videos covering events
and facts pertaining to Ancient Rome World War : Videos covering events and facts pertaining to the World Wars Industrial Revolution : Videos covering events and facts pertaining to the Industrial Revolution World War II : Videos covering events and facts pertaining to WW2 Economics | Charles Reed : Videos covering essential topics in economics
World History | Charles Reed : Videos covering essential topics in World History Basic World History |Charles Reed: Videos covering essential topics in World History APUSH| Charles Reed : Videos covering essential topics in the AP US History Curriculum Cold War | Charles Reed : Videos covering essential topics in the Cold War US Government:
Videos covering essential topics in US Government and civics AP U.S. Government & Politics : Videos covering curriculum important to the AP US Government and Politics Exam Economics : Video library that uses simulation to explain concepts of economics AP Psychology: Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics
pertaining to the AP Psychology Exam AP World History: Modern : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP World History Exam AP Macroeconomics : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Macroeconomics Exam AP European History: Series by
the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to AP European History Exam AP Comparative Government and Politics: Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Comparative Government and Politics Exam AP U.S. Government & Politics: Series by the the creators of the AP
Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the US Government and Politics Exam AP Human Georgraphy : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Human Geography Exam AP Microeconomics : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP
Microecomics Exam AP U.S History : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP US History Exam Interactions among branches of government | US government and civics : Video library covering essential topics pertaining to the interactions of the US Government Foundations of American Democracy |
US Government and Civics : Video library covering essential topics pertaining to the US Government and civics Cold War Conflicts : Video using images, graphics, and drawing to depict Cold War Conflicts World War II : Video using images, graphics, and drawing to depict the World War II Comments Early American History: Videos covering essential
topics and events in early American History up to the Civil War Night by Ellie Wisel Audiobook : Audio books done chapter by chapter- nice for students who do better with listening or may be visually impaired 1920: Videos explaining key events and facts from 1920 in World War I Technology and Warfare in World War 1: Videos explaining key events
and facts pertaining to technology and warfare in World War I Countries in World War I : Videos explaining key events and facts occuring in countries during World War I 1919: Videos explaining key events and facts in 1919 of World War I Civil War: Video playlist covering essential events and topics pertaining to the Civil War Election Edge by
Second Avenue Learning: Election Edge takes the mystery out of the US Presidential Election process without spin or political advertisements. Strengthen writing skills and increase student confidence with innovative writing practice tools built on quality content and intelligent technology. Math Solutions: Everyday math solutions will come in handy
long after we've left the classroom. Your kids will learn and love them. They were only recently discovered in the 1990’s, but thousands are now known. Challenge Cards : Video library of engineering challeneges for kids Ideas to Steal : A New Zealand organization provides free activities you can do with your kids, using basic materials at home. Indepth treatments present film as a powerful economic force, potent twentieth-century art form, and viable career option. News-O-Matic: News-O-Matic is a daily newspaper for kids, available on web and mobile. Adaptable for remote learning. Funbrain: Free educational games, comic, books, and videos. A video about each element on the periodic
table. (for ages 5-14) CS First: CS First modules for programming in Scratch, aligned to a variety of themes — always free. Exoplanets: Crash Course Astronomy #27: Today Phil explains that YES, there are other planets out there and astonomers have a lot of methods for detecting them. Remote Learning Resources for Parents: Parents, we’ve heard
questions from many of you about ways to help keep your kids learning during school closures. Why they changed it, I can say; ENGLISH people just liked it better that way, and when the English took New Amsterdam in 1643, that's just what they did. School of Life- Western Philosophy : Video library about western philosophy School of Life- Political
Theory: Video librqry avout politics and political theory School of Life-Sociology : Introduction to sociology and famous sociologists History on Trial: Puts prominent history figures on trial causing students to think from multiple perspectives and encouraging nuances in historical thought. The resulting supernova creates even more heavy elements,
scattering them through space. Some will require registration or a subscription, but most will be free. Georgia Virtual Learning - Earth Systems: Resource to online lessons and tools for Earth Science. Available in Spanish Create games and quizzes in any language. Zebra Keys: Provides over 50 free piano lessons for various levels of difficulty. Grades
K-5 OPHEA Healthy Schools Healthy Communities: (Scroll down to "Resource: Activity Counts") This resource includes physical activities promoting math learning. Dynasties of India | Educational Videos by Mocomi: Find out to know Who All Ruled India and list of all rulers including Dynasties, Empire, Kingdoms, Delhi Sultanate, British Rule and
more. All interactive simulations are free to use. It finds patterns in the collapse of southern slavery, mapping the interactions between federal policies, armies in the field, and the actions of enslaved men and women on countless farms and city blocks.It shows the geographical perspective on emancipation in the US Shmoop: Social Studies Library:
Short videos debriefinh social studies and history topic Puzzled by the Past History Quizzes : Archive of practice quizzes to test high school history students Living Room Candidate : An archive of presidential campaign commercials from 1952 to the present, organized by year, type, and issue, with teacher resources and playlists created by experts.
NewsELA: A database of current events stories tailor-made for classroom use. Moon Rotation and Orbit : The moon rotates on its axis and also orbits around the earth. Cabin Fever Science: Easy science experiments children can do at home while in quarantine STEM from the START: Curriculum resource for teaching STEM. All resources free with
creation of online account. Online Grammar Quizzes : Has links to activities that help students learn and study grammar Get Grammatical! Learn About Modifiers for the SAT, ACT, GMAT, GRE...and Life | The Princeton Review: Want to improve your performance on the SAT, ACT, GMAT, GRE—or simply write more clearly? How certain are you that it
will occur? A shoot with Gen. QuaverMusic: QuaverMusic delivers standards-based assignments to individual student accounts, and support your students’ ongoing music education while learning from home. WMHT will also continue to offer educational programming for pre-k through grade 3 students during the day on WMHT-TV and all-day on
WMHT’s 24/7 PBS Kids channel and streaming service. It helps identifies and addresses gaps to help kids who are behind catch up, while providing the right level of rigor to challenge kids who are ahead. CK-12 Foundation: The CK-12 Foundation was founded with the mission to enable everyone to learn in his or her own way. Teaching Kids to Code
(When You're Not Quite Sure How to Code Yourself): When_You%27re_Not_Quite_Sure_How_to_Code_Yourself) Collection of educator resources includes a wide range of flexible, multimedia materials, from primary sources and streaming videos to teaching strategies, lesson plans, and full units. Short ones are from merging neutron stars.
Hippocampus: Free instructional videos in 13 subject areas including Earth Science, Biology, History, Algebra, Arithmetic, Chemistry, Statistics & Probability, Economics, Calculus. OWLS Resource Center : Resources for students, parents, and educators for every class and grade level, virtual field trips, and virtual libraries. 100,000 stars: Interactive
visualization and map of the stars created by NASA and European Space Agency BuiltByKids: Engineering projects kids can do at home Cells Alive : Brings together 30 years of computer-enhanced images of living cells and organisms for education and medical research. International Children's Library : Provides free access to high-quality children's
books from around the world in different languages, including Arabic, Afrikaans, Danish, English, Farsi and beyond. Connective Tissues : Connective tissue is the most common tissue found in your body. Nebulae: Crash Course Astronomy #36: Astronomers study a lot of gorgeous things, but nebulae might be the most breathtakingly beautiful of them
all. Easy Peasy All-in-One Homeschool: Free online resource created by homeschooling parents for homeschooling parents. Raphaels, Ridge High School (Bernards Township, NJ), and Mr. Romano, Marist School (Johns Creek, GA). During and after the American Revolutionary War, the government of the new country operated under the Articles of
Confederation. Topics cover Economics, Demographics, Health, Education, Energy and other socioeconomic information. Crash Course: Chemistry: In 46 episodes, Hank Green will teach you chemistry! This course is mostly based on the 2012 AP Chemistry curriculum, but it also covers some introductory organic chemistry. This is the playlist for you!
Learn about the history of the universe and what we know about everything in it! Classical physics practice problems: We learned so much in the classical physics playlist: kinematics, dynamics, Newton's laws, and more! Let's put our new understanding to the test, shall we? Explore areas such as lasers, LED lights, flight, smart buildings, and more
through our activities. They will learn the concepts of loops, variables, conditionals, and functions to formulate the programs. AMAZE en Español: Health education videos in Spanish 123 Teach Me: 123TeachMe offers over 500 Spanish lessons, more than 4,000 quizzes, and over 50,000 mp3 audio files in Spanish which range from novice to superior
level. Biogenochemical Cycle: The phosphorus cycle is a biogeochemical cycle. Crash Course: Artifical Intelligence: In 20 episodes, Jabril will teach you about Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning! This course is based on a university-level curriculum. Health and Wellbeing | Above the Noise: Videos that examine the evidence in debates over
health and lifestyle. STEW lesson plans follow the recommendations of the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education (GAISE) Report, and many are organized around the statistical problem-solving process outlined in GAISE: formulate a statistical question; collect data; analyze data; and interpret results in context. There are
over 100 educational games on this site including games in additional languages Sumdog: Provides personalized math and spelling practice and uses games and rewards to encourage students in their studies. This material roughly covers a first-year high school or college course, and a good understanding of algebra is helpful. Edutopia : ffers
inspiration and information for what works in education. Archeology Videos| National Geographic Videos: Videos that uncover history and mysteries of life through archaeology Geography| National Geographic Kids : Videos to help students understand the geography of the planet Education Galaxy: Education Galaxy provides online standards-aligned
assessment for students to help prepare them for state testing. Cellular Respiration | Biology | Khan Academy: Life is beautiful! From atoms to cells, from genes to proteins, from populations to ecosystems, biology is the study of the fascinating and intricate systems that make life possible. College Board AP Review Classes: AP Review Classess offered
by the College Board by teachers for people taking AP classes or exams Netflix -Educational Documentaries: During this period, Netflix has made some of its educational documentaries free to stream online. Chemistry: Alchem.ie Chemistry Interactive Apps: Alchemie's apps allow users to share and build molecular animations to understand chemical
concepts along with many other features. Asteroids: Crash Course Astronomy #20: Now that we’ve finished our tour of the planets, we’re headed back to the asteroid belt. Geometry- 3 blue 1 brown: Explains difficult concepts of geometry [Geometría] [Noa]: Covers Geometry topics for students who speak Spanish [Trigonometría] [ProfeLisuritas]:
Covers trignometry topics for students who speak Spanish Crash Course: Statistics: In 44 episodes, Adriene Hill teaches you Statistics! This course is based on the 2018 AP Statistics curriculum and introduces everything from basic descriptive statistics to data collection to hot topics in data analysis like Big Data and neural networks. Tides: Crash
Course Astronomy #8: Today Phil explores the world of tides! What is the relationship between tides and gravity? In this learning playlist, you are going to understand the basic concepts of calculus, so you can develop the skill of predicting the change. By becoming a citizen of Calculation Nation, your child or student will play online math strategy
games that allow them to learn about fractions, factors, multiples, symmetry and more, as well as practice important skills like basic multiplication and calculating area — all while having fun. School Wide Support for ELLs: Just as it takes a village to raise a child, it takes an entire school community to help English language learners (ELLs) succeed.
Eduplay: Generator of educational resources in the form of games that allows obtaining the grades of the students. NASA Television: NASA's mission is to pioneer the future in space exploration, scientific discovery and aeronautics research. The texts are levelled so you can choose the specific level. It is user friendly and students can work through
the program at their own pace. The quizzes are then, scored. Boodle: Boddle is a math platform for 1-6th grade that makes learning fun and personalized. Every story is translated by native speakers from English into Spanish, French, and Arabic. In short, these relations were poor. This playlist is intended to help students at any grade level, teachers
are encouraged to use these videos for their instruction. Click on a heading to expand the section and view more resources! WMHT Public Media: From 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, WMHT WORLD will offer programming for students in grades 4-12. Its wavelength tells us its energy and color. Curso de programación profesional: Video
reviewing computer science and programming topics in Spanish Curso de programación JAVA desde cero: Programming tutorials in Java- in Spanish How to Vote in NYS : Teaches young perspective voters about the voting process, its importance, and how they can register AP Computer Science Principles: Series by the the creators of the AP Exam
themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Computer Science Exam AP Computer Science A : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Computer Science Exam The Power of Google Sheets and You: Videos covering how to use Google Sheets as well as how Google Sheets can be useful to the
classroom Learn All About Zoom Video Conferencing : Videos that detail how to use Zoom Video Software Coding with Students: Videos for educators to help them teach coding in the classroom Make Your Own 8-Bit Video Game: With the resurgence of game systems from the 80's and 90's, retro is in! Join in the fun and learn how to make your own
classic video game, with a throwback vibe. Very non-maths-y. Create with Code Live: Free online coding program/classes that are aligned with ISTE standards. To get the most out of physics, you'll need a solid understanding of algebra and a basic understanding of trigonometry. The goal isn’t to teach a child how to name and identify bird species, but
rather to give them space to explore and feel connected to the natural world. There are two separate programs, Grades 3-5 and Grades 6-12. Minecraft: Education Edition: Education Edition to try a free coding lesson or trial the full version with your class. Our interactive educational games are built to provide a broad-based learning foundation that
helps kids acquire basic literary and math skills. Once the Earth/Sun distance was found, parallax was used to find the distance to nearby stars, and that was bootstrapped using brightness to determine the distances to much farther stars. CSUnplugged is a collection of free teaching material that teaches Computer Science through engaging games
and puzzles that use cards, string, crayons and lots of running around. Students and teachers can work together, or alone to create sounds and music. Uranus has a truly weird rotation and relatively dull weather, while Neptune has clouds and storms whipped by tremendous winds. Spectroscopy allows us to analyze those colors and determine an
object’s temperature, density, spin, motion, and chemical composition. They are run through the George Lucas foundation and have more recently developed videos for effective remote learning strategies Remote Learning Resources for Teachers: Here's how to get started with remote learning, featuring the best professional learning sessions led by
our team and expert Khan teachers. Both have small rocky cores, thick mantles of ammonia, water, and methane, and atmospheres that make them look greenish and blue. Math & Learning Videos 4 Kids- Third Grade: Kids in 3rd Grade will learn cool concepts like fractions, elapsed time and even controlling emotions. First, parents choose their
child’s grade level. Challenge Cards : Video library of engineering challeneges for kids Engineering Challenges for children under lockdown: List of challenges and directions for engineering for children to try at home during lockdown Ideas to Steal : A New Zealand organization provides free activities you can do with your kids, using basic materials
at home. The link offers free audios and videos. Maths: This playlist has all of our Math videos covering topics that are learnt in schools around the world, usually for students aged 13-18. Topics are organized into periods of American history. Learn how to calculate their surface area and volume, and explore their mathematical properties. Met
Musuem Lesson Plans: Website that offers lesson plans by the Met Museum of art pertaining to art and history. CrashCourse History Channel on YouTube: Crash Course believes that high quality educational videos should be available to everyone for free. Wide Open School: A fantastic resource for teachers and parents covering subject areas, mental
health, and other elements to assist your students or child with their continuing education during COVID-19. Ask the Experts : Video library thats asks real experts about scientific topics and phenomena Amazon Adventures : Ride along on a trip to the Peruvian Amazon to view life in the wild. This is a free micro-course available for desktops, cell
phones, and tablets. Sociología: Sociology videos in Spanish Everydae SAT Prep: Everydae is an online SAT math prep program. The episodes work on Macs, PCs, Chromebooks, iOS and Android tablets. Lisa Highfill and colleagues are sharing freely: Teachers Give Teachers Multi-Media Text Sets Secondary Hyperdocs Here is a rich repository of
Open Educational Resources (OER): Georgia Virtual Learning Online Classroom Toolkit: NOVELNY is an online library of literally hundreds of magazines, newspapers, maps, charts, research and reference books that are available to every New Yorker, free of charge. Kids Discover! Free for 3 months (No credit card needed, choose the Purchase
Order option, then enter the Code FREETHREE in the Coupon Code AND Purchase Order fields. We offer you coloring pages that you can either print or do online, drawings and drawing lessons, various craft activities for children of all ages, videos, games, songs and even wonderful readings for bedtime. Rotation and Revolution Layers of the
Atmosphere : Learn about the layers of the atmosphere. Instant Article Translation into over 100 languages supports English Language Learners and family literacy programs. Myshakespheare aquires tools such as Modern English translations, interline gloss, and audio. For free. Students learn about many of the more famous attractions and
landmarks and this will surely encourage further exploration and study of this topic. Scientific Videos | Trey the Explainer : Videos that explain evolutionary science, especially dinosaurs Understanding Evolution : Comprehensive Resource from UC Berkely that discusses evolution amongst different species as well as giving generalized information
about evolution Biología clases 2019: Covers biology topics for Spanish speaking students Biología: Covers biology topics for Spanish speaking students Crash Course: Anatomy and Physiology: In 47 episodes, Hank Green will teach you anatomy and physiology! This course is based on an introductory college level curriculum, with Human Anatomy
and Physiology, 9th edition, by Marieb and Hoehn as its main reference text. Amplify free learning videos (K-8) : To help educators and families, we’ve pulled from our top-rated programs to create a series of remote learning experiences that are high-quality, easy to use at home, and totally free, including ELA, science, and math resources for grades
K-8. Lessons in Physics & Chemistry: Physics plays a very important role in the world around us everyday, even if you don't necessarily realize it. You can search by topic or Common Core standard. Always free to teachers. Noteflight Learn: Create, record, and share music with students on any device.Noteflight Learn gives you your own private
website designed specifically for music education. American Geosciences Institute: Educational resources for Earth Science teachers. Some of the English esl games for ESL teens I share on this playlist involve esl games involving cards and action games. The Palentology: his site is a resource for anyone interested in paleontology, from the student in
the classroom, to the interested amateur scouting for fossils, to the professional in the lab. Z-kai: Extensive booklets with math worksheets for students selected from the company's Zoom-Up Workbook Math. Everydae SAT Prep: Everydae is an online SAT math prep program. 50+ Great Documentaries to Watch as a Family: Streaming television has
become one of our greatest resources these days, and the options available are really amazing. Many stars are actually part of binary or multiple systems. Arcademics: www.arcademics.com PebbleGo: PebbleGo is a collection of curriculum-connected resources specifically for K-2 student research, fact-finding, and nonfiction exposure. Spartacus
Educational: A resource for global history. Find out all about photosynthesis and enzymes with help from an experienced chemistry professional in this free video series. Plus, parents can purchase published copies of the books and writing journals created on the site. There’s also a halo surrounding us of old stars. National Science Foundation: Lesson
plans, web resources, and other items for teaching Engineering Maine Mathematics and Science Alliance: Lesson plans, web resources, videos, and other materials to teach Engineering. A star cluster. and taxes? Healthcare Triage: Health: Health video series covering a variety of health topics from healthcare and health education professionals
Math/Science Playlist: High school Math and science playlist in Urdu/Hindi Amazing Insects |National Geographic Kids : Videos that discuss insects and classification Mammals| National Geographic Kids: Videos talking to students about different types of mammals Ocean | Nat Geo Kids: Kids can learn about sharks, sea turtles, and other ocean life
with these under-the-sea videos. This way, students can get some feedback on it. Big History Project: � Created for students in middle school and high school, the Big History Project is a social studies curriculum aligned with Common Core ELA standards. We have short mini-lessons that are completely digital and full lessons that include an activity.
Within those reaources there is oppurtunoities for students to make their own instruments online, practice tips, Flat Beethoven, building blocks of music, coloring books, videos, and more! Music Theory Excercises: Includes a variety of Music related resources that test a students proficency in music theory. Lisa Highfill and colleagues are sharing
freely: Teachers Give Teachers Multi-Media Text Sets Elementary Hyperdocs Here’s a collection of sites for students to practice their foundational reading skills: Homework Help : The goal of this selection of resources is to help students and their parents with the important ongoing project of homework. PBS Eons : Takes audiences on a journey
through the history through life Ciencias para niños: Science for kidss- for the Spanish speaking student Science Songs | Acapella Science : Video playlist that seeks to explain diffiuclt science topics- through acapella songs! Environment | Above the Noise: Videos about debates over how best to save the planet! Women in Science : STEM videos by
women and/or about women—in honor of International Women's Day! Geology | One Minute Earth: Videos covering topics in geology and rocks Ecology and Conservation | One Minute Earth : Short videos covering topics dealing with ecology and the environment Energy and Climate Change| One Minute Earth: Videos covering the environment,
particularly energy and climate change Atmospheric Science| One Minute Earth: Videos covering topics pertaining to weather and the atmosphere Food, Farms, and Fish| One Minute Earth: Videos covering health and environmental topics Earth History | One Minute Earth: Videos covering the history of earth as well as life on earth Crash Course
Kids: Space Science Introduction to Stars : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video series that givecs younger children an overview of space and how the galaxy works Crash Course Kids: Space Science- Introduction to the Sun and Planets : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video series that givecs younger children an
overview of our own solar system Crash Course Kids: Life Science : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video serIes that givecs younger children overviews of Life Science and Flows of energy Lo más asombroso de nuestro universo: Videos covering astronomy topics in Spanish El Universo, explicado: Videos covering topics in astronomyin Spanish Regents Earth Science : Review of topics in Earth Science and Astronomy to Regents standards Volcano Videos | National Geographic Kids : Videos about volcanoes, eruptions, and the science of volcanoes Space | National Geographic Kids : Video series about Apollo 11 and other space phenomena and missions designed for a younger
audience Solar System Videos | National Geographic Kids : Videos that discuss the solar system Its Okay to be Smart: Earth science videos: Videos pertaining to earth science Its Okay to be Smart: Space Videos: Videos pertaining to astronomy and common questions about space Its Okay to be Smart: Climate science videos: Videos pertaining to the
environment, climate, and questions PLAYLIST: Mr. Gazda's EARTH SCIENCE Regents Review videos: Review of topics in Earth Science and Astronomy to Regents standards AsapNature : Videos about nature and earth as well as "what ifs" Tar Heel Reader: A collection of free, easy-to-read, and accessible books on a wide range of topics. AMAZE:
AMAZE takes the awkward out of sex ed. Track and forecast the upcoming election using the latest poll and primary data. Requires registration. Middle School Algebra (Part 2): This Playlist covers the following topics from Middle School Mathematics: Linear Equations, Linear Equations - Applications, Linear Equations in 2 Variables, Unitary Method,
and Direct, Indirect, Joint Variation Middle School Math - Triangles: Triangles are three sided closed figures which have three straight sides joined at three vertices and have three angles enclosed within the figure at the vertices. More to come. Has different levels from elementary to high school. Lakeshore: Website that has a section for free
resources with hundreds of free printables, activities, writing prompts, flashcards, and more Rock Cycle Interactive: Interactive lesson that teaches students how to identify rocks form and about the rock cycles Netflix -Educational Documentaries: During this period, Netflix has made some of its educational documentaries free to stream online. clase
de arte: Covers art topics and techinques for the Spanish speaking student curso de HISTORIA DEL ARTE: Covers art history topics for the Spanish speaking student Curso Aprende a Dibujar desde Cero de Arte Vivo y Divertido: Drawing techniques and tutorials for the Spanish speaking student Crash Course: Theater and Drama: In 50 videos, Mike
Rugnetta teaches you theater and drama! This course is based on an introductory college level course in Theater and explores the history, theory, and technology that contributes to the art form most like life. ASSISTments: he program allows them to assign homework or classwork and provide students with immediate feedback as they complete their
assignments; teachers get a report showing individual student and class progress. Eclipses: Playlist to Learn about the Hubble classification of galaxies and the different types of galaxies. Black holes come in different sizes, but for all of them, the escape velocity is greater than the speed of light, so nothing can escape, not matter or light. These videos
will help you understand Limits, Differentiation and Integration- the important ideas around which calculus is built. myShakespeare replaces traditional footnotes with multimedia resources for the 21st-century student. Learning code is not that hard, and it's easier than it looks. Todo lo que debes saber sobre la dislexia: Video from a psychologist
about how to recognize dyslexia in children as well as techniques for success in school- in Spanish ﻦ2ﺔﻣCrash
 اﻟﺤﻠﻘ- ﺪCourse
ﻲادي اﻟﺴﻨ
ﻀﻟﺎﻌرﺮةﺑ و
ﺑﺎ:ﺣCrash Course History in Arabic #2: How does history improve your emotional life? Get tips on solving math problems with help from an experienced mathematics educator in this free video series. CK-12: Numerous open
educational resources, typically texts, across grade levels and subjects. Our Planet |One Planet: Witness the planet's breathtaking diversity -- from seabirds carpet-bombing the ocean to wildebeests eluding the wild dogs of the Serengeti. Find out about our solar system with help from an experienced science educator in this free video series. Topics
include "Pacific Art" and "Purpose and Audience in Global Contemporary Art". MIT Blossoms: MIT’s list of resources for high school Biology. Mystery Science: � Virtual science mini-lessons and full lessons for K-5 students. You can link to their instructional videos using Google Classroom or your preferred course/learning management system. This
includes K–12 math, science, and social studies teachers, as well as teachers at the college level. Instead, you make one big prezi and zoom in to different views. KitKit School: Tablet-based learning suite with a comprehensive curriculum spanning early childhood through early primary levels. Math Planet: From Mathcentrum, a Swedish not-for-profit,
this website contains math lessons and examples from pre-algebra through geometry and practice for SAT and ACT exams. All questions have explanations and are graded automatically. Teachers can view high-level stats for their students, see individual questions and create and assign quizzes. Mircosoft Teams: E1 trial license for Microsoft teams.
Dive in to learn more about the many branches of biology and why they are exciting and important. Desmos: Online application that graphs and solves functions. French Revolution | Educational Video for Kids: Video that highlights the French Revolution and explains the details of one of the most important events in world history. The site has an
encyclopedia, dictionary, atlas, along with biographies, flashcards, and subject support for math, science, social studies and language arts. Music Theory Crash Course : Gives introduction to music theory concepts Music Theory Complete Series: Gives introduction to music theory concepts Music Theory Guy: Gives introduction to music theory
concepts Chord Theory: Gives introduction to music theory concepts Guitar Lessons: Gives introduction to music theory concepts Music Theory 101: Gives introduction to music theory concepts Guitar Chords : Music Theory based guitar lessons and videos Beginning Trumpet Lessons : Trumpet lessons for beginners players from a trumpet teachers
Fine Arts & Music | The Great Courses: Video library covering art and classical music topics for high school students and introductory college students African Americans Influencers in the Arts: Learn more about some of the most influential African American contributors in the worlds of dance, art, and music. Physics: Playlist covering basic topics
from high School physics Lab values and concentrations | Health & Medicine | Khan Academy: Playlist covering lab topics Circuit analysis | Electrical Engineering | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics in electrical physics and the basics of circuts Review for AP Physics 1 exam | Physics | Khan Academy: Review playlist for the AP Physics exam
Electromagnetic waves and interference | Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering electromagnetic waves and topics in electricity Magnetic forces, magnetic fields, and Faraday's law | Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics dealing with magnetism Circuits | Physics | Khan Academy: Topics covering basics of circuts Thermodynamics |
Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics of thermodynamics Forces and Newton's laws of motion | Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics in mechanics such as force Torque and angular momentum | Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics in mechanics such as torque Impacts and linear momentum | Physics | Khan
Academy: Playlist covering topics such as momentum Work and energy | Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics in mechanics such as basic work and energy Centripetal force and gravitation | Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics such as momentum and circular force Physics: This playlist will cover lots of Physics content like
Motion, Forces, Pressure and Gravitation! Classical Physics : Physics is the mother of all science! It's arguably the first science ever developed (along with astronomy) and it covers everything from atoms to galaxies. iCulture offers travel videos, day in the life videos, current news articles and songs that are all 100% target language, age and school
appropriate, and include topics of interest to teens and young adults. National Science Teaching Association: Eighty-seven curated classroom resources for teaching Engineering. Offers some videos in Spanish. Code Break: A global, live-interactive classroom, where the Code.org team will teach students of all ages, with and without computers.
Washington DC - US Capitol for Children | Social Studies for Kids | Kids Academy: This video about Washington DC for kids is a great resource for students studying about the U.S capital and for teachers to use in social studies classrooms. If they are close enough together they can actually touch other, merging into one peanut-shaped star. It
connects students with other students in different coutnries for authentic, cross cultural collaboration. Edulastic provides over 35,000 pre-made assessments for teachers to choose from, or you can personalize your own assessments to give to your students. These inquiry and design challenges provide opportunities for students to engage in the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS) Science and Engineering Practices. Research Quest: � Science investigations, lessons, and Videos from the Natural History Museum and Utah geared at middle schoolers. There are over 100 educational games on this site including games in additional languages Chrome Music Lab: Chrome Music Lab lets users
explore musical concepts and sounds. There's a library of content that includes open textbooks, lessons and state test practice and skill-building problem sets. Audubon Nature Activities for Kids: � The National Audubon Society protects birds and the places they need, today and tomorrow. Students can work through topics based on their levels or
you can assign specific skills for them to complete; all while they think they are playing a game! State test prep is also available to assign Funbrain: Free educational games, comic, books, and videos. There are 67 known moons, and 4 huge ones that we want to explore in greater detail. How to teach English online classrom from home is fairly similar
to teaching English in person. AP Master Classes: A crash course of each AP Exam created by the makers of the AP Exams themselves We Are Teachers: The best websites for teaching Biology. creatED by Crayola: � creatED gives schools and districts practical, art-infused teaching strategies and insights that deepen creative thinking in schools. All
of the activities are designed to use simple supplies that families will likely already have at home. Middle School Math - Circles: A circle is a set of points on a plane which are equidistant from a given point. Get tips on physics and chemistry with help from an experienced educator in this free video series. Learn all about math with help from a private
tutor with years of experience in this free video series Tools for Math Success: If you want to be successful in math, you're going to need access to the right tools. Discusses why we must work to save water. Microsoft teams is a chat based collaboration tool that provides remote, global, and dispersed teams with ther ability to share information and
work together. The free educational content we’ve curated lets players explore the International Space Station though a partnership with NASA, learn to code with a robot, visit famous Washington D.C. landmarks, find and build 3D fractals, learn what it’s like to be a marine biologist, and so much more. Saturn: Crash Course Astronomy #18: Saturn
is the crown jewel of the solar system, beautiful and fascinating. The texts are grade-based, and most of the resources contain multi-modal referents (e.g., pictures, videos) so that the content becomes more comprehensible for the ENL students. Common Sense Media's Free Online Events and Activities for Kids at Home College Board AP Review
Classes: AP Review Classess offered by the College Board by teachers for people taking AP classes or exams OWLS Resource Center : Resources for students, parents, and educators for every class and grade level, virtual field trips, and virtual libraries. Hello Ruby: The world's most whimsical way to learn about computers, technology and
programming. Science Experiments for Kids | Educational Videos by Mocomi: Experiment and discover cool science facts! Here's a list of fun and easy to do science experiments for kids with the procedures and complete explanation. Covers topics seen in a high school or first-year college biology course. MI Write: MI Write is a formative assessment
tool for teachers and students to take ownership of the writing process. Plan and deliver: Educating students with disabilities in remote settings: Article on guidance on the legal requirements involved, how to think about accessibility for remote learning (perhaps in a new way), and how to plan and deliver remote instruction to meet the unique needs
of students with disabilities. There is a collection of educational online interactive educational games. Babies | Sleep: Researchers delve into sleep, a dynamic time for babies, with studies on twitching, apps and naps. Live lessons in English, Spanish and Chinese are currently available. Galaxies tend not to be loners, but instead exist in smaller groups
and larger clusters. NRICH Primary Students Math: Interactive Lessons and games for students to help them thjink mathmatically and practice their skills Eduplay: Generator of educational resources in the form of games that allows obtaining the grades of the students. Lines: Videos that go over the basics of lines Right Triangles: Videos aligned with
Common Core Standards that explain concepts pertaining to right triangles Geometry Basics: Whether you are taking geometry for the first time or reviewing before an exam, this playlist will help prepare you by covering all the basics. Don’t come to this website looking for curriculum, though. The resources are in video, text, and multimedia format,
and completely free! GVA also includes Middle School specific content for 6th, 7th, and 8th grade Social Studies topics. Offered in a variety of levels Education Resources Information Center: Find out about the marvels of cells and DNA with help from an experienced science professional in this free video series. Today, Phil’s going to give you an
overview of those first few minutes (yes, MINUTES) of the universe’s life. Abstract: The Art of Design | Ralph Gilles: Automotive Design: As Fiat Chrysler’s global head of design, Ralph Gilles steers the brand into the future with sleek new sports cars and a self-driving electric van. Sumdog: Provides personalized math and spelling practice and uses
games and rewards to encourage students in their studies. Babies | Love: The biology of bonding unravels to reveal how caregiving, social interaction and stress can physically change both parent and newborn. Georgia Virtual Learning - Mathematics of Finance: Mathematics of Finance Course presented by Georgia Virtual Learning. They’re young,
and evaporate over time, their stars let loose to roam space freely. We talk in terms of probability all the time. Each is equipped with tips and detailed explanations of concepts to various scientific phenomena. Learning Keeps Going: To support educators and parents during extended school closures, this site offers a curated list of free tools and
resources as well as an Educator Help Desk where experts will answer online learning questions. Perfect for class or at home instruction! Ken Burns in the Classroom: Ken Burns and his collaborators have been creating historical documentary films for more than forty years. pintar con acuarela: Techniques for painting in watercolor in spanish Art
Clay: Videos covering tecniques in sculpture AP Art History : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Art History Exam AP 2-D Art and Design : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP 2-D Design Exam AP 3-D Design: Series by the the creators of
the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP 3D Design Exam Learn Sculpture : Channel that has videos explaining sculpting techniques as well as depicting various art projects AP Drawing |Advanced Placement : Created by the makers of the AP Exams themselves; this video library discusses topics pertinent to the AP Drawing
Exam ScrapColoring: Scrapcoloring is a digital coloring book where kids can explore colors and patterns. Get tips on college admissions with help from a graduate of Harvard, Oxford, and the Boston College School of Education in this free video series. Middle School Geometry (Part 2): This Playlist covers the following topics from Middle School
Mathematics: Construction, Quadrilaterals, Perimeter and Area, Volume and Surface Area, Area of a Regular Polygon, and Three Dimensional Shapes. And Life: Crash Course Astronomy #46: Here it is, folks: the end. Calculator Soup: A vast collection of easy to use calculators well organized by topic. Find out about chemistry with help from an
experienced chemistry and science professional in this free video series. Bootstrap World: This resource includes research-based curricular modules for grades 6-12. All of the children in a family will work together on history and science covering the same topics based on the program year chosen. English & Grammar: Learning more about grammar
and the English language in general will allow you to more accurately and succinctly express yourself in the form of the written word. Woot Math makes students solve math problems using different strategies. Supporting Literacy Instruction Remotely Distance Learning: A Gently Curated Collection of Resources for Teachers from Cult of Pedagogy
Google Teach From Home Free ScholaBox Resources Read Write Think student interactive tools Read Write Think Literacy Calendar Activities Online Writing Units From Angela Stockman Kelly Gallagher Instructional Materials Curated Spreadsheet of Educational Companies Offering Free Subscriptions Live, Interactive Lessons by Community of
Learning CICL ADHD Basics: This website helps parents and educators learn more about ADHD and how to adjust learning accordingly for their child. White Dwarfs and Planetary Nebulae: Crash Course Astronomy #30: Today Phil follows up last week’s look at the death of low mass stars with what comes next: a white dwarf. All content is read-aloud
by professional voice over artists, providing scaffolding for beginning readers, students of any age who are learning English and some special education students. This site offers innovative and standards-based curriculum, resources, and professional development. The worksheets contain challenging problem sets and are tailored to develop students'
math skills. Students work together to solve real-world computer science programs through coding and more. The list notably includes David Attenborough’s nature series Our Planet and Abstract, which looks at the art of design Google Art Project: Top 100 Art Pieces: Video library that discusses top 100 art pieces as well as their history and
relevance Neo K-12: This site provides educational videos, lessons, quizzes and educational games for K-12 students in various subject areas, such as science, math, health, social studies and English. Learn about general kindergarten activities with help from a certified K-12 teacher in the state of Ohio in this free video series. When this happens they
expand, get brighter, and cool off, becoming red giants. Clusters of galaxies also clump together to form superclusters, the largest structures in the Universe. It's a FREE game with instant set up and progress tracking features. Education Galaxy: Education Galaxy provides online standards-aligned assessment for students to help prepare them for
state testing. Nebulae are clouds of gas and dust in space. Some of the exercises include staff identificatio, staff construction, fretboard idenification, keyboard identification, ear training, and additional resources exclusively for teachers. Art and Culture | Above the Noise : Videos that discuss contemporary art and culture Criminal Justice | Above the
Noise : Videos that discuss sociology and the criminal justice system Social Issues | Above the Noise : Videos about debates related to school and social life. Finance specialists discuss market history, valuations and CEO incentives. Ms. Jardin's Art Class: Website from art teacher with lesson plans for art projects for grades 6, 7, and 8. Subject Test
Practice: Physics | New SAT | Khan Academy: Physics is the study of the basic principles that govern the physical world around us. It started with a Big Bang, when the Universe was incredibly dense and hot. While the students work through the program they will receive feedback and instructional videos. Georgia Virtual Learning - Physics: Physics
course presented by Georgia Virtual Learning. National Science Foundation: Lesson plans and web resources for teaching Biology. School of Life- Relationships: Playlist about relationships and what makes a healthy relationship Mathmusician Stuff : Math explained through music Infinity : Math videos that explain the kind of infinity Algebra I Course:
Video series that explains pertinent topics in Algebra one- also in relevance to physics Game On: These games will help middle school students explore writing and word meanings as well as encourage critical thinking in reading. More massive ones can fuse deuterium, and even lithium, but not hydrogen, distinguishing them from “normal” stars. You
can use the search feature at the top of the page, or browse one of the following topic headings. You can register for free classes to enhance students' computer science skills. Topics include "World War I" and "The Russian Revolution". Bill Nye Science: Comprehensive site for science including videos, home experiments, and other materials to teach
science. They travel the globe searching for people and places that show how important STEM and STEAM professions are, and how creativity weaves itself through everything! It also has art challeneges for students. Shortly thereafter, we can learn about place values, plots, graphs, time, money, and shapes. Our Planet | Coastal Seas: This episode
includes sharks to lowly urchins, 90 percent of marine creatures live in coastal waters. 9-12 AP Macroeconomics: AP Macroeconomics online classes and review sessions taught by Mrs. Financial literacy is an important aspect of everyday life. First Grade : Videos covering topics essential to the first-grade curriculum in all subjects Election Edge by
Second Avenue Learning: Election Edge takes the mystery out of the US Presidential Election process without spin or political advertisements. Earth Science: Video playlist covering curriculum popular to high school earth science. Genially: Genially is a single tool to create all kinds of resources, presentations, games, interactive images, maps,
illustrated processes, Cvs, etx. Complexly: From literature to biochemistry, video shows cover a breadth of topics designed to get students thinking. Encompassing everyone from The Beatles to Beyonce, TeachRock has something for almost everyone. See if you can watch them all! Algebra I and II: Are you in Algebra 1? General Chemistry: Video
Playlist explaining topics that would be an an introductory high school or college chemistry class Virtual Labs : Lab videos covered in AP and Regents Chemistry AP Chemistry : Playlist covering topics normally covered in an AP Chemistry class Chad's General Chemistry Videos : Video Playlist explaining topics that would be an an introductory high
school or college chemistry class SciShow Kids Home: SciShow Kids explores all those curious topics that make us ask "why?" through research and conducting experiments Science with Tom: Science Breakdown - Rise of the Mesopredator: Helps students understand difficult topics through science raps Its Okay to be Smart: 12 days of evolution:
Videos about evolution AP Chemistry : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Chemistry Exam Easy DIY Science Experiment for Kids with Acid Base Indicator!!!: Easy DIY Science Experiment for Kids with Acid Base Indicator using everyday household items! Ryan test out common food around the
house to see if it's an acid or a base! Fun and Easy learning experiment to do at home! Periodic Videos : Ultimate channel for all things chemistry. AP Statistics: AP Statistics online classes and review sessions taught by Mr. Murphy, John Bapst Memorial High School (Bangor, ME), and Mr. Wilcox, East Kentwood High School (Kentwood, MI). You have
access to steps to complete lessons and projects to continue the in school art experiences at home. Typing Club: Created for children 7 and up, TypingClub offers free games and activities meant to improve your kiddo's typing skills. We think this means the Universe will expand forever, even as our view of it shrinks while space expands faster all the
time. We Are Teachers: The best websites for teaching Earth and Environmental Sciences. Fun Videos for Toddlers, Preschool and Kindergarten. Students can learn coding through game development in an engaging and interactive way. Timeotast Timeline Maker : This site allows people to create interactive timelines, which they can share anywhere
on the web. Hosts books for kids 3-5, 6-9, and 10-13. In the process, they learn to solve problems, design projects, and express themselves creatively on the computer. Life on earth and in the universe | Cosmology & Astronomy | Khan Academy: Playlist covering the history of life on earth and origins of the Universe Earth geological and climatic
history | Cosmology & Astronomy | Khan Academy: Playlist covering history of Earth and the Geologic time scale Stars, black holes and galaxies | Cosmology & Astronomy | Khan Academy: Play list covering topics in astronomy Scale of the universe | Cosmology & Astronomy | Khan Academy: Play list covering topics in astronomy Let's Go To Space! SciShow Kids: Explore our solar system with Jessi and Squeaks! Astronomy and Astrophysics: Do you love space stuff as much as I do? PBS Learning Media: Videos, interactive lessons, lesson plans, galleries, audio, and more on Engineering. Matemáticas Tercer Grado: Math for third graders- for Spanish speaking students Math & Learning Videos 4
Kids- First Grade: Kids will learn lots of math concepts for First Grade. First Grade Social Studies: These are our first grade social studies videos. Many of our animations are available in numerous languages. Online Classroom Toolkit: Playlist that contains information on running a remote classroom. They publish 1-2 issues a month and their issues
include intros to topics, games, and other things worth checking out for physics students. Wisdom Wonder Project YouTube Channel: Kindergarten Singapore Math videos, Art instruction videos, and read along videos ASSISTments: he program allows them to assign homework or classwork and provide students with immediate feedback as they
complete their assignments; teachers get a report showing individual student and class progress. White dwarfs are incredibly hot and dense objects roughly the size of Earth. The apps include Animator, Mechanism, Modeler, Isomers, Isomers AR. It’s Big History! This course will take you on a whirlwind journey from the creation to the death of the
universe and is based on the Big History Project. Abstract: The Art of Design | Ilse Crawford: Interior Design: Interior designer Ilse Crawford creates spaces and objects that engage the senses and promote well-being, from high-end hotels to Ikea furniture. Knowre: Knowre Math is an online core supplement for grades 1-12 that needs only a browser
to view or an iPad app. Computer and Internet are helpful, but are optional for your K-16 students. This platform provides authentic listening videos for ENL students so that they can use it to boost their listening comprehension skills and their speaking skills. Teach Engineering: Showcases engineering in everyday life as the context for student
learning. Georgia Virtual Learning: GVA is a rich repository of open educational resources (OER) in Fine Arts, including, AP Art History, AP Music Theory, Music Appreciation, Music Theory, and Visual Arts Comp. Pro features free through June; see guide for virtual learning. This point is the center of the circle and the distance from the center to any
point on the circle is called the radius. Quizlet – Learning flashcards and games to support learning in multiple subjects. NewsEla: Website that promotes literacy and reading comprehension through news sites and current events articles Creosity Space: Uses entrepreneurship and interesting curriculum from all fields of STEM to engage elementary
students and keep them interested in STEM Marco Learning Free Practice AP Exams: Offers free pratice AP Tests to download in a variety of subjects for AP Prep Marco Learning AP Review Videos: Live streams and recording for students reviewing for AP exams Chemistry Challenges and Solutions : A video-based instructional series in chemistry
with accompanying website for high school and college classes. Fact Monster : A homework help and reference site for kids in grades K-6. The video discusses the working of the brain and how those diagnosed have a difficulty in learning. This allows students to have a visual for instruments while creating a remote field trip experience for free!
BeepBox- Making Music on Your Home Computer : Support your child's music learning using this free online platform. Instead of taking coding classes, why not teach yourself? These activities can be done at home or in a yard or park. Reviewed by the American Librarian Association as a great site for kids Homeschool for Free-List: Article that
provides a list of free resources by grade level categorized by curriculum and grade level. Discovery Breaks are questions posed directly to students where the video is designed to be paused to engage and explore with activities found in the Discovery Guide. Now, choose a daily goal (e.g., 15 minutes a day)Choose “google account.” Now Enjoy and
learn a new language! ELL Scholastic: Englishclub: This platform is mainly geared towards ENL students, so that they can practice their language skills (speaking, listening, writing, and reading). The Known Universe : This video takes viewers from the Himalayas through our atmosphere and the inky black of space to the afterglow of the Big Bang.
College Board AP Review Classes: AP Review Classess offered by the College Board by teachers for people taking AP classes or exams Rithm School Free Courses : Website thate teaches how to do web development and programming Education Resources Information Center: Social studies begins at grade 2 and goes up. ClassPad: Web based
calculation tool that includes Calculation, Graphing, Geometry and Statistics, free to teachers and students. It’s also free to download through June. The troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere. Media4Math: Grades 6-12 math website that offers free open educational resource demos for students to watch. More on this day’s episode of
Crash Course Arabic with Yasser Abu Mealeq. Explore the Solar System: 360 Interactive Tour!: Take a 360 degree virtual tour of our Solar System, with the help of Crash Course Astronomy host Phil Plait! Go Green! Environmental Science for Kids | Educational Videos by Mocomi: Go Eco Friendly, Go Green! Watch our collection of environment
videos and help make earth a better place by making environmental friendly choices and lifestyles. Earth Science Regents Review : Review of topics in Earth Science and Astronomy to Regents standards Science with Tom: Science Breakdown - Rise of the Mesopredator: Helps students understand difficult topics through science raps Review of Part DRegents Earth Science: Review of 3 parts of Regents lab practical Earth Science Water : Videos covering important concepts pertaining to water Astronomy: Videos covering essential topics in Astronomy Meterology: Videos covering essential topics in weather and meteorology Book Club | National Geographic Kids : Audiobooks about science from
national Geographic- also good for students with dyslexia and who have vision imparments AP Environmental Science : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Environmental Science exam All About Space! | Nat Geo Kids: Learn about gravity, NASA, and more with these videos about space. Painting
is a great way to express yourself and communicate emotionally; kids don’t just love to draw, they also need it to be able to communicate and to progress intellectually. High ass Stars: Crash Course Astronomy #31: Massive stars fuse heavier elements in their cores than lower mass stars. Study.com Biology Resources: The Homeschool Resources
chapter of this High School Biology Homeschool course is designed to offer homeschool parents new ways to teach, reinforce, & expand upon biology concepts. Tides: Playlist to Learn all about the rise and fall of the oceans which we call tides. American Panorama: This free digital atlas of America uses online GIS to explore and visualize data with
maps. Google Lit Trips : Lit trips are downloadable files that mark the journey of litreary characters. First Grade : Videos covering topics essential to the first-grade curriculum in all subjects Happy Numbers: Happy Numbers helps teachers deliver quality math instruction, monitor progress, and math growth—all remotely. Elements of a Story
Interactive : Interactive lessons that allows readers to learn about the elements of a story and then help them write their own Minecraft: Education Edition: Education Edition to try a free coding lesson or trial the full version with your class. Neutron Stars: Crash Course Astronomy #32: In the aftermath of a 8 – 20 solar mass star’s demise we find a
weird little object known as a neutron star. GeoGebra has become the leading provider of dynamic mathematics software, supporting science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education and innovations in teaching and learning worldwide. Adaptable to remote learning. Edulastic: Edulastic is an online K-12 assessment tool. Chemisty
| Bozeman Science : Videos covering topics in chemistry for high school as well as introductory college students Spectroscopy | Organic Chemistry | Khan Academy: Playlist covering different methods of analyzing chemical compounds Water, acids, and bases | Biology | Khan Academy: Playlist covering the science of acids, bases, and pH Lab values

and concentrations | Health & Medicine | Khan Academy: Playlist covering lab topics Atoms, compounds, and ions | Chemistry | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics in basic chemistry such as atoms, atomic structure, and how compounds form General Chemistry: Are you in a high school or college introductory chemistry course? Math-Tastic: A lot
of advanced mathematical concepts really aren't that difficult once you begin to break them down into a series of manageable steps. NPR Music is compiling a list of live audio and video streams from around the world, categorized by date and genre, with links out to streaming platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and YouTube. You can find welldesigned project based learning lessons at the following sites. Concord HS Biology Resources: Visual simulations for teaching science to high school students. Everfi: EVERFI offers free online courses for grades K-12 on critical skills like social-emotional learning, STEM, health & wellness, financial literacy, career readiness and more. And thanks to
our members, it's free for everyone Kids World Travel Guide: Kids World Travel Guide provides comprehensive and easy-to-read country facts and insights about famous landmarks, people and cultures, animals and attractions. Science Experiments : A break down of science experiements- some of which can be done at home others musty be done in a
lab. On the website of you can find a rich collection of Webquest lessons designed for the different grade levels and curriculum areas. Neo K-12: This site provides educational videos, lessons, quizzes and educational games for K-12 students in various subject areas, such as science, math, health, social studies and English. You can find and open a
Webquest that suits your teaching need, copy the URL and share it with your students through your class homepage or in email. Georgia Virtual Network - Computer Science Principles: Click Here Georgia Virtual Network presents a full, online course covering Computer Science Principles. They can glow on their own or reflect light from nearby
stars. There is a schedule provided on their website including what they will be discussing, with whom, and the links. How to Create an Interactive Bitmoji Classroom: A tutorial teaching how to create a personalized bitmoji classroom with interactive elements and links. Students can access Happy Numbers from any Internet-enabled device (even a
smartphone!). Georgia Virtual Learning - Geology: Geology course presented by Georgia Virtual Learning. myShakespeare provides media-rich, web-based editions of the most commonly taught Shakespeare plays. SmartMusic: is a web-based suite of music education tools that support efficient practice, helping musicians to develop and grow. Wars
you've never heard of : Videos about little known wars and battles in US History and their consequences curso de HISTORIA DEL ARTE: Covers art history topics for the Spanish speaking student Crash Course: World History in Arabic: Follow the first episodes of our series "Crash Course in Arabic" with Yasser Abu Muailaq and enjoy useful and
entertaining information. Topics include "Rotational Kinetics" and "Torque in Equilibrium". Math Game Time: www.mathgametime.com Arcademics: www.arcademics.com Boost student engagement & fact fluency with their free multiplayer educational games, math games, language arts games, and more! Grades K-6. | Endocrine System: Short and
fun educational video that teaches how the endocrine system works and how hormones work How Does Your Immune System Work? Try Engineering: Explore IEEE Try Engineering’s database of lesson plans to teach engineering concepts to your students, aged 4 to 18. Also provides resources in languages other than English. Levers: Playlist covering
basic topics in physics pertaining to the levers More to come. First Grade : Videos covering topics essential to the first-grade curriculum in all subjects Toy Theater: Toy Theatre lets kids use virtual tools to build, create and animate. Learn each of the continents one by one, learning where they are in the world and a little bit about each one. Virtual
Bioengineering Simulations: You can practice Genetic Engineering skills while receiving the answers to common science questions. Boddle: Boddle’s adaptive learning algorithm delivers just right questions to each student. AP Master Classes: A crash course of each AP Exam created by the makers of the AP Exams themselves Remote Learning
Accessibility Resources: CAST is a nonprofit education research and development organization that works to expand learning opportunities for all individuals through Universal Design for Learning. Georgia Virtual Learning - AP Calculus BC: AP Calculus BC course presented by Georgia Virtual Learning. Bedtime Math: � App and website designed
for quick, 5 minute activities to help students learn to integrate math into their daily lives. Encantos Tiny Travelers : Encantos offers lesson interactive lessons based on culture for children 6 and under Pest World : Provides ebooks, videos, lessons, and crafts for kids surrounding insects Funbrain: Free educational games, comic, books, and videos.
Responses can be images. Math Learning Center: All apps are available through web app, chrome store, or the Apple app store. Activity Counts is a series of 27 activity cards that introduce fundamental math concepts and skills to kids in a fun, active way. Galaxies: Learn about the Hubble classification of galaxies and the different types of galaxies.
myON: myON® Reader is a student-centered, personalized literacy environment that gives students access to more than 6,000 enhanced digital books. Soliving word problems : Playlist explaining strategies for solving word problems 2 step equations : Playlist explaining 2 step equations Algebra I and II: Are you in Algebra 1? Encompassing a wide
range of terrestrial topics that include geology, meteorology, astronomy, and oceanography, here's a list of digital tools to support your Earth science lessons. KiwiCo DIY: Free DIY lessons for students to complete at home that teach them about science. Each full day line-up will cover a range of subjects including science, math, social students,
history and literature. Our Milky Way is part of the Local Group, and will one day collide with the Andromeda galaxy. GeoGebra: GeoGebra is dynamic mathematics software for all levels of education that brings together geometry, algebra, spreadsheets, graphing, statistics and calculus in one easy-to-use package. The Moon: Crash Course Astronomy
#12: Join Phil for a tour of our capital-M Moon, from surface features, inside to the core, and back in time to theories about its formation. High School Chemistry: Playlist covering topics common to High School chemistry High School Chemistry: Playlist covering topics common to High School chemistry Mystery Science: All of the lessons below are
expertly designed to engage students, achieve learning outcomes, and be easy for teachers to use. At-Home Learning Resources: Include STEM activities and lesson plans along with different program interventions. Let's learn about forces, motion, energy, and more! Centripetal force and gravitation | Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics
such as momentum and circular force Work and energy | Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics in mechanics such as basic work and energy Impacts and linear momentum | Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics such as momentum Torque and angular momentum | Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics in mechanics
such as torque Forces and Newton's laws of motion | Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics in mechanics such as force Thermodynamics | Physics | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics of thermodynamics Vivid Books: Education platform to make kids fall in love with STEM subjects through interactive learning and Augmented Reality. AP
Music Theory : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Music Theory Exam Understanding Music | 12Tone: Video that explains the theory and meaning behind songs Building Blocks |12Tone : Video library covering the fundamentals of music theory Chrome Music Lab: Chrome Music Lab lets users
explore musical concepts and sounds. The site is offered in both English and Spanish. Everyone is familiar with how this war played out for the Founding Fathers; they got to become the Founding Fathers. If you're feeling helpless, one thing you can do is learn about how we got into this mess in the first place! Learn all about the history of America,
from George Washington all the way to today. The curriculum is based on educational standards set in the United States, and it is always our goal to have every subject exceed USA standards to give students the best educational start possible. There are comics, assessments, videos, art cartoons, projects, quotes, guest speakers, blogs, and so many
more resources to assist in your students distant learning experience. 10 Minutes of Code: Coding site for grades K-12 on free lessons for coding including instructions, units, lesson plans, and free downloads. Maybe. This is the playlist for you! These problems cover most of the major concepts, and some of them are the trickier examples we didn't
cover in the general chemistry series. In particular looking at the stratosphere, where my research is focussed. ﻦ4ﺔﻣCrash
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Course History in Arabic #4: Pharaohs .. From there teachers can use the students artifacts to highlight errors and successes. Georgia Virtual Learning - Chemistry: Chemistry lessons for high school
distance learning. Save Environment - Environmental Science for Kids | Educational Videos by Mocomi: Get close to Mother Nature by watching our environmental and educational videos about building a green, pollution free earth. Heinrich Himmler - The SS Gestapo His Life and Career Audiobook: Audiobooks for material wirtten about the
holocaust for students to learn about the holocaust The Quakers, the Dutch, and the Ladies: Crash Course US History #4: In which John Green teaches you about some of the colonies that were not in Virginia or Massachussetts. Unit Circles: Videos that cover the basic concepts behind the unit circle How to Teach Remotely: Learn how to teach
remotely by preparing engaging online lessons for your students. Low mass stars live a long time, fusing all their hydrogen into helium over a trillion years. See "Help" for more details after logging in. : Educational cartoon that explains what dyslexia is and the meaning behind the term. Here's a collection of resources for interactive tools and sites,
instructional materials and more: Alphabet Songs - Compilation Of ABC Story and Songs With Lyrics For Kids: Video library covering rhyming and letters Supporting Literacy Instruction Remotely Distance Learning: A Gently Curated Collection of Resources for Teachers from Cult of Pedagogy Google Teach From Home Online Writing Units From
Angela Stockman Free ScholaBox Resources Read Write Think student interactive tools Read Write Think Literacy Calendar Activities Units of Study Charts and Videos for Students Curated Spreadsheet of Educational Companies Offering Free Subscriptions Scholastic Learn at Home Day by Day Projects Live, Interactive Lessons by Community of
Learning CICL Common Sense Media's Free Online Events and Activities for Kids at Home Elemeno: Free emerging reader/decodable books, searchable by letter-sounds. From the teacher dashboard, teachers can create original activities or use the toolkit to post class announcements, conduct warm-ups, create random groups, and more. WebQuest
inquiry tasks A WebQuest is an inquiry-oriented lesson in which learners work on a challenging task using online resources. Games include times tables and problems for addition, subtraction, division, odd and even, sequences, prime numbers and place values. The selected plant will launch in October aboard the SpaceX cargo resupply mission CRS-2
SpX-21. Ap Physicis 1 : AP Physics 1: Algebra-Based online classes and review sessions taught by Mr. Beck, Clayton High School (Clayton, NC), and Mr. Jacobs, Woodberry Forest School (Woodberry Forest, VA). This is the playlist for you! Here all of your algebra-related needs will be addressed! Geometry Basics: Whether you are taking geometry for
the first time or reviewing before an exam, this playlist will help prepare you by covering all the basics. Reviewed by the American Librarian Association as a great site for kids TedED: Library of educational videos spanning all subjects vetted by TED Education Resources Information Center: Shmoop: Math Video Library: Has hundreds of short videos
ranging all math topics to help students develop understanding. Biology/Genetics: In this series, we build upon our knowledge of atoms and molecules from chemistry, as well as the larger biomolecules from biochemistry, and begin to comprehend all the components of the cell, which are the basic units that comprise all living organisms. Vivid Books:
Education platform to make kids fall in love with STEM subjects through interactive learning and Augmented Reality. Helpful error messages make learning to program in a text-based language easier than ever. : Are you taking geometry? The disk has grand spiral patterns in it, formed by the traffic jams of stars and nebulae, where stars are born. AP
U.S Government and Politics: AP U.S. Government and Politics online classes and review sessions taught by Ms. Hitchcock, Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology (Alexandria, VA). This is the playlist for you! Learn about the history of the universe and what we know about everything in it! Modern Physics : This is the playlist to go
to for all the weird stuff. Wide Open School: A fantastic resource for teachers and parents covering subject areas, mental health, and other elements to assist your students or child with their continuing education during COVID-19. (for ages 4-10) ScratchJr: With ScratchJr, young children (ages 5-7) can program their own interactive stories and
games. Most of our content is entirely free and accessible to all. Crash Course in US History: This video channel is a crash course in US History with 48 videos. Below are tools for helping with learning strategies, motivation, memory, reading comprehension, and mathematics. ELA 2020: Playlist covering topics to help students better understand texts
and critical reading Strategies for Summer Reading for Children with Dyslexia: Tips for keeping children with Dyslexia and other learning diabilities engaged in reading during the summer months Punctuation | Grammar | Khan Academy: Playlist covering use of punctuation The parts of speech | Grammar | Khan Academy: Playlist covering use of
parts of speech Here's a collection of literacy organizations dedicated to supporting literacy learning all year long with special collections for online and digital learning: All levels Math and Dyscalculia : Often referred to as dyscalculia, math-related learning disabilities are complex and require intervention by skillful teachers to help students achieve
success. All of these 1st grade social studies videos are curriculum based and are great for introduction, overview and test review. This curriculum has been used by over 3,000 education centers and families in 130+ countries. School of Life- Relationships: Playlist about relationships and what makes a healthy relationship Beginner Trumpet Lessons :
Trumpet Lessons for Beginners How to Play Trumpet- Trumpet Lessons for Beginners : Trumpet Lessons for Beginners Clarinet Lessons - beginner to intermediate level: Clarinet Lessons for the beginning to intermediate player How to Play Clarinet - Clarinet Lessons for Beginners: Clarinet Lessons for the beginning player How to Play Guitar - Guitar
Lessons for Beginners: Guitar lessons for the beginner How to Play Piano- Piano lessons for beginners : Piano lessons for the beginner How to Sing- Singing Lessons for Beginner : Singing lessons for beginners How to Play Saxophone- Saxophone Lessons for Beginners : Saxophone numbers for beginners Crash Course: Theater and Drama: In 50
videos, Mike Rugnetta teaches you theater and drama! This course is based on an introductory college level course in Theater and explores the history, theory, and technology that contributes to the art form most like life. 7 Big Ideas as You Shift Toward Online Teaching: Article that contains informtation to teachers as to how to shift their classrooms
during the pandemic. Each concept explained in 2 minutes or less! Basic Cell Biology : Videos discussing in 2 minutes or less the structures the basics of cells- videos cover eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells Crash Course Kids: Life Science : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video series that gives younger children overviews of Life
Science and Flows of energy Natural Selection and Adaptation: Videos about natural selection, adaptations, and phylogeny BioInteractive en Español: Selection of videos about science, life, and animals in Spanish Infectious Disease: Videos explaining the science and transmission of infectious diseases Fotosíntesis: Playlist describing steps of
photosynthesis in Spanish Photosynthesis : Playlist describing steps of photosynthesis Ancient Flora, Fauna, and Fungi : Video discussing ancient lifeforms on earth and evolution Human Evolution Learning Playlist : learn the fundamentals about what we know, and what we’re still discovering, about the evolution of Homo sapiens. " Ap Physics 2 : AP
Physics 2: Algebra-Based online classes and review sessions taught by Mr. Mancino, Glastonbury High School (Glastonbury, CT), and Mr. Eaton, Reedy High School (Frisco, TX). The program includes 9 modules on a variety of topics, including Savings, Banking, Credit Cards & Interest Rates, Credit Scores, Financing Higher Education, Renting vs.
Fractions & Decimals: Fractions and decimals are two aspects of mathematics that are never going away, so you might as well get comfortable with them now. DSO Kids: This websites offers many great resources for students to experience music in an interactive online setting. Crayola Lesson Plans: Search for arts-based, standards-based lesson
plans by grade and subject including math, science, social studies, and language arts. Voces Digital: Voces is a collection of world language titles covering Spanish levels 1-AP®, French levels 1-3, and ESL levels 1-4, and incorporating grammar, vocabulary, and comprehensible input-based approaches to language learning. Five videos. Why does this
war have two names? It is very similar to a power point, except you do not make slides. Chasing Coral: Chasing Coral taps into the collective will and wisdom of an ad man, top-notch camera designers, and renowned marine biologists as they invent the first time-lapse camera to record bleaching events as they happen. Here’s a collection of sites
where teachers, authors and celebrities are reading picture books aloud to students: Here’s a collection of sites to access free, digital books and texts to share with students: Many authors and illustrators are offering daily videos and live feeds to read and write together. Brightstorm English Grammar : Explanations and guidance regarding english
grammar Book Club | National Geographic Kids : Audiobooks about science from national Geographic- also good for students with dyslexia and who have vision imparments Grammar for Kids | Contractions | Prepositions | Learning Time Fun | Contractions for Kids | Prepositions for Kids | Grammar for Children | ESL Kids: Learn grammar for kids with
our contractions for kids and prepositions for kids learning videos for kids playlist by Learning Time Fun! With our grammar for kids playlist your child will learn both basic and more complicated contractions plus the most important prepositions with locations for kids such as, on, in, under, above, between, and more prepositions vocabulary. For the
complete programming schedule, related resources, and additional home learning opportunities, visit www.wmht.org/homeclassroom. The Math Learning Center offers free apps on fractions, geoboards, time, math vocabulary, number frames, money pieces, number pieces, number lines, number racks, and pattern shapes. Moomoo Math: Playlist that
covers over 800 comprehensive math topics Reading a Decimal: Playlist to Learn how to read and write decimals 6-8 ASSISTments (grades 5-9): � ASSISTments is a free tool for math teachers to assign homework and classwork. Instructors can then use data to make informed decisions and understand their learners' level of engagement. Online
Grammar Quizzes : Has links to activities that help students learn and study grammar Crickets, Books, and Bach: How to Create a Summer Listening Program: Listening to books is an entirely different experience than reading. Night by Ellie Wisel Audiobook : Audio books done chapter by chapter- nice for students who do better with listening or may
be visually impaired Middle School Geometry(Part 1): This Playlist covers the following topics from Middle School Mathematics, basic geometry, lines, planes and angles, parallel lines, and angles. However, remote learning for ESL learners entails finding online English teaching resources that will enchance teaching English online that will be
interactive and engaging for esl learners. Kindergarten Activities: Kindergarten is a great time to start teaching kids about a wide variety of different topics that they will use all throughout the remainder of their lives. Topics include "Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test", "Chi-Square Test for Homogeneity" and "Regression Models".. STEM from the
START: Curriculum resource for teaching STEM. Teachers can monitor their students' progress and mastery of Math skills and concepts. For more info: A KNILT mini-course on Webquest Project-based learning If students have an extended period of time for remote learning, you could turn it into a great opportunity for self-directed, project-based
learning. Veritasium: Physicist Derek Muller uses a variety of experimentations, dramatizations and expert interviews to explain the fundamentals of science. This episode features music. Math Definitions & More: When it comes to getting a well-rounded mathematical education, you're going to want to familiarize yourself with a lot of key terms and
concepts. 6-12 Civil War: Video playlist covering essential events and topics pertaining to the Civil War Artists and Culture in WW1 : Videos explaining key events and facts pertaining to arts and culture in World War I Georgia Virtual Learning: GVA is a rich repository of open educational resources (OER) in social studies, including American
Government, AP History, AP Government and Politics, AP Psychology, AP US History, Economics, Psychology, Sociology, World History, and Geography. And the Revolutionary War. AP Master Classes: A crash course of each AP Exam created by the makers of the AP Exams themselves We Are Teachers: The best websites for teaching physics. Georgia
Virtual Learning - Music Theory: Music Theory course presented by Georgia Virtual Learning. Ask the Experts : Video library thats asks real experts about scientific topics and phenomena Why with Nye : e notable "science guy" entertains with some interstellar trivia and demystifying space. Get expert math tutoring with help from a longtime
mathematics educator in this free video series. You've come to the right place! Rectangles, triangles, circles, pyramids, prisms, you name it! We're gonna talk about it. Trigonometry, Statistics & More: Just because you leave the classroom doesn't mean that mathematics ceases to be an important part of your daily life. BBC School Radio: Learning
resources for primary schools offering video, audio and downloads for Early Years, KS1 & KS2 covering music, dance, history, collective worship, literacy and maths and some additional resources for secondary schools at KS3 & KS4. WeScheme: WeScheme is a web-based programming environment that allows us to write, run, and share programs on
the web. Fish out your library card 2. It is currently free during school closures. Saturn has dozens of moons, including Titan, which is as big as Mercury and has a thick atmosphere and lakes of methane; and Enceladus which has an undersurface ocean and eruptions of water geysers. ExoLab-8: Your students can help us select the next research plant
that heads to space in October 2020 aboard ExoLab-8! You and your students can do this at home. It is a gas giant, and has a broad set of rings made of ice particles. Using this method you will learn html, css, javascript, visual design & more. They over everything you need to teach a subject, digitally accessible in one place for economics,
government, and American history. Code.org: Learning computer science when schools are closed: Code.org suggested some of its activities for self-guided learning at home, including Hour of Code-- engaging, introductory tutorials, video libraries, unplugged activities for limited or no internet access, support for teachers currently teaching Code.org
courses. The Kuiper Belt is a donut shape aligned with the plane of the solar system; the scattered disk is more eccentric and is the source of short period comets; and the Oort Cloud which surrounds the solar system out to great distances is the source of long-period comets. Eighth Grade Social Studies Activities- Internet 4 classrooms: Links and
activities aligning with the eight grade curriculum for social studies ClassDojo : ClassDojo is an online classroom management platform where teachers can record and track student behavior, facilitate classroom activities, curate student portfolios, and communicate with parents. Kids World Travel Guide: Kids World Travel Guide provides
comprehensive and easy-to-read country facts and insights about famous landmarks, people and cultures, animals and attractions. Secondary English Grammar | Iken Edu: Video library covering more advanced writing and grammar techniques Art- Words To Use: Learn how to describe art using the right words and phrases. This long and intertwined
civilization, which is difficult for us to differentiate its events because of its long duration. For Educators, Numerade allows unlimited posting of video lectures for your students to access in a “remote classroom setting”. Historia de Europa: European history videos- in Spanish Curso "Psicología básica y no tan básica: Review of psychology topics- in
Spanish Global Regents Review : Playlist for students to review topics for the world history exam Thomas Jefferson & His Democracy: Crash Course US History #10: n which John Green teaches you about founding father and third president of the United States, Thomas Jefferson. Crash Course Chemistry : Video series that is good for AP chemistry
students but also covers a little organic chem AP Chemistry Playlist: Playlist that introduces AP Chem topics, provides examples, and reviews All the Chemical Elements in Order : Video library about every single periodic element Science Songs | Acapella Science : Video playlist that seeks to explain diffiuclt science topics- through acapella songs!
Regents Chemistry Tutorials : Playlist covering topics normally covered in an Regents Chemistry class AP Chemistry Review : Playlist covering topics normally covered in an AP Chemistry class DIY Science Experiments : A collection of science experiments you can do at home from scientists and favorite YouTubers Science Debates : Experiements and
Debates about SCIENCE Macromolecules Simplified (Carbohydrates, Proteins, Nucleic Acids, and Lipids) | The 2 Minute Classroom : Video playlist with videos 2 minutes or less discussing the basics of major macromolecules Crash course Kids: Physical Science : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video series that gives younger children
an overview of physical science and matter Human Evolution Learning Playlist : learn the fundamentals about what we know, and what we’re still discovering, about the evolution of Homo sapiens. Students can also access full length courses with conceptual content videos covering every topic within the subject. (In Arabic) Crash Course: Big History:
In 10 episodes John Green, Hank Green, and Emily Graslie teach you about, well, everything. You can even output the resource pages in full color in a larger format to decorate your classroom walls as an additional learning tool. Reading Rockets: An extensive collection of resources about reading, including topical research briefs and reports,
descriptions of nonprofit, state and federal literacy organizations, and our free reading guides for parents and educators. Abstract: The Art of Deisgn | Tinker Hatfield: Tinker Hatfield's background in architecture and athletics sparked his game-changing shoe designs for Nike, including the iconic Air Jordan series. Landsea, Coral Gables Senior High
(Miami, Fl). Then, the parent selects a program year. Professional Development: PBS Professional Development: Ideas for K-12 teachers in regards to assessment, planning, preparation, effective classroom, and disciplinesCounseling services/College Preparations:Frank Fasa: A free online site that helps 12th grade students fill with FASFA for
collegeVoyage: An online program that prepares students for their life after high school. Brainfuse One-on-One Tutoring: Get free online homework help from one-on-one tutors, daily from 2–11 PM. Kids need to let their creativity fly away, and what better way than giving them the tools to create Art? They are fun and helpful. They are all free and
designed to work on computers, tablets, and mobile devices! First Grade Curriculum: Here is a collection of First Grade curriculum video lessons from us here at Homeschool Pop! Second Grade Curriculum: Our Second Grade curriculum video playlist is perfect for helping your child or student grasp a wide variety of concepts, all in our classic, easy
to understand Homeschool Pop format! 3rd Grade Curriculum | Third Grade Learning Videos: Enjoy our 3rd Grade Curriculum! We add new videos on a regular basis, so there will be more third grade learning videos coming soon! Freckle: A differentiation platform with built-in activities for ELA, math, social studies and science. Book Club | National
Geographic Kids : Audiobooks about science from national Geographic- also good for students with dyslexia and who have vision impairments All About Space! | Nat Geo Kids: Learn about gravity, NASA, and more with these videos about space. Features K-12 games Sign up for Free Premium Access: � Quizziz: Explore millions of teacher made
quizzes in multiple subject areas. Follow the second episode of our ""Crash Course in Arabic"" series with Yasser Abu Muaylaq and enjoy useful information in an easy-to-digest way! (In Arabic) ﻦ3ﺔﻣCrash
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Crash Course History in Arabic #3: Did you know that the world owes Mesopotamia to one of the two most important things in the
world: writing ... Inspiring Middle School Literacy: Self-paced lessons include videos, interactive activities, note taking, reading, and writing to present students with engaging science, social studies, mathematics, and English language arts topics. Anatomy and Physiology : It's time to learn about the human body! As complex as we are, if we have
enough background knowledge in chemistry, biochemistry, and biology, it's not all that hard to understand. Colin Powell provides a window into his process. Faculty Focus: �Faculty Focus has been an important tool for instructors to share what they are implementing in the classroom and to learn what other instructors are doing worldwide. The
Seven Years War and the Great Awakening: Crash Course US History #5: In which John Green teaches you about the beginnings of the American Revolution in a video titled The Seven Years War. Excellent jumping point for remote lessons. Because audio books can be understood at a higher level than a childs reading level, new types of books and
authors become accessible. The musical instruments featured include woodwinds, percussion, keyboard, brass, and even a category for other instruments. The HR diagram plots stars’ luminosity versus temperature, and most stars fall along the main sequence, where they live most of their lives. [Física] [Arias]: Covers Physics topics for students who
speak Spanish Science with Tom: Science Breakdown - Rise of the Mesopredator: Helps students understand difficult topics through science raps Regents Physics Top 40 Missed Questions 2019 Review: Review of topics for the Physics Regents - including the top 40 missed Regents questions up to 2019 AP Physics C: Electricity and Elctromagnetism :
Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Physics: Electricity and Electromagnetism exam AP Physics II : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Physics II Exam AP Physics C: Mechanics : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to
explain topics pertaining to the AP Physics C: Mechanics Exam AP Physics I : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Physics I exam Physics Test Practice : From the makers of the SAT Subject Test, practice problems pertaining to the SAT Physics subject test Vivid Books: Education platform to make
kids fall in love with STEM subjects through interactive learning and Augmented Reality. CS First: CS First modules for programming in Scratch, aligned to a variety of themes — always free. Can proteins observed in space reveal the mysteries of life? ReadingIQ: ReadingIQ is an advanced digital library for children up to age 12, with thousands of
high-quality, high-interest books that are searchable by topic and leveled with Guided Reading and Lexile systems. Middle School Math - Sets: A collection of well defined and distinct objects is referred to as Sets. They are all free and designed to work on computers, tablets, and mobile devices! BBC Radio 3: BBC Music Planet has videos showcasing
music from around the world. Or do you just want to learn all about cool shapes? In total, there are hundreds of billions of galaxies in the Universe. The company has committed to posting new content daily. Online Teaching Apps for Ells: In this playlist of Online Teaching Apps for ELLs I am sharing with you some of the online teaching apps that have
helped my ELL students with acquiring listening, speaking, and writing skills through collaboration and targeted feedback. Supporting Children with Autism During the Coronavirus Outbreak : Tips for developing routines and creating an emergency plan for children with ASD Startegies for Supporting Learning at Home : Resources, strategies and
advice broken down by age and grade level from Preschoolers to college OWLS Resource Center : Resources for students, parents, and educators for every class and grade level, virtual field trips, and virtual libraries. Learning English: Oftentimes, language educators are encouraged to implement authentic material when lesson planning. There are
over 100 educational games on this site including games in additional languages Ciencias para niños: Science for kidss- for the Spanish speaking student Aprende a pintar/dibujar: Painting techniques and projects- for the Spanish speaking student Cómo Dibujar y Colorear Animales Los Para Niños: Kids friendly drawing/art projects and tutorials- for
the Spanish speaking student CIENCIA Y BIOLOGÍA PARA NIÑOS: Science and Biology for kids- for the Spanish speaking student Dibujos de Animales: How to draw animals- for the Spanish speaking student Programación para niños con Scratch: Programming in Scratch for kids tutorials- in Spanish [Aritmética] [Burgos]: Covers arithmetic topics for
students who speak Spanish Relay Reader: Relay Reader™ is an app for learners where they take turns reading aloud with a skilled virtual partner, just like in a relay, building confidence, skill and reading stamina. What do these mean?! Don't worry, in this short 11-part series, we will hit all the major points so that everything will make perfect sense!
Spark 101: Free Spark101 videos—co-developed by educators, employers, and our experts—engage students in authentic STEM problem solving. ABCYa: ABCYa is an academic game site for multiple subjects and grade levels. All grade levels apply. Turtle Diary: Kindergarteners have inquiring minds and a natural drive to learn all about the world,
and how it operates. There are over 100 educational games on this site including games in additional languages Wizpops : Helps young students learn about biology and life through music PBS Eons : Takes audiences on a journey through the history through life Curious Questions with Answers | Educational Videos by Mocomi Kids: Health questions
answered for younger children Ciencias para niños: Science for kidss- for the Spanish speaking student CIENCIA Y BIOLOGÍA PARA NIÑOS: Science and Biology for kids- for the Spanish speaking student Crash Course Kids: Space Science Introduction to Stars : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video series that gives younger children
an overview of space and how the galaxy works Crash Course Kids: Space Science- Introduction to the Sun and Planets : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video series that gives younger children an overview of our own solar system Crash course Kids: Physical Science : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video series that
gives younger children an overview of physical science and matter Crash Course Kids: Introduction to Gravity : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video series that gives younger children an overview of the concept of gravity Crash Course Kids: Engineering : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video series that gives
younger children an overview of what engineering is as well as giving them some challenges to try Crash Course Kids: Life Science : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video series that gives younger children overviews of Life Science and Flows of energy Cool Inventions | National Geographic Kids : Videos about inventions, inventors,
creativity and their impact Volcano Videos | National Geographic Kids : Videos about volcanoes, eruptions, and the science of volcanoes Space | National Geographic Kids : Video series about Apollo 11 and other space phenomena and missions designed for a younger audience Amazing Insects |National Geographic Kids : Videos that discuss insects
and classification The Science of Sounds | National Geographic Kids : Videos that talk about the science of sounds Cool Science Experiments Kids |Nat Geo Kids : Explains the science behind cool science experiments- designed for a younger audience Solar System Videos | National Geographic Kids : Videos that discuss the solar system Mammals|
National Geographic Kids: Videos talking to students about different types of mammals Ocean | Nat Geo Kids: Kids can learn about sharks, sea turtles, and other ocean life with these under-the-sea videos. Reviewed by the American Librarian Association as a great site for kids TedED: Library of educational videos spanning all subjects vetted by TED
Met Musuem Lesson Plans: Website that offers lesson plans by the Met Museum of art pertaining to art and history. (In Arabic) pintar con acuarela: Techniques for painting in watercolor in spanish ﻦ4ﺔﻣCrash
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Course History in Arabic #4: Pharaohs .. Our Planet | High Seas: This episode ventures into the deep, dark and desolate
oceans that are home to an abundance of beautiful -- and downright strange -- creatures. Galaxies can collide, and grow in size by eating each other. This platform helps language educators to watch news, and use it to watch podcasts and learn about the world. The History of Written Language | Educational Video for Kids: Educational video that
discusses how writing all started, what the first paper ever was called, and how our ancestors wrote without paper. Colorín Colorado has been providing free research-based information, activities, and advice to parents, schools, and communities around the country for more than a decade. Learn more interesting facts about outer space with help
from an experienced educator in this free video series. This platform has engaging activities for practice and quizzes built right in. Many people have landed themselves jobs involving web development and web design just with using this site. Here's a collection of literacy organizations dedicated to supporting literacy learning all year long with
special collections for online and digital learning: Here are resources for parents supporting students' learning from home: Helping Your Child Become a Reader Resource Packet for Play at Home from Kristine Mraz Linda Reif's sparks to jump-start writing at home Reading Rockets: An extensive collection of resources about reading, including topical
research briefs and reports, descriptions of nonprofit, state and federal literacy organizations, and our free reading guides for parents and educators. AP Research : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Research Exam AP Seminar : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain
topics pertaining to the AP Seminar Exam Online Teaching (Remote Learning) : Videos for educators about how to tech effectively in a remote learning format Resources for Access and Distance Education: The AEM Center provides support for the use of AEM in early learning, K-12, higher education, and workplace settings. Come join anytime during
the scheduled programming. Reviewed by the American Librarian Association as a great site for kids NewsEla: Website that promotes literacy and reading comprehension through news sites and current events articles Creosity Space: Uses entrepreneurship and interesting curriculum from all fields of STEM to engage elementary students and keep
them interested in STEM BioInteractive: Online science media-based modules & case studies. We begin with answering a question: "What is astronomy?" Naked Eye Observations: Crash Course Astronomy #2: This epsidoe of Crash Course describes what astronoy is, who studies it, and the origins and development of astronomy. Target the Problem: A
tool to help parents and classroom teachers understand the specific problems a child may be having with reading. Flat is compatible with Google, Microsoft 365, Canvas LMS, Schoology, Edmodo, Moodle, and Clever. 1. You can sign up for a free training here: Prezi Presentations : A prezi is a presentation of text and visuals that you zoom in and out
of. PBS Learning Media: Earth Science videos, interactive lessons, interactives, galleries, images, audio, documents and collections for a variety of levels. The grade level material covers the basics, such as reading, writing, and math. Club Oasis: Club Oasis is a free online STEM club for children and parents. Oceans of the World | First and Second
Grade Social Studies for Kids: Wow! Learn the oceans of the world! This lesson is great for kids who are ready to learn the names of the oceans and also a little bit about each ocean of the world! NovelNY: PowerKnowledge Life Science is an online resource specifically designed for learners in grades 3 to 6. Diverse & Inclusive Children's Storytime
Books: Playlist consiting of read aloud videos of popular children's books that include diversity and inclusivity. Learn about different types of mammals with this playlist. Explore our website for equal access to communication and learning for students who are blind, visually impaired, deaf, hard of hearing, or deaf-blind. African Americans Influencers
in the Arts: Learn more about some of the most influential African American contributors in the worlds of dance, art, and music. Teen Ink: A national teen magazine, book series, and website devoted entirely to teenage writing, art, photos, and forums. Reviewed by the American Librarian Association as a great site for kids TedED: Library of
educational videos spanning all subjects vetted by TED NewsEla: Website that promotes literacy and reading comprehension through news sites and current events articles Kids' Activities from Andrews McMeel Publishing: Printable activity guides to keep kids creating, from drawing to physical activities, to STEM to slime recipes. Constitutional
compromises: The Electoral College | US government and civics | Khan Academy: In order to ratify the Constitution, the delegates made several compromises, including the system for electing the president. First Grade : Videos covering topics essential to the first-grade curriculum in all subjects Black History Month - African-American History Tribute to African-Americans - Educational Cartoons - Educational Videos for Families: Celebrating the lives of African-Americans who have paved the way for future generations with our African American Heroes Tribute. Researchers talk rhythm, octaves and the magic of song and dance. Find helpful tips on designing a summer audio book plan for
your listener! Wisdom Wonder Project YouTube Channel: Kindergarten Singapore Math videos, Art instruction videos, and read along videos Grammar for Kids | Contractions | Prepositions | Learning Time Fun | Contractions for Kids | Prepositions for Kids | Grammar for Children | ESL Kids: Learn grammar for kids with our contractions for kids and
prepositions for kids learning videos for kids playlist by Learning Time Fun! With our grammar for kids playlist your child will learn both basic and more complicated contractions plus the most important prepositions with locations for kids such as, on, in, under, above, between, and more prepositions vocabulary. The art therapy exercises are
seperated into the categories, happiness, emotion, relaxation, portraits, trauma and loss, collaging, self, gratitude, inside the mind, and miscellaneous. Graphing : Videos that cover how to graph different functions and shapes Factoring Trinomials: Videos that cover how to factor trinomials Circle, Secant, Tangent, Chords: Videos that cover
circles,tangents,secants,central angle and more Slope: Videos that go over slope of a line. Create a teacher account and classroom. Available through web app, chrome store, or Apple app store. Free to users. Every article is 100% original, designed to be safe and appropriate for readers of all ages. Go Green! Environmental Science for Kids |
Educational Videos by Mocomi: Go Eco Friendly, Go Green! Watch our collection of environment videos and help make earth a better place by making environmental friendly choices and lifestyles. National Geographic: National Geographic website is a great resource to assist ENL teachers to find lesson plans, maps, and reference resources.
UShistory.org: The site contains thousands of individual pages covering all aspects of U.S. History. Learn about math concepts with help from an experienced mathematics educator in this free video series. Homeschool for Free-List: Article that provides a list of free resources by grade level categorized by curriculum and grade level. Teachers can use
this platform to integrate the language instruction with other content areas (e.g., social studies, ELA, Geography, Earth Science, Storytelling). Enlightenment and Revolution | World History | Khan Academy: Called the Great War (before World War II came about), World War I was the bloody wake-up call that humanity was entering into a new stage
of civilization. Rotation and Revolution : Learn about two of the Earth's motions. ESL, ELL & Bilingual Education: This playlist provides a variety of videos specifically tailored to not only help instruction, but to also help build relationships with ELL ESL, and Bilingual students. What is more, they have the option of choosing a language they want to
practice. How to Teach Remotely: Learn how to teach remotely by preparing engaging online lessons for your students. NewsEla: Website that promotes literacy and reading comprehension through news sites and current events articles Kids' Activities from Andrews McMeel Publishing: Printable activity guides to keep kids creating, from drawing to
physical activities, to STEM to slime recipes. These come together to make organs and systems, all of which serve some pretty miraculous functions. TUTORIALES PARA HACER DIBUJOS INCREÍBLES:): Drawing techniques and tutorials- in Spanish DIYS - MANUALIDADES CREATIVAS: Projects and tutorials for art in Spnaish APRENDE A PINTAR
CON ACUARELAS: Tutorials and techniques for watercolor painting- in Spanish APRENDE A PINTAR CON ACRÍLICOS: Tutorials and techniques for acryillic paint in Spanish Ciencias para niños: Science for kidss- for the Spanish speaking student Aprende a pintar/dibujar: Painting techniques and projects- for the Spanish speaking student Cómo
Dibujar y Colorear Animales Los Para Niños: Kids friendly drawing/art projects and tutorials- for the Spanish speaking student Psicología - Tutorías en línea: Review of psychology topics- in Spanish Acuarela, ilustración, técnicas,etc: Drawing and Painting techniques in Spanish CIENCIA Y BIOLOGÍA PARA NIÑOS: Science and Biology for kids- for the
Spanish speaking student BioInteractive en Español: Selection of videos about science, life, and animals in Spanish Fotosíntesis: Playlist describing steps of photosynthesis in Spanish Lo más asombroso de nuestro universo: Videos covering astronomy topics in Spanish El Universo, explicado: Videos covering topics in astronomy- in Spanish Matefísica:
Videos about math related physics- In Spanish Math/Science Playlist: High school Math and science playlist in Urdu/Hindi Dibujos de Animales: How to draw animals- for the Spanish speaking student How to paint in watercolor step by step: How to paint in watercolor and projects in Spanish Programación para niños con Scratch: Programming in
Scratch for kids tutorials- in Spanish [Aritmética] [Burgos]: Covers arithmetic topics for students who speak Spanish [Física] [Arias]: Covers Physics topics for students who speak Spanish Historia de Europa: European history videos- in Spanish Curso de programación profesional: Video reviewing computer science and programming topics in Spanish
Curso de programación JAVA desde cero: Programming tutorials in Java- in Spanish Curso "Psicología básica y no tan básica: Review of psychology topics- in Spanish Dislexia 360° | ¿Qué siente un niño con dislexia?: Video to educate parents and educators about dyslexia as well as tips- in Spanish ﻦ1ﺔﻣCrash
 اﻟﺤﻠﻘ- ﺔCourse
ﻲة اﻟﺰراﻋﻴ
ﺑﺎﻟ اﻌﻟﺜﺮﺑﻮر: Crash Course History in
Arabic #1: Did you know that agriculture is the reason for the existence of YouTube, the Internet and cheap burgers ?! I can not believe it? And any student who creates an account during this period can keep using UPchieve for free, forever, the organization said. They come in four main shapes: elliptical, spiral, peculiar, and irregular. They can learn
new vocabulary items and take a fun quiz. Mouse Open Projects: � Mouse Open Projects: Free, no account required, creative STEM, CS and technology activities for students in grades 5-12 learning. Every user can access their Noteflight account from any computer or device, including Chromebooks, iPads, and smartphones. How to Take Great
Photographs | The Great Courses & National Geographic: Video library covering topics in photography Fine Arts & Music | The Great Courses: Video library covering art and classical music topics for high school students and introductory college students Baroque to Neoclassical art in Europe | Art History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering works
important to the Baroque era African Americans Influencers in the Arts: Learn more about some of the most influential African American contributors in the worlds of dance, art, and music. Math Chase: Provides online learning games to help students practice their math skills. What is Pollution? Ken Burns in the Classroom: Ken Burns and his
collaborators have been creating historical documentary films for more than forty years. Literacy is all around you and always present in your daily experiences. Guggenheim Museum : Virtual Tour of the Solomon Guggernheim Museum Musée d' Orsay: Virtual Tour of the Musée d' Orsay in Paris Google Arts & Culture Virtual Tour of World Museums:
Smithsonian Learning Lab: � Offers learning through images, texts, videos, audio, and activities regarding over 1 million artifacts to teach subjects such as art, science, and history. The platform allows you to create and post a video in less than 10 minutes. Uses the Flash plugin. The core has to be more than about 2.8 times the Sun’s mass to form a
black hole. Classifying Learning: With Classify Learning, you can easily build, administer, and access real-time results from a variety of online assessment types ranging from simple formatives to state test mirroring summatives using your own items or those from our FREE item bank! Classify Learning is always free for teachers! Problem-Attic:
Database of about 220,000 questions, all grades and subjects, with PDF creation tools and options for sending documents to Google. Marco Learning Free Practice AP Exams: Offers free pratice AP Tests to download in a variety of subjects for AP Prep Marco Learning AP Review Videos: Live streams and recording for students reviewing for AP exams
Abraham Lincoln's Crossroads: Educational game for middle and high schoolers to learn about Lincoln's leadership through his choices. Their mission is to inspire and enable individuals to discover and develop their mathematical confidence and ability. At this site, you can find out more about the capabilities of the problets, their pedagogy, and about
using them in your courses. Why were the French and Indians fighting each other? We explore how we went from a giant ball of gas to the system of planets and other celestial objects we have today. Both have rings and moons, with Neptune’s Triton probably being a captured iceball that has active geology. The 20th century | World History | Khan
Academy: From the earliest civilizations to the modern world, geography, religion, trade, and politics have bound peoples and nations together — and torn them apart. Noteflight Learn: Noteflight is a powerful full-featured application to edit, display and play back music notation in a standard web browser, integrated in an online library of musical
scores that anyone can publish, link to, or embed. The Water Cycle : The water cycle which is also called the hydrologic cycle recycles water on earth which keeps the earth in balance. Get tips on integer problems and learn all about integers with help from an experienced math tutor in this free video series. Shmoop: Social Studies Library: Short
videos debriefinh social studies and history topic American Panorama: This free digital atlas of America uses online GIS to explore and visualize data with maps. Other videos include ways for educators to involve both these students and their parents into the school community. Smithosonian Encyclopedia- History: Resources and Articles about History
from the Smithsonian insitute Timeotast Timeline Maker : This site allows people to create interactive timelines, which they can share anywhere on the web. [Física] [Arias]: Covers Physics topics for students who speak Spanish Drawing with a Compass and Straight Edge | JoAnn's School: Covers topics pertaining to the High School Geometry
curriculum through short videos High School Geometry | JoAnn's School : Covers topics pertaining to the High school Geometry curriculum through short videos Algebra I | JoAnn's School : Covers topics pertaining to the Algebra I curriculum through short videos AP Calculus AB : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics
pertaining to the AP Calculus AB Exam AP Calculus BC : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Calculus BC Exam AP Statistics : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Statistics Exam SAT Subject Tests: Geometry and Measurement : From the
makers of the SAT Subject Test, videos reviewing content pertaining to the SAT Subject test in Mathematics- more specifically, Geometry Night by Ellie Wisel Audiobook : Audio books done chapter by chapter- nice for students who do better with listening or may be visually impaired Plan and deliver: Educating students with disabilities in remote
settings: Article on guidance on the legal requirements involved, how to think about accessibility for remote learning (perhaps in a new way), and how to plan and deliver remote instruction to meet the unique needs of students with disabilities. Contains material that a high school teachers may find useful. Materials on this platform can be
differentiated for the ENL students. Math Playground: www.mathplayground.com ABCYa: www.abcya.com ABCYa is an academic game site for multiple subjects and grade levels. This is typically part of a counselors job, to prepare students for college or what their plans are after school. Sick Science: ideos and cool science experiments from Steve
Spangler and SteveSpanglerScience.com Convert Me: Provides instant conversions for thousands of various units and measurements Smithosonian Encyclopedia- Science : Resources and Articles about Science and Technology from the Smithsonian insitute Backpack Sciences: Parents with elementary-age students can access Backpack Sciences's free
video series, which teaches kids hands-on science concepts. First Grade Curriculum: Here is a collection of First Grade curriculum video lessons from us here at Homeschool Pop! MI Write: MI Write is a formative assessment tool for teachers and students to take ownership of the writing process. It is free to download and use. Abstract: The Art of
Design | Bjarke Ingles: Architecture : Architect Bjarke Ingels unites function, fantasy and sustainability in “pragmatic utopian” designs like a clean power plant topped with a ski slope. Blackbird School: Blackbird school is an innovative online platform that teaches the principles of computer programming. Nucleus Medical Animations in English:
Nucleus Medical Media's English-language animations. In any case, John will teach you about the major battles of the war, and discuss the strategies on both sides. It has no atmosphere and is, as such, covered in craters. This emotional documentary follows their campaigns. Reading a Decimal: Playlist to Learn how to read and write decimals Trig
Identities (Everythign you need to know) : Everything you need to know about trig identities. This FREE challenge is designed as a teacher and parent collaboration. It offers videos, games, quizzes and activities about classical music composers. Podcasts in English: This platform provides podcasts in English. Energy Pyramids : Energy pyramids show
how energy is transferred in an ecosystem. We’re creating videos to give you tips about remote learning, so follow this playlist if you’re interested in this topic. Neutrons stars are incredibly dense, spin rapidly, and have very strong magnetic fields. No special equipment is needed to use this online tool for sketching and sharing instrumental melodies.
Or consider starting with a concept in ChemMatters and working backward to incorporate chemistry in your lesson plan. Online Teaching (Remote Learning) : Videos for educators about how to tech effectively in a remote learning format Resources for Access and Distance Education: The AEM Center provides support for the use of AEM in early
learning, K-12, higher education, and workplace settings. Or even run your own election. Cuethink: Students will use the four phase structure of Understand, Plan, Solve and Review to display their thinking process. Vector Solutions: A site that provides teachers and families with students in grades K-12 videos and updates on COVID-19 and how to
prepare your classroom, home, and other necessary measures during this time. African Americans Influencers in the Arts: Learn more about some of the most influential African American contributors in the worlds of dance, art, and music. World History: Video playlist covering important curriculum for World History, including events and writing
skills such as DBQ American civics | US History | Khan Academy: Playlists covering important topics in American civics, government, and politics The postwar era (1945-1980) | US History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering history from the Post World War II Era to the 1980s including the Cold War and its internal conflicts Rise to world power (18901945) | US History | Khan Academy: The rise of the US as a world power from isolationism to WW2 The Gilded Age (1865-1898) | US History | Khan Academy: Covers the Guided Age including western expansion and Jim Crow The Civil War era (1844-1877) | US History | Khan Academy: Covers events in the Civil War era icnluding Supreme Court
Cases, important battles, and reconstruction The road to revolution (1754-1800) | US History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering the events leading to the American Revolution The historian's toolkit | US History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering skills important to document analysis and social studies writing Crash Course: World History | World
History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering overall periods in World History Ancient and Medieval history | World History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering topics from Ancient Rome to Charlemagne Renaissance and Reformation | World History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering the European Reniassance and the Protestant Reformation
Enlightenment and Revolution | World History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering the Revolutions (French and Haitian) The 20th century | World History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering critical events in the 20th century Art of Africa | Art History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering important African Art and art phenomena Art of Asia | Art History |
Khan Academy: Playlist covering important Asian Art and art phenomena Global contemporary art | Art History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering works important to contemporary times Expressionism to Pop Art | Art History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering works and artists important to expressionism and Pop Art Art of the Americas to World War
I | Art History | Khan Academy: Playlist explaining artists, works, movements and trends important to American history up until WWII Baroque to Neoclassical art in Europe | Art History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering works important to the Baroque era Renaissance & Reformation in Europe | Art History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering works
important to the Reformation and Renaissance eras Art of the Islamic world | Art History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering art and trends important to Islamic tradition Art of Medieval Europe | Art History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering works and trends important to Medieval times Art of the ancient Mediterranean | Art History | Khan Academy:
Playlist covering works and trends important to the ancient Mediterranean Art history basics | Art History | Khan Academy: Playlist covering important eras and topics in art history Black History Month - African-American History - Tribute to African-Americans - Educational Cartoons - Educational Videos for Families: Celebrating the lives of AfricanAmericans who have paved the way for future generations with our African American Heroes Tribute. Ancient Greeks were able to find the size of the Earth, and from that the distance to and the sizes of the Moon and Sun. Some of the videos provide a basic description of terminology and definition. Georgia Virtual Learning - Visual Arts Comp: Visual
Arts Composition course presented by Georgia Virtual Learning. Includes many different activities. Learn about the three major types. Really the defining conflict that took Europe from 19th Century Imperial states that saw heroism in war into a modern shape. Planets, Stars & More : The sun is the largest object in our entire solar system. Free
Educational Resources: Teachers can now have access to our new educational resource pages to print out student handouts to use in the learning process. How Education Leaders Can Support Students with Autism During School Closures: Article that discusses the three ways school and district administrators can support the families of students with
autism. Learn about astronomy and the stars with help from an experienced educator in this free video series. Space & Our Solar System: We will probably never know all there is to know about our solar system, but that doesn't mean that we're going to stop trying. AP Microeconomics: AP Microeconomics online classes and review sessions taught by
Mr. Pedlow, Chelsea High School (Chelsea, MI),. (6-12 grade) Khan Academy: Khan Academy courses and activities on a variety of CS topics (grades 6-12) — always free. Take a journey through time and space and discover the fascinating history behind the complex world we inhabit today. BioInteractive: Online science media-based modules & case
studies. (Grade 4-9) Codecraft Works: Create something you love with code, gain experience in professional programming languages, and share your portfolio of digital projects. This will help them practice both their first language skills as well as their English language skills. Titles are dynamically matched to each individual student's interests, grade
and Lexile® reading level. It expanded and cooled, going through multiple stages where different kinds of matter could form. There is not one definition for literacy nor is there one way in which families can and should do literacy at home. Explore videos addressing science, technology, engineering, mathematics and computer science education.
Understanding Evolution : Created for K-12 teachers, this online resource provides a one-stop, comprehensive resource on evolution. Get ready to ace that exam! AP Master Classes: A crash course of each AP Exam created by the makers of the AP Exams themselves We Are Teachers: The best websites for teaching chemistry. Smithsonian Learning
Lab: � Offers learning through images, texts, videos, audio, and activities regarding over 1 million artifacts to teach subjects such as art, science, and history. Our materials reinforce core concepts from algebra, enabling non-CS teachers to adopt our introductory materials while delivering rigorous and engaging computing content drawn from CS
classes at universities like Brown, WPI, and Northeastern. Discusses different types of pollution-- air, water, soil, and land. Each project has a challenge/task together with inquiry processes, resources and guidelines. See the teacher guide on how to get started with a WISE project: Boolean Girl: A live presentation that engages students in
engineering and coding projects. Quantum theory, relativity, all the things you wish you could explain at dinner parties so that everyone will think you are so super smart and cool! For best results, watch the classical physics series first, but if you just want some cool tidbits to drop on your friends, dive right in! Classical Physics : Physics is the mother
of all science! It's arguably the first science ever developed (along with astronomy) and it covers everything from atoms to galaxies. Excellent, free resource to use. Teach Rock: TeachRock is a collection of over 170 free detailed lesson plans that use popular music as a tool for student engagement. Frugal Fun: A complied list of 40 things that kids
should know and learn. This playlist explores just what they are, how they spread and how your body fights them. Science Middle School: Videos covering topics In middle school science classes Hurricanes : Hurricane 101 Learn how hurricanes form when hurricane season occurs, and much more about these amazing storms Path of the Sun : Learn
about the path of the sun and why the sun rises in the east. The world history timelines and events! Indian Mythology for Kids | Educational Videos by Mocomi: Know all about the Indian Mythology - Tradition and culture of India. Why Some Kids Struggle : Article discussion common reasons why some kids struggle in reading A Guide for Finding a
Tutor: An article giving advice about how to find a tutor to help children in English Language Arts Having your child Tested for Learning Disabilities Outside of School : Article discussing the process of having children tested for learning disabilities and addressing some common questions. Curriculum Associates (K- 8). Helping a Child Choose a Book:
Advice for parents and educators to help chidlren spark an interest in reading by picking appropriate books for them iKnowit: Site with over 500 common-core aligned activities and math games for students in the elementary grades. Startegies for Supporting Learning at Home : Resources, strategies and advice broken down by age and grade level
from Preschoolers to college Music Match: Interactive Game to teach piano and what music notes are. Game selection for the free version is limited, but there is a paid version of the site for more extensive resources. Topics include "The Cold War", "The Red Scare", and "The Civil Rights Movement". PBS Learning Media: Chrome Music Lab: Different
applications for creating music. You've come to the right place! Do you want to learn some science but you know nothing and have no idea where to start? Whether you teach elementary or high school, Election Edge brings the Presidential election system to life. Paleolithic | Educational Video for Kids: Educational video that discusses the first stage
of our prehistory, the Paleolithic. French in Action : A video instructional series in French for college and high school classrooms and adult learners Startegies for Supporting Learning at Home : Resources, strategies and advice broken down by age and grade level from Preschoolers to college Exploring the World of Music : Video library that gives
intro to music theory as well as famous musicians Art through time a global view : Art Through Time: A Global View examines themes connecting works of art created around the world in different eras. Our Planet | Frozen Worlds: On the unforgiving frontier of climate change, polar bears, walruses, seals and penguins find their icy Edens in peril.
Crash Course transforms the traditional textbook model by presenting information in a fast-paced format, enhancing the learning experience. The list notably includes David Attenborough’s nature series Our Planet and Abstract, which looks at the art of design Neo K-12: This site provides educational videos, lessons, quizzes and educational games for
K-12 students in various subject areas, such as science, math, health, social studies and English. Kent Wildlife Association: Simple things you can do to help wildlife from building a bug hotel to creating a garden pond, here are some ideas for things you can do yourself to help wildlife. Countries A-Z : Videos about each country in the world Prehistory |
Educational Video for Kids: Educational video that discusses prehistoric times and how our ancestors lived. How to Teach Remotely: Learn how to teach remotely by preparing engaging online lessons for your students. The Constitution, the Articles, and Federalism: Crash Course US History #8: In which John Green teaches you about the United
States Constitution. Woodpecker - Language learning: Woodpecker is a video player with built-in bilingual dictionaries and features designed to help improve foreign language skills. Smithosonian Encyclopedia- Art and Design: Resources and Articles about Art and Design from the Smithsonian insitute School of Life- Art and Architecture : Video
library that gives an introduction to famous artists throughout history Art Trips : Youtbue Series that takes students to various art location across the world Cases of Art : YouTube Series that goes over artist movemnts, their relevance, their signifigance, and their history Art Cooking with Famous Artists : Video library that talks about famous artistsas well as about their outside lives Art Assignment Videos : Sixty (and counting) episodes highlight various artists and works of art, each involving a related "assignment" for viewers. Crashcourse Atmospheric Physics : Starting with no assumed knowledge, I teach you the basic ideas of atmospheric physics. Crash Course in European History: This
video channel is a crash course in European History with 50 videos. The shock wave, together with a huge swarm of neutrinos, blast through the star’s outer layers, causing it to explode. Middle School Math - Probability: Will it happen or not? And all these texts — at all levels and languages — are read out loud so kids can listen along. : Educational
cartoon that has compliled information about body parts and how they function. Breakout EDU: Breakout EDU is the immersive learning games platform that brings the challenge and fun of an escape room to your classroom. It contains full homeschool curriculum from a Christian worldview for grades K-12. Topics include "Efficient and Inefficient
Market Outcomes" and "Externalities". Resources for Access and Distance Education: The AEM Center provides support for the use of AEM in early learning, K-12, higher education, and workplace settings. PebbleGo: PebbleGo is a collection of curriculum-connected resources specifically for K-2 student research, fact-finding, and nonfiction exposure.
And thanks to our members, it's free for everyone Atlas Obscura: Discover 19,465 curious places—in your neighborhood and around the world. They do both live classes and archived. Can be modified for remote learning in small groups. Bloomz - A communication service for free to all schools through June 30th. In this episode, the global water crisis
is at an inflection point. Noteflight Learn also integrates with Google Classroom as well as other popular Learning Management Systems via the LTI standard. Atlas Obscura: Discover 19,465 curious places — in your neighborhood and around the world. AP Physics 1 Videos: Videos covering the AP Physics 1 curriculum. Arcademics:

www.arcademics.com Boost student engagement & fact fluency with their free multiplayer educational games, math games, language arts games, and more! Grades K-6. American civics | US History | Khan Academy: Playlists covering important topics in American civics, government, and poltics Freckle: A differentiation platform with built-in
activities for ELA, math, social studies and science. Virtual labs and simulations for various areas Physics: duffy/HTML5/index.html Physics Simulations: PHet Interactive Simulations: 10 Virtual Lab Activities: Science Experiments for Kids | Educational Videos by Mocomi: Experiment and discover cool science facts! Here's a list of fun and easy to do
science experiments for kids with the procedures and complete explanation. We don’t know exactly what it is, but we do know that dark energy accelerates the expansion of space. What many do not know is that a triangle is a three sided polygon. Common Sense Education: The best Earth science lessons help kids build a greater understanding of the
world around them. iCulture: � A unique cultural immersion resource for Spanish, French and German language learning for grades 6-12. Origins of Everything : Discusses history and origins of certain natural and historical phenomena and its impact SciShow Psych Welcome Video: SciShow Psych is all about exploring the human mind using the
hardcore research Psicología - Tutorías en línea: Review of psychology topics- in Spanish Crash Course Sociology : Video series that gives an intro to sociology Archeology Videos| National Geographic Videos: Videos that uncover history and mysteries of life through archaeology Geography| National Geographic Kids : Videos to help students
understand the geography of the planet Education Galaxy: Education Galaxy provides online standards-aligned assessment for students to help prepare them for state testing. The DCMP is an idea that works thanks to funding by the U.S. Department of Education and administration by the National Association of the Deaf. Computer Science | Up and
Atom: Videos that demystify topics in computer science Nature of Code |Coding Train : Videos that discuss introduction to coding and computer science- as well as its nature Using Microsoft Office 365 for Schools- a Teacher's Guide : Helps educators create a virtual learning environment via means of Microsoft Office 365- Videos Microsoft Office
Tutorials : Videos that teach techniques and how to use Microsoft Software Java for Beginners | Coding Bootcamp: Coding bootcamp for people with little to no coding experience Excel Data Analysis Basics: Course that helps students get acquainted with data anaylisis and excel Excel : Playlist that teaches students how to become proficent at excel
Healthcare Triage: Opioids : Video series talking about opioids and the science of drugs (May be useful for health or psychology class) Programación para niños con Scratch: Programming in Scratch for kids tutorials- in Spanish Minecraft: Education Edition: Education Edition to try a free coding lesson or trial the full version with your class. The
Black Legend, Native Americans, and Spaniards: Crash Course US History #1: In episode 1, John talks about the Native Americans who lived in what is now the US prior to European contact. Constitution Facts for Kids | Classroom Social Studies Lesson: earn about the Constitution of the United States with these facts for kids! This social studies
lesson is the classroom edition of our Constitution video. SUNY Oneoanta Science Resources: An extensive list of Earth Science resources for use in your remote environment. All you need is your public library card, New York driver license -or- New York Non-Driver ID. HTML/JS: Making webpages interactive | Computer Programming | Khan
Academy: Learn how to program drawings, animations, and games using JavaScript & ProcessingJS, or learn how to create webpages with HTML & CSS. The Power of Google Sheets and You: Videos covering how to use Google Sheets as well as how Google Sheets can be useful to the classroom Learn All About Zoom Video Conferencing : Videos that
detail how to use Zoom Video Software Coding with Students: Videos for educators to help them teach coding in the classroom Real-Life Robots: Meet some real-life robots, and find out what robots really are, and what they do for us every day! Make Your Own 8-Bit Video Game: With the resurgence of game systems from the 80's and 90's, retro is in!
Join in the fun and learn how to make your own classic video game, with a throwback vibe. Our Planet | Jungles: This episode includes jungles and rainforests that are home to an incredible variety of species like preening birds, intelligent orangutans and remarkably ambitious ants. Book Finder : Tool to create our own customized list of fiction and
nonfiction books. This article provides some ways to connect a few common home literacy practices to school literacy practices. They even have the ability for you to record your own video and upload it. Earth Science Week: Here you can find suggested Earth science related activities. OneCourse – Child-focused application to deliver reading, writing
and numeracy education. Edcite also has a school and district version available, for more questions about that email schools@edcite.com. The White Helmets: As daily airstrikes pound civilian targets in Syria, a group of indomitable first responders risk their lives to rescue victims from the rubble. AP Art History: AP Art History taught by Mr. Gunnin,
Corona del Mar High School (Newport Beach, CA), and Mrs. While this site may provide lesson plan ideas and educational theories, it is assumed the educator reading the articles already has a curriculum and simply wants advice for teaching it. Find helpful tips on designing a summer audio book plan for your listener! NewsEla: Website that
promotes literacy and reading comprehension through news sites and current events articles Easy Peasy All-in-One Homeschool: Free online resource created by homeschooling parents for homeschooling parents. You can pick pretty much any country or city in the world and explore places by looking at trips, stories, videos, and experiences.
Confusing? Live classes also occur every day at 3pm EST. Guest speakers will be announced as they are scheduled. Georgia Virtual Learning - AP Computer Science Principles: Click Here AP Computer Science Principles course presented by Georgia Virtual Learning. The October 2015 PSAT is in the style of the new SAT. Georgia Virtual Learning Biology: Biology course presented by Georgia Virtual Learning. American History: These are rather trying times, politically speaking. These questions and more get answered by SpaceLab, a YouTube channel created by Google and Lenovo, in cooperation with Space Adventures, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the European
Space Agency (ESA), and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). Brown dwarfs, have a mass that places them between giant planets and small stars. Mathshare : Mathshare empowers students to solve math problems and show their work so that teachers and students can see how they got there. What would happen if you were 300km tall?
PhET - University of Colorado PhET website interactive Science applications: This website includes many simulations in biology, chemistry, physics, earth sciences, etc. They are designed to help students learn programming concepts through small-scale problem-solving, and as a supplement to large-scale programming traditionally used in
introductory programming courses. 1-5 The Math Learning Center (Pre K-5): The Math Learning Center (MLC) is a nonprofit organization serving the education community. Black Holes: Crash Course Astronomy #33: We’ve covered a lot of incredible stuff, but this week we’re talking about the weirdest objects in space: BLACK HOLES. Unfortunately,
it had to go through World War II as well (that some would argue was due to imbalances created by World War I). Once we can count, we can add, subtract, and measure the world around us. CS Unplugged: www.csunplugged.org Limited or no internet access? It’s often taught in school or therapy settings but the curriculum is appropriate for parents
to teach at home, too. Smart Science Education: � Virtual science labs help schools implement science education that ma not otherwise be available to provide due to budgetary or staffing limitations. Engineering Challenges for children under lockdown: Actively Learn is an online curriculum platform with thousands of texts and videos paired with
scaffolds and higher-order questions that drive depth, engagement, and critical thinking. Io, meanwhile, is most noteworthy for its tremendous volcanic activity. Programación para niños con Scratch: Programming in Scratch for kids tutorials- in Spanish Minecraft: Education Edition: Education Edition to try a free coding lesson or trial the full version
with your class. Through June 30, 2020. Pre-Calculus Playlist: Playlist that introduces pre-calculus topics, provides examples, and reviews Trignometry: Playlist that introduces trignometry topics, provides examples, and reviews Geometry: Playlist that introduces geometry topics, provides examples, and reviews Calculus : Playlist that introduces
calculus topics, provides examples, and reviews Criminal Justice | Above the Noise : Videos that discuss sociology and the criminal justice system Brightstorm Calculus : Clear, concise videos for high school and college-level Calculus Matefísica: Videos about math related physics- In Spanish Math/Science Playlist: High school Math and science playlist
in Urdu/Hindi Everydae SAT Prep: Everydae is an online SAT math prep program. Stars will die out after a few trillion years, protons will decay and matter will dissolve after a thousand trillion trillion trillion years, black holes will evaporate after 10^92 years, and then all will be dark. The links can be easily emailed or shared in google classroom for
easy access for your students. Grades K-12. Teachers receive access to student progress via a dashboard. Computer Science Teachers Association: The Computer Science Teachers Association has compiled resources to support teaching during COVID-19 for K-12 teachers, including resources for starting teaching online, self-guided online learning
platforms, and online courses for both students and teachers, and learning at home resources for parents. ESL Games for ESL Learners: In this English Games for ESL Teens playlist, I share with you some little to no preparation English esl games for esl teens that can be tweaked for young students as well as any age group. It also provides
suggestions to help students overcome the issues. Chemistry Videos - Science for Kids | Educational Videos by Mocomi: About atoms, elements, compounds and their uses. This has more than 50 titles in common literary books chosen by teachers and provides a multimedia experience to students trying to read. Beginner Trumpet Lessons : Trumpet
Lessons for Beginners How to Play Trumpet- Trumpet Lessons for Beginners : Trumpet Lessons for Beginners Clarinet Lessons - beginner to intermediate level: Clarinet Lessons for the beginning to intermediate player How to Play Clarinet - Clarinet Lessons for Beginners: Clarinet Lessons for the beginning player How to Play Recorder for Kids Recorder Lessons for Kids Book 2: Recorder lessons for children How to Play Guitar - Guitar Lessons for Beginners: Guitar lessons for the beginner How to Play Piano- Piano lessons for beginners : Piano lessons for the beginner How to Play Saxophone- Saxophone Lessons for Beginners : Saxophone numbers for beginners How to Play Flute- Flute
Lessons for Beginners : Flute Lessons for beginners Clase de musica: Covers music topics for the Spanish speaking student Beginner Guitar Lessons : Videos that give introductory guitar lessons to help students learning guitar and music theory Oboe Lessons : Videos that teach oboe lessons for students trying to learn musical instrument Explained |
Music : In partnership with Vox Media Studios and Vox, this enlightening explainer series will take viewers deep inside a wide range of culturally relevant topics, questions, and ideas. Little House Kindergarten: Little House Kindergarten is a free printable PDF full year kindergarten curriculum for home schools, childcare centers, and small schools
around the world. Here's a collection of resources for interactive tools and sites, instructional materials and more: Homework Help : The goal of this selection of resources is to help students and their parents with the important ongoing project of homework. Economics U$A: 21st Century Edition: Introductory micro- and macroeconomics using newsstyle case studies paired with analysis segments that tie the stories to fundamental economic principles. www.coolmath4kids.com Easy to understand lessons, students practice what they learn with quizzes and games www.mathplayground.com Math arcade, math videos, story math, logic and math games for Grades 1- 6 including money, time,
shapes, graphs, pre-algebra, addition/subtraction, multiplication and division Media4Math: Grades 6-12 math website that offers free open educational resource demos for students to watch. College Admissions and Requirements: College admissions can be a very complicated process that varies depending on where you're trying to go and what you're
trying to do. Negative Nummbers & Other Math Tips: Problems with negative numbers may seem overwhelming at first, but you'll soon realize where they fall into the grand scheme of mathematics. Out past Neptune are vast reservoirs of icy bodies that can become comets if they get poked into the inner solar system. Brown Dwarfs: Crash Course
Astronomy #28: While Jupiter is nowhere near massive enough to initiate fusion in its core, there are even more massive objects out there that fall just short of that achievement as well called brown dwarfs. Students are introduced to new concepts and techniques in our lessons until they have the skills to create their own programs from scratch in
our sandbox environment. Dark Energy, Cosmology: Crash Course Astronomy #43: The majority of the universe is made up of a currently mysterious entity that pervades space: dark energy. Templates and premade content help users get started quickly and easily. Reviewed by the American Librarian Association as a great site for kids Education
Resources Information Center: Hundreds of thousands of students, aged 13 -19, have submitted their work to us and we have published more than 55,000 teens since 1989. Unlimited practice is available on each topic which allows thorough mastery of the concepts. No login required and available to all Windows, Mac and iPad users. Duolingo: Here
is another fun website to practice language skills and to get some ideas on how different layers of language (e.g., semantics, syntax, and pragmatics) build on each other. It includes the evolution, mechanisms, and playing methods of a range of instruments. Students can get as many free sessions as they want. Learn Dolch words, Fry words, and
more! Short Vowels with Consonants : Video library that teaches the phonics of short, voweled words First Grade : Videos covering topics essential to the first-grade curriculum in all subjects Learn Sign Language Online Free: Sign Language 101 is the new way to learn how to sign. Georgia Virtual Learning - AP Biology: AP Biology course presented
by Georgia Virtual Learning. For instructional materials by topic or Regents prep materials, click the collections for geology, meteorology, astronomy, human impact on the environment, and Regents review. Search by WebQuest title, subject, and grade level to find a WebQuest that is appropriate for you. Lunch Doodles with Mo Willems: YouTube
collection from famous illustrator Mo Willems who is offering free drawing lessons for kids Google Art Project: Top 100 Art Pieces: Video library that discusses top 100 art pieces as well as their history and relevance Virtual Tour of the Sistine Chapel : Villanova University offers interactive tour of the Sistine chapel TedED: Library of educational
videos spanning all subjects vetted by TED Art through time a global view : Art Through Time: A Global View examines themes connecting works of art created around the world in different eras. NewsEla: Website that promotes literacy and reading comprehension through news sites and current events articles Easy Peasy All-in-One Homeschool:
Free online resource created by homeschooling parents for homeschooling parents. 6 experimentos caseros para hacer con los niños | Ciencia divertida para niños: Six science experiements that are kid friendly- for Spanish Speaking Students Ciencias Naturales: Life Science for elementary schoolers- for Spanish Speaking Students Historia
(Elementary) : History for elementrary school- for Spanish Speaking Students Galaxies, part 1: Crash Course Astronomy #38: The Milky Way is our neighborhood in the universe. Experiments in Magnetism - Science Experiments for Kids | Educational Videos by Mocomi: Know all about Magnetism - Magnetic Field, Magnetic Force, Properties of
Magnet and much more! AP Physics Essentials | Bozeman Science : Video series that explains essential AP physics topics AP Physics I | Bozeman Science : Video series that explains labs essential to the AP Physics I exams AP Physics II | Bozeman Science : Video series that explains labs essential to the AP Physics II exams Algebra I Course: Video
series that explains pertinent topics in Algebra one- also in relevance to physics Physics | Up and Atom : Videos that demystify topics in phyics Electricity | Up and Atom: Videos that demystify topics in electricy MinutePhysics (chronological order): Videos that cover physics topics in a series of short videos Lo que Einstein nos enseñó: Videos covering
Einsten and relativity- in Spanish Physics : Playlist that introduces physics topics, provides examples, and reviews Physics | Bozeman Science : Video series that explains essential physics topics Regents Physics : Review of topics for the Physics Regents Science Songs | Acapella Science : Video playlist that seeks to explain diffiuclt science topicsthrough acapella songs! DIY Science Experiments : A collection of science experiments you can do at home from scientists and favorite YouTubers Crash course Kids: Physical Science : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video series that givecs younger children an overview of physical science and matter Crash Course Kids: Introduction
to Gravity : From the same makers of Crash Course, this is a video series that givecs younger children an overview of the concept of gravity Lo más asombroso de nuestro universo: Videos covering astronomy topics in Spanish El Universo, explicado: Videos covering topics in astronomy- in Spanish Matefísica: Videos about math related physics- In
Spanish Math/Science Playlist: High school Math and science playlist in Urdu/Hindi The Science of Sounds | National Geographic Kids : Videos that talk about the science of sounds Cool Science Experiments Kids |Nat Geo Kids : Explains the science behind cool science experiments- designed for a younger audience Its Okay to be Smart: Space Videos:
Videos pertaining to astronomy and common questions about space Its Okay to be Smart: Physics videos: Videos pertaining to physics The Backyard Scientist: High Voltage: Explores electricity in its full capacity Tar Heel Reader: A collection of free, easy-to-read, and accessible books on a wide range of topics. Basic Math in Spanish (Matemáticas
básicas en español): Math refresher videos for spanish speakers Game On: These games will help middle school students explore writing and word meanings as well as encourage critical thinking in reading. Meteors: Crash Course Astronomy #23: Today Phil helps keep you from ticking off an astronomer in your life by making sure you know the
difference between a meteor, meteorite, and meteoroid. Sciences begins at Grade 2 and goes up. Only one teacher from your school needs to fill out the form. John teaches you about early Spanish explorers, settlements, and what happened when they didn't get along with the indigenous people. Art at Home gives teachers, parents, families, and
students ideas to be artist at home using household materials and nature. There are over 100 educational games on this site including games in additional languages MinutePourLaTerre: Videos covering topics in earth and environmental science- in Spanish MateVideos: Videos covering topics in math and geometry- in Spanish Lo que Einstein nos
enseñó: Videos covering Einsten and relativity- in Spanish Yamaha: Musical Instrument Guide: Resources and information on how to care for your instrument. Kid Citizen: KidCitizen provides a growing set of interactive Episodes where K-5 students work with primary source photographs to explore Congress and Civic Engagement. You can learn the
fingerings of an instrument, learn about the different parts of an instrument, and participate in experiments. Cells Alive : Brings together 30 years of computer-enhanced images of living cells and organisms for education and medical research. Hand2mind: The "Learning at Home" program includes videos on math and literacy content taught by
teachers and activities to reinforce the lessons and downloadable worksheets. MateVideos: Videos covering topics in math and geometry- in Spanish How to Find the Area : Video library that helps students learn how to find the area of different shapes Algebra 1 June 2018 : Review of questions from the June 2018 Algebra I Common Core Regents
Colorin Colorado: Strategies, videos and resources for teachers of ELL students. Dybuster AG: register-school/dybuster/en-us Our programs foster key literacy and math skills while promoting effective learning. Most of these meteorites are rocky, some are metallic, and a few are a mix of the two Light: Crash Course Astronoy #24: In order to
understand how we study the universe, we need to talk a little bit about light. Marco Learning Free Practice AP Exams: Offers free pratice AP Tests to download in a variety of subjects for AP Prep Marco Learning AP Review Videos: Live streams and recording for students reviewing for AP exams Crash Course: Literature 1: In 8 episodes, John Green
dives into literature! The analyses and books chosen in this course are based on introductory college-level curriculum and the AP Literature guidelines. Grades 2-12 Woot Math: Woot Math is an independent online Math resource that allows students to practice the skills of conceptual fluency around rational numbers. Regional Bilingual Education
Resource Network: The RBERN is funded by a contract from the New York State Education Department to provide technical assistance at no charge to school districts with English Language Learners Colorin Colorado : Colorín Colorado is the premier national website serving educators and families of English language learners (ELLs) in Grades PreK12. For grades K-12. Mars: Crash Course Astronomy #15: This video describes the fourth planet from the sun and the outermost of the terrestrial planets, Mars has long been a popular spot for missions and imagination. Free and premium options are available. They only last a few millennia. Explore more than a decade of Radio 3 on-location
recordings from 2000 to the present in our World Music archive, recording the life and musical traditions of countries ranging from Brazil to North Korea and Cuba to Turkmenistan. Art for Middle School: Playlist with projects, lessons, and demos suitable for art students in middle school Art Lessons by Sunny Tanner: Videos for students interested in
art- has projects, demos, ideas, and techniques Art Videos by Rachel Barnes: Videos with art projects and demos suitable for students of all ages DIY Crafts: Bottles : Playlist with art projects and crafts made entirely out of recycled bottles Easy drawings for childrenn: Kids friendly drawing/art projects and tutorials TUTORIALES PARA HACER
DIBUJOS INCREÍBLES:): Drawing techniques and tutorials- in Spanish DIYS - MANUALIDADES CREATIVAS: Projects and tutorials for art in Spnaish APRENDE A PINTAR CON ACUARELAS: Tutorials and techniques for watercolor painting- in Spanish APRENDE A PINTAR CON ACRÍLICOS: Tutorials and techniques for acryillic paint in Spanish PBS
Kids How to Draw your favorite characters: Tutorials on how to draw favorite characters from PBS Art and Culture | Above the Noise : Videos that discuss contemporary art and culture Aprende a pintar/dibujar: Painting techniques and projects- for the Spanish speaking student PBS Kids Parents: Crafts for Kids: Play list of art projects and crafts that
can be done with children Curso básico para aprender a dibujar figura humana: Playlist with techiniques for drawing people- for the Spanish speaking student Cómo Dibujar y Colorear Animales Los Para Niños: Kids friendly drawing/art projects and tutorials- for the Spanish speaking student DIY Painting Projects : How to Paint tutorials: Technique
and tutorial videos for painting Acuarela, ilustración, técnicas,etc: Drawing and Painting techniques in Spanish Acryllic Painting Projects : Playlist of projects and techniques dealing with acrylic paint Dibujos de Animales: How to draw animals- for the Spanish speaking student How to paint in watercolor step by step: How to paint in watercolor and
projects in Spanish Minecraft: Education Edition: Education Edition to try a free coding lesson or trial the full version with your class. Gateway to Astronaut Photography Earth: Brings together all images and videos of the Earth taken by NASA astronauts from space. These early math skills are presented in this subject's tutorials in a straightforward,
understandable, and (dare we say it) fun way! PBS Kids Educational Games: Educational Games dealing with a variety of subjects and topics. Babies | First Words: Experts examine the rhythm and flow of language and explore how babies break down linguistic beats before they know how to speak. Breakout Edu: Educational games designed by
educators for all ages Adobe Connect: Adobe software good for video, screensharing, polling, questions, and doc sharing Edcite: Edcite is a free online assignment and assessment platform. This is a history class, not archaeology, so we're mainly going to cover written history. Brightstorm Prealgebra : Clear, concise explanations of Pre-algebra course
topics. It will cover an introduction, early life, accomplishments, fun facts, personal life, and much more. Mathematics (All of it) : Stop hating math! Learn math with Professor Dave and you'll love it as much as ice cream. Iron robs critical energy from the core, causing it to collapse. Smart Science offers one-on-one science coaching and aid in creating
a plan to roll out virtual science labs in their classrooms. Grades K-6 Number Rack Math App: Facilitates students number sense through online or virtual manipulatives. PBS Kids: Healthy Habits : Shows kids how to maintain healthy habits admist the coronavirus and other outbreaks PBS Kids Read Alongs : To encourage family engagement and a
love of reading at home, PBS KIDS offers families a place to come together and read along with fan-favorites on YouTube. They are all free and designed to work on computers, tablets, and mobile devices! Easy DIY Science Experiment for Kids Blowing up Balloons with Rock Candy!: Easy DIY Science Experiment for Kids Blowing up Balloons with
Rock Candy! Family Fun activities to do at home with Ryan's World! Let's Go To Space! - SciShow Kids: Explore our solar system with Jessi and Squeaks! Real-Life Robots: Meet some real-life robots, and find out what robots really are, and what they do for us every day! First Grade Curriculum: Here is a collection of First Grade curriculum video
lessons from us here at Homeschool Pop! Second Grade Curriculum: Our Second Grade curriculum video playlist is perfect for helping your child or student grasp a wide variety of concepts, all in our classic, easy to understand Homeschool Pop format! 3rd Grade Curriculum | Third Grade Learning Videos: Enjoy our 3rd Grade Curriculum! We add
new videos on a regular basis, so there will be more third grade learning videos coming soon! First Grade Curriculum: Here is a collection of First Grade curriculum video lessons from us here at Homeschool Pop! Vivid Books: Education platform to make kids fall in love with STEM subjects through interactive learning and Augmented Reality. It
contains free encyclopedia entries that directly connect to primary source documents, making it a useful tool for educators looking to give students a starting point in their research. The Natives and the English - Crash Course US History #3: In which John Green teaches you about relations between the early English colonists and the native people
the encountered in the New World. NovelNY: PowerKnowledge Life Science is an online resource specifically designed for learners in grades 3 to 6. Grades 6-12 Is an always free tool that facilitates online debates and discussions through visually appealing formats and charts. For over 25 years, Teen Ink has offered teens the opportunity to publish
their creative work and opinions on issues that affect their lives – everything from love and family to school, current events, and self-esteem. Pre-K K-5 First Grade Social Studies: These are our first grade social studies videos. Search through more than 5,000 books on Reading Rockets — by author, illustrator, age, reading level, genre, format, and
topic. Brightstorm Precalculus : Clear, concise explanations of high school Precalculus course topics. This intelligent tutoring system uses interactive multimedia to support students as they solve math problems. Students may also access the NOVELny databases through their school or academic library. Biology : This playlist has all of our Biology
videos covering topics that are learnt in schools around the world, usually for students aged 13-16. www.coolmath4kids.com Easy to understand lessons, students practice what they learn with quizzes and games www.mathplayground.com Math arcade, math videos, story math, logic and math games for Grades 1- 6 including money, time, shapes,
graphs, pre-algebra, addition/subtraction, multiplication and division Zearn: This site offers math curriculum, intervention, professional development, and implementation support for math teachers grades 1-5. Excellent integration with Google Classroom. Educating on Slavery, Civil Rights, Achievements, Successes and more. And thanks to our
members, it's free for everyone Complexly: From literature to biochemistry, video shows cover a breadth of topics designed to get students thinking. Crash Course: Engineering: In 46 episodes, Dr. Shini Somara will teach you how we built much of our world with engineering! This course is based on introductory college-level material across many
different engineering disciplines. You can share whatever you create, explore what others have created and learn from each other! How To Learn Programming for BEGINNERS! (2019/2020): This simple tutorial will teach you how you can learn computer programming and teach yourself code. Stars: Crash Course Astronomy #26: Today Phil’s
explaining the stars and how they can be categorized using their spectra. Globular clusters, on the other hand, are larger, have hundreds of thousands of stars, and are more spherical. Brightstorm English Grammar : Explanations and guidance regarding english grammar Brightstorm English Writing: Guidance regarding writing essays Book Club |
National Geographic Kids : Audiobooks about science from national Geographic- also good for students with dyslexia and who have vision imparments Classic Audio Books : Audio books for classic books- nice for students who do better with listening or may be visually impaired Crash Course Literature : Video series based on AP Literature guidelines
Night by Ellie Wisel Audiobook : Introduction to literature and philosophy Night by Ellie Wisel Audiobook : Audio books done chapter by chapter- nice for students who do better with listening or may be visually impaired AP English Literature and Composition : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP
English Literature and Composition Exam AP English Language: Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP English Language Exam AP English Literature and Composition : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP English Literature and Composition
Exam AP English Language: Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP English Language Exam Plan and deliver: Educating students with disabilities in remote settings: Article on guidance on the legal requirements involved, how to think about accessibility for remote learning (perhaps in a new way),
and how to plan and deliver remote instruction to meet the unique needs of students with disabilities. Art Edge Lessons : Website that allows you to search for lesson plans for art based on grade level and category Met Musuem Lesson Plans: Website that offers lesson plans by the Met Museum of art pertaining to art and history. Playposit: PlayPosit
gives instructors the power to create engaging interactive videos out of their existing content or through the use of videos available on a number of websites such as YouTube, Vimeo, and more. Each piano lesson is accompanied by visual flash animations that allow learners to view and hear songs as well as play along with the animations on their own
piano keyboard Everfi: EVERFI’s no-cost digital resources cover topics such as social emotional learning, STEM, financial literacy, career readiness, and health & wellness. Topics include "Voting Rights and Models of Voting Behavior", "Voter Turnout", and "Political Parties". Edcite: Edcite is a free online assignment and assessment platform. The
website offers many resources such as activtiies and virtual tours to visit the symphony, learn and listens, and more. Color with Leo: Collection of Art online learning games and activities. Introduction to Astronomy: Crash Course Astronomy #1: Welcome to the first episode of Crash Course Astronomy. AP Physics 2 Videos: Videos covering the AP
Physics 2 curriculum. Specific contributions by individual authors are recognized at the end of every lesson and activity. Asteroids are chunks of rock, metal, or both that were once part of smallish planets but were destroyed after collisions. Open the Libby app Crickets, Books, and Bach: How to Create a Summer Listening Program: Listening to
books is an entirely different experience than reading. Find out about chemistry and biology with help from an experienced chemistry professional in this free video series. Delta Math: Free online application that allows students to practice math on their own or as part of a group. Even though Mercury is closer to the sun, Venus is the hottest planet in
the solar system, due to a runaway greenhouse effect, and has the most volcanic activity in the solar system. Grades 3-12 GeoGebra: GeoGebra is dynamic mathematics software for all levels of education that brings together geometry, algebra, spreadsheets, graphing, statistics and calculus in one easy-to-use package. This website shows them on
google Earth with popups to explain more about context and history. United States Census: New activities designed specifically for the 2019-2020 school year spotlight the 2020 Census and the importance of making sure everyone is counted, especially children. Remote Learning Accessibility Resources: CAST is a nonprofit education research and
development organization that works to expand learning opportunities for all individuals through Universal Design for Learning. (ages 8 to 18) Create with Code Live: Free online coding program/classes that are aligned with ISTE standards. How to Teach Online from Home to ESL Learners: As things change in our technology based world, turning to
online English teaching has happened for many esl teachers and their students. Splash Learn: SplashLearn, an online educational program that provides comprehensive coverage of the curriculum with over 300 skills for Grades K- 5 The key features of SplashLearn program are- Personalized learning- The SplashLearn proprietary adaptive algorithm
creates a dynamic learning path individualized for each child with topic-based placements tests for every grade to access a child's current math proficiency. The 10,000-plus classes cover topics in English, math, social studies, science, coding, health and wellness, music, art and world languages. How to make a comic book- Art Techniques : Video
playlist that gives guidance, tips and techniques about how to make a comic book project. Why with Nye : e notable "science guy" entertains with some interstellar trivia and demystifying space. First & Second Grade Storytime Children's Books: Playlist consiting of read aloud videos of popular children's books. Series of educational and itneractive
lessons World Atlas : n educational resource for world maps, atlases, and in-depth geography information. Continents of the World | First and Second Grade Social Studies For Kids: The continents of the world are the subject of this Homeschool Pop first and second grade social studies curriculum video for your kids. Dislexia 360° | ¿Qué siente un
niño con dislexia?: Video to educate parents and educators about dyslexia as well as tips- in Spanish Todo lo que debes saber sobre la dislexia: Video from a psychologist about how to recognize dyslexia in children as well as techniques for success in school- in Spanish Grammar for Kids | Contractions | Prepositions | Learning Time Fun | Contractions
for Kids | Prepositions for Kids | Grammar for Children | ESL Kids: Learn grammar for kids with our contractions for kids and prepositions for kids learning videos for kids playlist by Learning Time Fun! With our grammar for kids playlist your child will learn both basic and more complicated contractions plus the most important prepositions with
locations for kids such as, on, in, under, above, between, and more prepositions vocabulary. The Earth: Crash Course Astronomy #11: Phil starts the planet-by-planet tour of the solar system right here at home, Earth. Moon Phases: Crash Course Astronomy #4: In this episode of Crash Course Astronomy, Phil takes you through the cause and name of
the Moon's phases. All lesson plans are provided by teachers like you and are peer reviewed. Scholastic Learn at Home: Click Here Ditch That Textbook: General e-learning activities for your remote classroom. This works in any browser. We have created a variety of online kindergarten learning games that provide all children with an enjoyable and
meaningful learning experience. Decomposers include fungi, bacteria, and detritivores. Fractions are found and used in everyday life when baking, measuring, and when working with tools as well as when telling the time. Galaxies and other large structures in the universe are created and shifted by a force we detect mostly indirectly, by observing its
impact: DARK MATTER. Tons more Biology help covering every possible textbook topic - all designed to help improve your test scores and complete homework - In the Lab : A behind-the-scenes look at what goes down in the Field Museum's lab as the crew preps various exhibits. Types of Cells : Playlist to Learn the difference between eukaryotic cells
and prokaryotic cells Mammals: What makes a mammal a mammal. Calcularis promotes the development and coordination of areas of the brain responsible for processing numbers, quantities, and mathematical calculations. We look at the sun's core, plasma, magnetic fields, sunspots, solar flares, coronal mass ejections, and what all of that means for
our planet. The AEM Center will also provide support for the development, selection, and use of accessible technologies, especially in the transition to remote learning in response to COVID-19. Learn about various aspects of English and grammar with help from a professional development expert in this free video series. Offered in a variety of levels
Engineering Challenges for children under lockdown: Actively Learn is an online curriculum platform with thousands of texts and videos paired with scaffolds and higher-order questions that drive depth, engagement, and critical thinking. Georgia Virtual Learning - AP Music Theory: AP Music Theory course presented by Georgia Virtual Learning. � A
distance learning tool that provides interactive lessons for students K-12 for both math and reading. Colorado Department of Education: Scroll down to see media resources and online simulations collected by the Colorado Department of Education. Imaginary: The website of a global consortium of mathematicians. Teachers, coding pros, or
newcomers have the tools they need to learn alongside students, monitor student progress, review errors, and make comments on student programs. Chrome Music Lab offers many different resources where students can experiment with rhythms, piano, song makes, cords, spectrogram, sound waves, and so much more. How to Connect Home
Literacy Practices to School Literacy Practices : 20to%20Connect%20Home%20Literacy%20Practices%20to%20School%20Literacy%20Practices.pdf Literacy development begins early in the home. Music Theory Crash Course : Gives introduction to music theory concepts Music Theory Complete Series: Gives introduction to music theory concepts
Music Theory Guy: Gives introduction to music theory concepts Chord Theory: Gives introduction to music theory concepts Guitar Lessons: Gives introduction to music theory concepts Music Theory 101: Gives introduction to music theory concepts Guitar Chords : Music Theory based guitar lessons and videos Beginning Trumpet Lessons : Trumpet
lessons for beginners players from a trumpet teachers African Americans Influencers in the Arts: Learn more about some of the most influential African American contributors in the worlds of dance, art, and music. Then, we'll learn about forces, momentum, energy, and other concepts in lots of different physical situations. It then encourages them to
go recreate it in real life. The thirteen-part series explores diverse cultural perspectives on shared human experiences. College Board AP Review Classes: AP Review Classess offered by the College Board by teachers for people taking AP classes or exams Marco Learning Free Practice AP Exams: Offers free pratice AP Tests to download in a variety of
subjects for AP Prep Marco Learning AP Review Videos: Live streams and recording for students reviewing for AP exams Against All Odds: Inside Statstics : A video instructional series on statstics Wolfram's Mathsource : Resource for advanced math students, has hundreds of webpages explaining theories and steps from everything from algebra to
calculus contributed by the math community Numberphile : Videos about numbers - it's that simple. Videos by Brady Haran. Photosynthesis & Other Reactions : Photosynthesis is a very complex and involved biochemical pathway involving several chemical reactions. Programs written in WeScheme should be available from any computer with a
capable JavaScript-enabled web browser. Creosity Space: Uses entrepreneurship and interesting curriculum from all fields of STEM to engage elementary students and keep them interested in STEM ClassDojo : ClassDojo is an online classroom management platform where teachers can record and track student behavior, facilitate classroom
activities, curate student portfolios, and communicate with parents. Planets : Learn all about the Planets Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune Moon Phases : Learn about the phases of the moon. Distributed through classrooms by English and Art teachers, and available in libraries nationwide, Teen Ink magazine offers some
of the most thoughtful and creative work generated by teens today. Clicking the lines in the left hand corner allow you to access other art resources stemmed off of this page. Macromolecules Simplified: Videos on macromolecules - carbohydrates, protiens, necleic acids and lipids. Reading Rockets: We bring the best research-based strategies to
teachers, parents, administrators, librarians, childcare providers, and anyone else involved in helping a young child become a strong, confident reader. Protecting these habitats is a battle humanity must win. Laws of Conservation: Playlist to Learn more about the law of conversation of mass with these videos. It includes Immersive Reader, and will
read highlighted words and images out loud – like ‘Creeper’ and ‘Mooshroom’. English Grammar Activities for ESL Students : Has hundreds of grammar excersises, activities, and quizzes for ESL Students to practice their english grammar skills. The guide is used extensively in schools and education centres around the world. Jupiter's Moons: Crash
Course Astronomy #17: Before moving on from Jupiter to Saturn, we’re going to linger for a moment on Jupiter’s moons. You can add your own voice narration and questions to any video. 123 Teach Me: 123TeachMe offers over 500 Spanish lessons, more than 4,000 quizzes, and over 50,000 mp3 audio files in Spanish which range from novice to
superior level. Includes online video guidance to support home learning, as well as one-on-one remote walkthroughs, daily teacher webinars and phone support. Texas Instruments STEM Projects Online STEM resource for grades 6-12 filled with projects, lesson plans, “mini STEM camps”. However, the supply is becoming increasingly unpredictable
for all manner of species. You can search for curriculum-aligned projects at (across all areas) and secondary science). This course is based on introductory college-level material and the 2016 AP Physics I and II curriculum. Learn about Parts of your body for kids | Educational Video Ryan's World: Learn about Parts of your body for kids! Educational
Video Ryan's World for Kids! Fun ways to learn body Parts and functions of organs! NovelNY: PowerKnowledge Life Science is an online resource specifically designed for learners in grades 3 to 6. Open the Libby app NewsEla: Website that promotes literacy and reading comprehension through news sites and current events articles Kids' Activities
from Andrews McMeel Publishing: Printable activity guides to keep kids creating, from drawing to physical activities, to STEM to slime recipes. Game On: These games will help middle school students explore writing and word meanings as well as encourage critical thinking in reading. (In Arabic) When is Thanksgiving? Activities are also marked
with an appropriate grade level. Keeping Kids Safe Online during COVID 19 Pandemic : Article from Duke University that gives advice to parents about how to maintain children's and their family's cybersecurity and saftey while online during the pandemic Keeping children safe online during the COVID-19 pandemic : Tips for keeping children safe
online during the COVID-19 pandemic by Unicef- also describes some of the risks of increased screentime Neo K-12: This site provides educational videos, lessons, quizzes and educational games for K-12 students in various subject areas, such as science, math, health, social studies and English. A Brief History of the Universe: Crash Course
Astronomy #44: Thanks to the wonders of physics, astronomers can map a timeline of the universe’s history. Provides teachers and students free maps of Europe, the U.S., Canada, Florida, the Caribbean Islands and much more. College Board AP Review Classes: AP Review Classess offered by the College Board by teachers for people taking AP
classes or exams OWLS Resource Center : Resources for students, parents, and educators for every class and grade level, virtual field trips, and virtual libraries. How Viruses Work: There are many types of viruses that can infiltrate, mutate and wreak havoc on humans and animals alike. Open clusters contain hundreds or thousands of stars held
together by gravity. Though they have an entity of their own, when the elements are in a set, they are referred to as a common entity. Conjugemos: Teach the verbs, vocabulary, and grammar of Spanish, French, German, Italian, Portugese, Korean, and Latin through fun activities and games. Codelicious: In this 15-minute digital citizenship lesson, you
will help your students think through password usage and safety. Math Concepts: Becoming successful in math isn't as much about memorizing formulas as it is about understanding concepts. Scholar Exchanges and Classroom Exchanges: Provide online civic learning activities where students can sit in on and participate in zoom discussion about the
constitution with scholars. Kitchen Chemistry: Experiments are broken down under topics in the Experiments menu, but can also be searched by keyword. Pixil Art: Pixilart, free online drawing editor and social platform for all ages. AAA Math : Features a comprehensive set of interactive arithmetic lessons. Colonizing America: Crash Course US
History #2: In which John Green teaches you about the (English) colonies in what is now the United States. Activity Learn: Digital curriculum platform for middle school and high school ELA, science, and social studies. Art- Words To Use: Learn how to describe art using the right words and phrases. Paint Online: Kidmons: Paint online is the perfect
video game for kids that are fond of drawing and painting. ST supports the teaching and learning of statistics through education articles, lesson plans, announcements, professional development opportunities, technology, assessment, and classroom resources. ELL Scholastic: Englishclub: This platform is mainly geared towards ENL students, so that
they can practice their language skills (speaking, listening, writing, and reading). How do they study things so far away? This website allows educators to search thousands of articles on different educational approaches and suggestions on teaching. So let's learn about structure, or anatomy, and function, or physiology, so that we are set up to learn
all kinds of other subjects that require knowledge of the human body! General Chemistry Practice Problems : Have you already learned all the general chemistry concepts you need, but you still need lots of practice drilling practice problems? Georgia Virtual Network - AP Computer Science: Click Here Georgia Virtual Network presents a full, online
course covering AP Computer Science. This site is a collaborative project of the University of California Museum of Paleontology and the National Center for Science Education. Galaxies, part 2: Crash Course Astronomy #39: Active galaxies pour out lots of energy, due to their central supermassive black holes gobbling down matter. Selections are
grown-up-friendly, too. This is a free microcourse available for desktops, cell phones, and tablets. Explained | Racial Wealth Gap: Cory Booker and others discuss how slavery, housing discrimination and centuries of inequality have compounded to create a racial wealth gap. Each concept explained in 2 minutes or less! Major Structures in Eukaryotic
cells : Videos discussing in 2 minutes or less the structures in Eukaryotic cells Evolution Basics : Video library that helps explain basic evolution concepts to students. Your host for this intergalactic adventure is the Bad Astronomer himself, Phil Plait. Convert Me: Provides instant conversions for thousands of various units and measurements
Smithosonian Encyclopedia- Science : Resources and Articles about Science and Technology from the Smithsonian insitute World Atlas : n educational resource for world maps, atlases, and in-depth geography information. Reniassance Interactive : Interactive lesson that allows students to explore the Renaissance and discover the forces that drove
this rebirth in Europe, and in Italy in particular. There are also learning activities and LEGO and STEM ideas. Problets: Problets are problem solving software assistants for learning, reinforcement and assessment of programming concepts. Basic Math in Spanish (Matemáticas básicas en español): Math refresher videos for spanish speakers 6
experimentos caseros para hacer con los niños | Ciencia divertida para niños: Six science experiements that are kid friendly- for Spanish Speaking Students Matemáticas Tercer Grado: Math for third graders- for Spanish speaking students Ciencias Naturales: Life Science for elementary schoolers- for Spanish Speaking Students Historia (Elementary)
: History for elementrary school- for Spanish Speaking Students clase de arte: Covers art topics and techinques for the Spanish speaking student Clase de musica: Covers music topics for the Spanish speaking student Activities for ESL Students: Quizzes, tests, exercises and puzzles to help you learn English as a Second Language (ESL). Teachers can
provide lower grade level texts to students whose English proficiency is not at their grade level. Brightstorm Chemistry : Concise Chemistry lessons, perfect for regular and honors high school Chemistry. Teen Ink is devoted to helping teens share their own voices, while developing reading, writing, creative and critical-thinking skills. Geometry 3-D
Shapes Interactive : Interactive series where students learn about several three-dimensional geometric shapes and the terminology used to describe them. NASA's Eyes: Created by NASA: 3-D environment that allows students to explore the cosmos from their computer in real time Impact Earth: Interactive lesson that lets student calculate the
amount of damage an asteroid would have on impact NASA for students K-4: Resources and acitivities compiled by NASA for students K-4 NASA for Students 5-8: Resources and acitivities compiled by NASA for students 5-8 NASA for Students 9-12: Resources and acitivities compiled by NASA for students 9-12 The Palentology: his site is a resource for
anyone interested in paleontology, from the student in the classroom, to the interested amateur scouting for fossils, to the professional in the lab. When they glow it’s usually predominantly red from hydrogen and green from oxygen, and when they reflect and scatter light it’s from massive hot stars, so they look blue. Grades 3-12 Codelicious: Free
coding e-Learnings for teachers and students to watch and learn the basics of coding. Create game sprites, make pixel art, animated GIFs, share artwork and socialize online. Alphabet Songs - Compilation Of ABC Story and Songs With Lyrics For Kids: Video library covering rhyming and letters Brightly Storytime with Ms. Linda - Read Aloud Picture
Books for Kids!: Playlist consiting of read aloud videos of popular children's books. Reviewed by the American Librarian Association as a great site for kids TedED: Library of educational videos spanning all subjects vetted by TED Litcharts: LitCharts is a literary resource of over 1600 study guides and teaching materials for fiction, nonfiction, poetry,
literary devices, Shakespeare, and more. K12 Science: A rich collection of lessons from SERC that can be adapted for remote learning. Fact Monster is certified as COPPA compliant and safe for kids by KidSafe. National Association of Biology Teachers: Numerous links to biology resources. College Board AP Review Classes: AP Review Classess
offered by the College Board by teachers for people taking AP classes or exams P-Table: Interactive and color coded periodic table of elements for chemistry students Neo K-12: This site provides educational videos, lessons, quizzes and educational games for K-12 students in various subject areas, such as science, math, health, social studies and
English. Todo sobre España: A site that provides information and resources all about Spain. Each piano lesson is accompanied by visual flash animations that allow learners to view and hear songs as well as play along with the animations on their own piano keyboard Musical Instrument Museum:
33.6679795,-111.9782741,2a,67.7y,131.78h,68.76t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1svQozGFuIs7XNgwp3iPz1MA!2e0!7i13312!8i6656 Google offers an interactive virtual tour of the Musical Instrument Museum. (ages 8 to 18) CodeHS: CodeHS offers courses on many topics (grades 6-12) - always free. Crash Course: Literature 3 : In 9 episodes, John Green
reads even more literature! The analyses and books chosen in this course are based on introductory college-level curriculum and the AP Literature guidelines Crash Course: Literature 4 : In 12 episodes, John Green is back to talk about books. Environmental Science | Bozeman Science : Video series that explains essential AP environmental science
topics Politcs and Government | Knowing Better : Videos that cover important political topics and how government works MinutePourLaTerre: Videos covering topics in earth and environmental science- in Spanish The Oort Cloud: Crash Course Astronomy #22: Now that we’re done with the planets, asteroid belt, and comets, we’re heading to the
outskirts of the solar system. Also links to other videos exploring the earth, time and space One Minute Physics : Cool science videos that are all about getting people into learning physics. Conductor and Insulators: Playlist covering basic topics in physics pertaining to the electricity Lanforms created by erosion : Playlist explaining the process of
erosion and how it relates to new landforms Moh's Scale : Playlist explaining Moh's scale of hardness and judging hardness of rocks and minerals Igneous Rocks : Playlist discussing formation and importance of igneous rocks The Water Cycle : The water cycle which is also called the hydrologic cycle recycles water on earth which keeps the earth in
balance. Crash Course in American Government and Politics: This video channel is a crash course in Amercian Government and Politics with 50 videos. Georgia Virtual Learning - AP Calculus AB: AP Calculus AB course presented by Georgia Virtual Learning. Are you in Algebra 2? Constitutional compromises: The Three-Fifths Compromise | US
government and civics | Khan Academy: During the Constitution Convention, the Framers made several compromises, including the method for counting enslaved Africans for the purposes of population (the Three-Fifths Compromise) and the end of the international slave trade. Certell: A collection of forever free social studies content that is created
by teachers, for teachers. as its base text. Internet 101 | Computer Science | Khan Academy : Learn select topics from computer science - algorithms (how we solve common problems in computer science and measure the efficiency of our solutions), cryptography (how we protect secret information), and information theory (how we encode and
compress information). Education Resources Information Center: The instructional materials (at the bottom of the page) address topics relevant across earth and space sciences and are not specifically linked to one unit of the Scope and Sequence. Kids will learn shapes, fractions, place value, telling time, counting money and much more. Community
of Learning CICL: Come one, come all…K-6th grade students at home can participate in live, interactive lessons delivered by CILC’s content providers! Starting Monday, March 23rd you can register your student for programs in every subject area. Topics include "The Cold War" and "The Spread of Communism after 1900". Georgia Virtual Learning AP Physics II: Online Physics II course hosted by Georgia Virtual Learning. Some of them we see as pulsars, flashing in brightness as they spin. Who Won the American Revolution?: Crash Course US History #7: In which John Green teaches you about the American Revolution. Backpack Sciences: Parents with elementary-age students can access
Backpack Sciences's free video series, which teaches kids hands-on science concepts. Avaialble in English and Spanish. Built-in features like the Docs, Show me, and Step Tasks ensure students are successful learning to code. Crash Course: U.S. Government and Politics: In 50 videos, Craig Benzine (aka WeezyWaiter) teaches you U.S. government
and politics! The course is based on the 2014 AP U.S. Government and Politics curriculum. Beginning March 23rd we will offer, free of charge, interactive, live-streamed programs from 9:30am to 3:30pm Eastern time. Crash Course Anatomy and Physiology : Video series on Anatomy and Physiology Crash Course Biology: Video series based on the AP
Biology Curriculum Journey to the Microcosmos : YouTube series that teaches children about microorganisms and their processes Wizpops: Helps young students learn about biology and life through music PBS Eons : Takes audiences on a journey through the history through life HIV/AIDS | Sexplanations : Videos discussing HIV, AIDS, its history,
signifigance, and other important details about the virus Anatomy | Sexplanations : Sex Education videos pertaining to anatomy Biology : Playlist that introduces biology topics, provides examples, and reviews Ciencias para niños: Science for kidss- for the Spanish speaking student Science Songs | Acapella Science : Video playlist that seeks to explain
diffiuclt science topics- through acapella songs! Plantástico: Covers important topics about plants and the science of them in Spanish Environment | Above the Noise: Videos about debates over how best to save the planet! Women in Science : STEM videos by women and/or about women—in honor of International Women's Day! Parasites! Viruses!
Bacteria: Video series explaining various parasites, bacteria, and viruses and what they do DIY Science Experiments : A collection of science experiments you can do at home from scientists and favorite YouTubers Human Health and Diseases : Playlist that discusses human health diseases, drugs, etc appropraite for a high school health or biology
class The Life Aquatic : Taking a deep dive and a verty close up look at ocean life Science Debates : Experiements and Debates about SCIENCE Plant Behavior | One Minute Earth: Videos covery the science of plants Living Environment Review Regents : Review of topics in Biology and the Living Environment to Regents standards Ecology and
Conservation | One Minute Earth : Short videos covering topics dealing with ecology and the environment Evolution| One Minute Earth: Videos covering basic topics in evolution Food, Farms, and Fish| One Minute Earth: Videos covering health and environmental topics Earth History | One Minute Earth: Videos covering the history of earth as well as
life on earth Anatomy and Health| One Minute Earth: Videos covering topics dealing with anatomy and health Biology| One Minute Earth: Videos covering basic biology topics CIENCIA Y BIOLOGÍA PARA NIÑOS: Science and Biology for kids- for the Spanish speaking student Macromolecules Simplified (Carbohydrates, Proteins, Nucleic Acids, and
Lipids) | The 2 Minute Classroom : Video playlist with videos 2 minutes or less discussing the basics of major macromolecules Genetics Basics : Video library that helps explain basic genetics concepts to students. BoomWriter inspires students to write on any subject and integrates easily with existing curriculum. Predict election outcomes without
dealing with politically charged advertisements in the classroom (wherever your classroom may be). ﻦ2ﺔﻣCrash
 اﻟﺤﻠﻘ- ﺪCourse
ﻲادي اﻟﺴﻨ
ﻀﻟﺎﻌرﺮةﺑ و
ﺑﺎ:ﺣCrash Course History in Arabic #2: How does history improve your emotional life? Students gain insight into the issues we face as a community, including natural disasters, climate change, fuel scarcity, and environmental
pollution. Yasser Abu Muailaq tries to shed a slight light on her. It supports learners of English, Chinese, Spanish, French, Vietnamese. NEA’s Biology Teaching and Learning Resources: Biology Teaching and Learning Resources: PowerPoints, videos, articles and weblinks for Biology. National Science Teaching Association: Online resources for
teaching biology. Mathematics: All About Integers: Integers play a very large role in the world of mathematics, so you should try to understand them conceptually as well as you can. These tutorials have all the important tidbits you need for your history test, but they're also fun to watch for anyone! American History | The Great Courses: Video library
covering topics in U.S. History for high school students and introductory college students Psychology | The Great Courses : Video library covering psychology topics for high school students and introductory college students Secondary Economics | Iken Edu: Video library covering economics topics for high school students American History: These are
rather trying times, politically speaking. Its standards-aligned resources have assessments embedded into them, enabling teachers to see measurable outcomes from student work in real-time. Quizziz: Explore millions of teacher made quizzes in multiple subject areas. Crash Course: Navagating Digital Information: In 10 episodes, John Green will
teach you how to navigate the internet! We’ve partnered with MediaWise, The Poynter Institute, and The Stanford History Education Group to develop this curriculum of hands-on skills to help you evaluate the information you read online. Funded by the National Science Foundation. The biggest, Ceres is far smaller than the Moon but still big enough
to be round and have undergone differentiation. Not all resources are for remote learning, but many can be adapted to remote learning. Tides: Playlist to Learn all about the rise and fall of the oceans which we call tides. These tutorials have all the important tidbits you need for your history test, but they're also fun to watch for anyone! How Viruses
Work: There are many types of viruses that can infiltrate, mutate and wreak havoc on humans and animals alike. The program includes a course guide and it allows educators to manage classrooms, assign tasks, track progress, and personalize instruction. Includes interactive visualizations like rankings, graphs and maps. This is the playlist for you!
Learn about the history of the universe and what we know about everything in it! AP Master Classes: A crash course of each AP Exam created by the makers of the AP Exams themselves National Science Foundation: Numerous resources for teachers. We have tons of fun while learning all the basic math concepts. Brightly Storytime Together Authors Read Their Books: Playlist consiting of read aloud videos of popular children's books read by the authors. You can utilize the simulator to virtually move and place objects in an experiment to take place of many different genetic engineering experiences. The program focuses on building creative capacity and embedding project- and inquirybased learning in K–8 schools. Introduction to the Solar System: Crash Course Astronony #9: In today's Crash Course Astronomy, Phil takes a look at the explosive history of our cosmic backyard. Great Math Videos for introductions and review of math concepts. This channel helps explore fundamental questions about our place in the universe. The
games are from such sites as Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, a large international learning company, Beacon Learning Center, Merriam-Webster, and the Adult Literacy Media Alliance. Abstract: The Art of Design | Christopher Niemann: From New Yorker covers to Instagram sketches, illustrator Christoph Niemann plays with abstraction and interactivity
-- and questions authenticity. Let's learn about forces, motion, energy, and more! Modern Physics : This is the playlist to go to for all the weird stuff. Offered in several languages. When does sound become music? Boolean Girl: A live presentation that engages students in engineering and coding projects. The Bronze Age | Educational Video for Kids:
Educational video that discusses the last prehistoric period- the Bronze Age. He covers the first permanent English colony at Jamestown, Virginia, the various theocracies in Massachusetts, the feudal kingdom in Maryland, and even a bit about the spooky lost colony at Roanoke Island. NASA's Eyes: Created by NASA: 3-D environment that allows
students to explore the cosmos from their computer in real time NASA for students K-4: Resources and acitivities compiled by NASA for students K-4 Ocean Defender : Kids can learn from home with the Ocean Defender online courses that are developed and delivered by Sea Smart’s highly trained team of marine biologists and environmental
educators. US Interactive History Map: Interactive map that shows how history affecte the map of the United states The White House Historical Association: Curated content such as resources packets, reading lists, short educational videos, historical essays, and a digital library of White House and presidential images. NASA Climate Kids: The Earth
Science Communications Team produces climate Kids at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. | The Importance of Water: Video the teaches the importance of water of why we drink it when we are thirsty. They are all free and designed to work on computers, tablets, and mobile devices! Columbus Museum of Art: Aminahs World: Lets kids chose a
background and build a digital collage with yarn, shells and other scraps. The programs focus on computer sciences and coding. Para tener una visión general de los servicios educativos para los niños inmigrantes, incluidas preguntas frecuentes, normas de inscripción y políticas relacionadas, vea esta hoja informativa del Departamento de Educación,
disponible en español. The program supports students whose range of proficiency is vastly different. Follow the first episodes of our series "Crash Course in Arabic" with Yasser Abu Muailaq and enjoy useful and entertaining information. AMAZE en Español: Health education videos in Spanish ESL, ELL & Bilingual Education: This playlist provides a
variety of videos specifically tailored to not only help instruction, but to also help build relationships with ELL ESL, and Bilingual students. Major Structures and Organelles of Eukaryotic Cells: This videos channel covers the major structures and organelles of eukaryotic cells. Focus on literacy and math. Pre-K ABCYa: www.abcya.com ABCYa is an
academic game site for multiple subjects and grade levels. Activities are grouped according to grades (grades 1-3 or 4-6) and fundamental math concepts and skills including: number sense, numeration, measurement, geometry and spatial sense, patterning and algebra, and data management and probability. They fuse hydrogen into helium, and
eventually helium into carbon (and also some oxygen and neon). A List of Live Virtual Concerts To Watch During The Coronavirus Shutdown: As more festivals, performances and concerts are canceled due to the coronavirus shutdown, musicians of all stripes and sizes are taking to social and streaming platforms to play live for their fans. Brightstorm
Geometry : Clear, concise explanations of topics found in high school Geometry courses Brightstorm Algebra : Clear, concise explanations of high school Algebra I course topics. Though designed with teachers in mind, the website offers different versions to suit the needs of parents and history buffs alike. The free account will store up to 25 grades in
their powerful and easy-to-use gradebook. Our Planet | Forests: Examine the fragile interdependence that exists between forests' wide variety of residents, including bald eagles, hunting dogs and Siberian tigers. Explained | Music : In partnership with Vox Media Studios and Vox, this enlightening explainer series will take viewers deep inside a wide
range of culturally relevant topics, questions, and ideas. The collection aligns with state and/or national science, mathematics and technology educational standards, and uses engineering as the vehicle to integrate science and mathematics concepts for K-12 students. When the Earth plows through the stream emitted by a comet we get a meteor
shower. Genially allows you to work in groups on a project and share your product. The Sun: Crash Course Astronomy #10: Phil takes us for a closer (eye safe!) look at the two-octillion ton star that rules our solar system. Democracy | Educational Video for Kids: Educational video that highlights the history of democracy and what is needed for a
democracy to run. Teaches tips on how to stay healthy and boost your immune system. It underwent a phenomenally rapid expansion called inflation, which smoothed out much of the lumpiness in the matter. Teaches concepts with real life applications BioInteractive: Online science media-based modules & case studies. It's the most important skill we
learn in our early years and becomes the foundation for all other math concepts. You can search courses by length (ranging from one class to a full semester), format (live online or flexible schedule), subject, age range and day or timeframe. There are many online mini-lessons/lectures out there, such as on and . Our platform includes an iPad
application, After School Programs, Private lessons, and Party packages. ScrapColoring: Scrapcoloring is a digital coloring book where kids can explore colors and patterns. Lil-Maestros online music live classes: � Offers free musical instrument lessons in 5 week sessions from guitar, percussion, and piano. Do you want to understand how the
universe began, and how it might end? To find any WMHT channel on your television, visit www.wmht.org/findwmht. Teachers and parents are able to track student progress remotely and quickly identify learning gaps. Crash Course: Theater and Drama: In 50 videos, Mike Rugnetta teaches you theater and drama! This course is based on an
introductory college level course in Theater and explores the history, theory, and technology that contributes to the art form most like life. Moons create gaps in the rings via their gravity. How to Teach Online from Home to ESL Learners: As things change in our technology based world, turning to online English teaching has happened for many esl

teachers and their students. What do these mean?! Don't worry, in this short 11-part series, we will hit all the major points so that everything will make perfect sense! Geometry: Are you taking geometry? Libby: Meet Libby. Freshwater: Playlist that covers processes and ecology pertaining to freshwater Rock Cycle: Playlist explaining the different
aspects of the rock cycle Weathering of Rocks: Playlist explaining basic geology topics such as the erosion of rocks and the effects Lanforms created by waves : Playlist explaining the process of erosion by wave and how it relates to new landforms Soil Profiles and Horizons : Playlist that explains spoil profiles Waves: Playlist covering basic topics in
physics pertaining to the waves Astronomy and Astrophysics: Do you love space stuff as much as I do? Rithm School Free Courses : Website thate teaches how to do web development and programming Code! Programming with p5.js: Video library that shows coding for absolute beginners. Crash Course: World Mythology: In 41 episodes, Mike
Rugnetta will teach you world mythology! This course is based on introductory college-level curriculum spanning mythologies around the globe. Everyone can write colorfully about artwork! Includes many categories for students to have access too descriptive art word banks. Video lessons are taught by Deaf ASL Experts with learning previews and
free sign language lessons. We're here to help you make remote learning accessible and inclusive. Chef Koochooloo: Chef Koochooloo is an international educational platform that teaches kids math, science and geography through cooking. Primary Science | Iken Edu: Video library covering science topics for elementary students Real-Life Robots:
Meet some real-life robots, and find out what robots really are, and what they do for us every day! Freckle: A differentiation platform with built-in activities for ELA, math, social studies and science. Today Phil takes you through some Cold War history and then dives into what we know. What is E-Waste Pollution? It's also incredibly hot but,
surprisingly, has water ice hiding beneath its surface. I Know It: www.iknowit.com Turtle Diary: www.turtlediary.com Sheppard Software: www.sheppardsoftware.com IXL: www.ixl.com IXL is a wealth of resources and diagnostic tools covering all grade levels and multiple subjects depending on the grade. The high-quality, hands-on math and science
activities are particularly intended for students in “out-of-school learning environments” such as after-school programs, zoos and museums, and homeschoolers. clase de arte: Covers art topics and techinques for the Spanish speaking student Art Teacher: Videos that show techniques for ages Pen Pals Schools: PenPal Schools is a website that allows
classrooms and students around the world to work together on collaborative projects that connect to every school subject. These Earth science activities are fun and educational. All grade levels Free Coding Curriculum Lessons & Resources: 120 plus hours of free lessons for female students who are interested in coding. The list notably includes
David Attenborough’s nature series Our Planet and Abstract, which looks at the art of design Intro to Economics : Video library that covers material for an intro to economics course Google Art Project: Top 100 Art Pieces: Video library that discusses top 100 art pieces as well as their history and relevance Virtual Tour of the Sistine Chapel : Villanova
University offers interactive tour of the Sistine chapel Neo K-12: This site provides educational videos, lessons, quizzes and educational games for K-12 students in various subject areas, such as science, math, health, social studies and English. These videos will help you understand how the foundations of Genetics were laid. Momentum, Impulse,
Inelastic and Elastic Conditions |Step-by-Step Science: Videos explaining important topics ion physics for the high school and introductory college physics students Primary Science | Iken Edu: Video library covering science topics for elementary students Astronomy | The Great Courses : Video library covering astronomy topics for high school students
and introductory college students Secondary Physics | Iken Edu: Video library covering physics topics for high school students Crashcourse Atmospheric Physics : Starting with no assumed knowledge, I teach you the basic ideas of atmospheric physics. Real info in fun animated videos that give youth the answers they actually want to know about
sexual health, their bodies, and relationships. Reading Month: Watch Our Favorite Read Along Videos!: Playlist consiting of read aloud videos of the creator's favorite children's books. Teaches 7 to 14 year olds about the founding of the United States. Gamma-Ray Bursts: Crash Course Astronomy #40: Gamma-ray bursts are not only incredible to
study, but their discovery has an epic story all its own. American Passgaes: A literary survey: A video course on American literature describing the movements, authors within the context of history and cultures Personality Psychology: Videos about Psychology and development- especially as it pertains to personality q Crash Course Philosophy : Video
Series that gives basic introduction to philosophy The Brain and You | Life Noggin : In this series, let's explore different mental illnesses, diseases, and phenomena! Civics Playlist : Playlist for students that covers important topics in civics Crash Course World History: Video series based on AP World History curriculum Crash Course US History: Video
series based on the AP US History Curriculum Crash Course European History: Video series is based on the AP European History Course Description and college-level Introduction to Western Civilization curriculum. Adaptive questions- Adaptive and interactive features cause problem structure to increase in complexity with correct answers and allow
students to express concepts with relevant math symbols and vocabulary. Purdue University: Earth Science resources for teachers and useful web links. Babies | First Steps: Scientists venture into the ways that walking changes a baby's world and unveil findings on neonatal reflexes, skeletal development and talking. Geography Videos for Kids |
Educational Videos by Mocomi: Learn all about the physical features of the earth and its atmosphere. This new product also offers Assessment Solutions for companies involved in large and small scale national or state testing and can be customized as desired to meet any integration needs. There are different kinds of clusters, though. And thanks to
our members, it's free for everyone BBC School Radio: Learning resources for primary schools offering video, audio and downloads for Early Years, KS1 & KS2 covering music, dance, history, collective worship, literacy and maths and some additional resources for secondary schools at KS3 & KS4. Industrial Revolution | Educational Video for Kids:
Video that discusses the Industrial Revolution and the causes and effects of this revolution. Busuu: � Language learning platform Busuu is offering free live language lessons to students age 5 to 14, which stream through its YouTube channel. Video content and other resources are also available 24 hours a day. All users have Noteflight Premium
features plus the ability to organize classes, easily create assignments, and use the included library of musical scores and lessons. Astronomy & the Solar System: The solar system is one of the most unique and interesting topics that we as humans have the pleasure of studying. Prehistory | Educational Video for Kids: Educational video that discusses
prehistoric times and how our ancestors lived. Stay Home, Stay Safe! | Quarantine: Educational cartoon that describes the situation surrounding COVID-19 and what social distancing is. In this learning playlist, we will explore the basic topics in genetics starting from its roots. Ben's Guide to US Government : Games, Interactive lessons, and "learning
adventures" to help young students learn about the US government. In this series, veteran education Sam Kary teaches you different strategies for how to teach online. Lunch Doodles with Mo Willems: YouTube collection from famous illustrator Mo Willems who is offering free drawing lessons for kids Google Art Project: Top 100 Art Pieces: Video
library that discusses top 100 art pieces as well as their history and relevance TedED: Library of educational videos spanning all subjects vetted by TED Met Musuem Lesson Plans: Website that offers lesson plans by the Met Museum of art pertaining to art and history. Georgia Virtual Learning - AP Chemistry: AP Chemistry course presented by
Georgia Virtual Learning. Also called the lunar cycle, moon cycle, or lunar phases. Its north and south poles were flipped, causing it to rotate backwards and making for very strange days on this beautiful but inhospitable world. Pen Pals Schools: PenPal Schools is a website that allows classrooms and students around the world to work together on
collaborative projects that connect to every school subject. Kialo Edu: Atlas Obscura: Discover 19,465 curious places—in your neighborhood and around the world. Visualizing Emancipation : Interactive Map with layers- map of slavery’s end during the American Civil War. Musical Instrument Museum:
33.6679795,-111.9782741,2a,67.7y,131.78h,68.76t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1svQozGFuIs7XNgwp3iPz1MA!2e0!7i13312!8i6656 Google offers an interactive virtual tour of the Musical Instrument Museum. There are over 100 educational games on this site including games in additional languages Yamaha: Musical Instrument Guide: Resources and
information on how to care for your instrument. For emerging students, our first grade games take educational value a step further, exposing kids to long and short vowel sounds, sight words, simple addition and subtraction, beginning place value, and patterns in math. Requires Adobe Flash Player. The company is also providing its premium-level
custom assessments, scheduling features, data and analytics and training and support for all schools affected by closures. Little Rainbow Learners : Little Rainbow Learners (LRL) videos are ideal for Pre-K, Kindergarden, ESL, EFL and for those with special needs. The subject gives students opportunities for inquiry into the complex workings of our
planet and the natural phenomena that affect us on a daily basis. Math & Learning Videos 4 Kids- Fourth Grade: Come learn about Math for 4th grade with these fun interactive 3D videos. Crash Course: Study Skills: In 10 episodes, Thomas Frank teaches you study skills! Based on introductory college-level material and scientific studies, this course
takes you through the tools and skills you need to get better at studying and finishing assignments in school and beyond. Prezi Training : Gives training about how to use the presentation software Prezi, an alternative to the typical PowerPoint Presentation Prezi Video: Prezi Video is a video maker that puts your content right alongside you on the
screen, creating a broadcast-like experience for your students. Topics include geometry, Algebra, and pre-calculus. Art Ed Guru: Art website that provides lesson plans for teachers but with so much more. Econ Lowdown: Econ Lowdown is a FREE online platform with over 400 resources, including videos, modules, and articles, all with built-in
questions, for teaching economics and personal finance to K-12+ students. Long ones are from hypernovae, massive stars exploding, sending out twin beams of matter and energy. Jupiter is still warm from its formation, and has an interior that’s mostly metallic hydrogen, and it may not even have a core. Biology | Bozeman Science : Video series that
explain essential biology topics AP Biology Labs| Bozeman Sceince : Video series that explains labs essential to the AP Bio Exam AP Biology Video Essentials | Bozeman Sceince : Video series that explains topics essential to the AP Bio Exam Secondary Biology | Iken EdU: Video series that explains topics in biology for high school students Reproductive
System |susannaheinze: Video series that explains the reproductive system Digestive System and Liver |susannaheinze: Video series that explains the digestive system and liver functioning Plants |susannaheinze: Video series that explains topics in plants such as the plant cycles Endocrine System |susannaheinze: Video series that explains endocrine
system Skeletal and Muscular Systems |susannaheinze: Video series that explains skeletal system Nervous System |susannaheinze: Video series that explains nervous system Respiratory System |susannaheinze: Video series that explains respiratory system Urinary System, Kidneys, Acidosis and Alkalosis |susannaheinze: Video series that explains
urinary system Terminology, Tissues, Skin, and Membranes |susannaheinze: Video series that explains tissues and cell organization as well as skin Vision and Hearing |susannaheinze: Video series that explains the science behind vision and hearing Skeleton |susannaheinze: Video series that explains ghe skeleton Cardiac System and RBCs
|susannaheinze: Video series that explains the circulatory system Osmosis Channel: Video channel that explains many biological and psychological topics Microscopy Short Course | iBiology : Video series that explains how to use various microscopes and lab equipment Microscopy Course | iBiology : Video series that explains how to use various
microscopes and lab equipment Plant Biology | iBiology : Video series that explains topics in plant biology Research Paper Referencing Style | Shomu's Biology : Video series that explains topics how to write a research paper as well as intorduction to citation styles such as APA and MLA Evolutinary Biology | Shomu's Biology : Video series that
explains topics in evolution and Natural Selection Ecology | Shomu's Biology : Video series that explains topics in ecology Human Respiratory System | Shomu's Biology : Videos that explain the resipratory system and how it functions Cancer Biology | Shomu's Biology: Playlist that explains cell death and cancer formation Importance of Biodiversity :
Video playlist explaining the importance of biodiversity in different areas and environmental impact on biodiversity Math/Derviation: Videos covering genetics basics with 10 videos. Owning, Taxes & Insurance, Consumer Protectio Here you can find resources for different grade levels. Apoyo escolar: C3%BCes Al igual como se necesita una aldea para
criar a un niño, también se necesita toda una comunidad escolar para ayudar a los estudiantes bilingües. The service works on any device; students choose the subject they need help with, and UPchieve matches them with a volunteer tutor in a virtual classroom. Ask the Experts : Video library thats asks real experts about scientific topics and
phenomena Science Experiments : A break down of science experiements- some of which can be done at home others musty be done in a lab. Here are a few: HyperDocs are free digital lessons that are easy to edit for your eLearning students. AP Master Classes: A crash course of each AP Exam created by the makers of the AP Exams themselves
Resources for Access and Distance Education: The AEM Center provides support for the use of AEM in early learning, K-12, higher education, and workplace settings. There are adjectives, nouns, verbs, negatives, styles, movemnets and phrases. The central region is shaped like a bar, and is mostly old, red stars. Explore the Solar System: 360
Interactive Tour!: Take a 360 degree virtual tour of our Solar System, with the help of Crash Course Astronomy host Phil Plait! Crash Course: Engineering: In 46 episodes, Dr. Shini Somara will teach you how we built much of our world with engineering! This course is based on introductory college-level material across many different engineering
disciplines. Where US Politics Came From: Crash Course US History #9: In which John Green teaches you where American politicians come from. AP World History: Modern: AP World History: Modern online classes and review sessions taught by Mr. Logerot, Pflugerville High School (Pflugerville, TX), and Mr. Smith, MacArthur High School (Irving,
TX). : Short and fun educational video that discusses the immune system and how it works. African American Contributions in STEM: Here are just a few of the incredible African American men and women who have made major contributions to the fields of science, technology, engineering and mathematics. But with this series, you'll get a superb
foundation of conceptual understanding regarding differentiation and integration, as well as lots of practice with all the types of problems you will see on your tests. ChemMatters Online: After you have introduced a new concept in the classroom, use an article from ChemMatters to illustrate how it relates to students' everyday lives. Biology Learning
Playlist | The Ameoba Sisters : Playlist that covers a range of over 72 biology topics DNA Replication, the Cell Cycle, and Cell Division | The Ameoba Sisters : Videos disucssing the Cell Cycle, how cells divide, and the cell life cycle Classification and Evolution | Ameoba Sisters : Videos explaining classification and evolution Heredity | Ameoba Sisters :
Video library that explains concepts of heredity and genetics Ecology Series | The Ameoba Sisters : Videos about ecology and the environment Photo Synthesis and Cellular Respiration | The Ameoba Sisters : Videos covering the processes of "cell breathing" and energy conversion Genetic Series | The Ameoba Sisters : Videos covering genetic concepts
that are both Mendellian and non Mendellian DNA, RNA and Protein Synthesis | The Ameoba Sisters : Videos discussing topics about DNA, RNA, and how cells synthesize proteins Cell Structure and Function | The Ameoba Sisters : Videos discussing topics about how cells function and how their structures relate to this function Mitosis and Cell
Division | The Ameoba Sisters : Video linrary explaining mitosis and the process of cell division How Viruses Work : Playlist that explores viruses and how they work AP Biology: Playlist covering topics normally covered in an AP Biology Class SciShow Kids Home: SciShow Kids explores all those curious topics that make us ask "why?" through research
and conducting experiments Science with Tom: Science Breakdown - Rise of the Mesopredator: Helps students understand difficult topics through science raps Its Okay to be Smart: 12 days of evolution: Videos about evolution Biology: Short videos covering a variety of biology topics Genetics and Evolution : Short videos covering topics pertaining to
evolution and genetics The Origin of Life : Short videos covering topics pertaining to evolution- especially as it pertains to the origin of life Did dinosaurs and humans live together?: Short videos covering topics pertaining to evolution and the Geological Time Scale Evolution : Video library that uses simulation to explain concepts of evolution and
natural selection Book Club | National Geographic Kids : Audiobooks about science from national Geographic- also good for students with dyslexia and who have vision imparments AP Biology : Series by the the creators of the AP Exam themselves to explain topics pertaining to the AP Biology exam Biology SAT Subject Test : From the makers of the
SAT Subject Test, videos reviewing content pertaining to the SAT Subject test in Biology Life on earth and in the universe | Cosmology & Astronomy | Khan Academy: Playlist covering the history of life on earth and origins of the Universe Cellular respiration | Biology | Khan Academy: Playlist covering cell energy and respiration Energy and enzymes |
Biology | Khan Academy: Playlist covering cell energy and enzymes Membranes and transport | Biology | Khan Academy: Playlist covering cell mechanisms and transport Structure of a cell | Biology | Khan Academy: Playlist covering biology and structures of cells Macromolecules | Biology | Khan Academy: Playlist covering the science of
macromolecules cuch as carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids Water, acids, and bases | Biology | Khan Academy: Playlist covering the science of acids, bases, and pH Lab values and concentrations | Health & Medicine | Khan Academy: Playlist covering lab topics Genetics - Basics: The DNA molecule is best studied under the branch of
GENETICS. This is the playlist for you! Here all of your algebra-related needs will be addressed! MathSpring: The MathSpring Tutor will help you succeed at math standardized tests by deeply understanding the material. Omni Calculator: Each calculator is targeted to help students and others handle any type of equation or conversion imaginable.
Crash Course: Ecology: In 12 episodes, Hank Green teaches you ecology! This course is based on a college level introductory curriculum with the 9th edition of Campbell Biology by Reece, et al. Artrageous with Nate: Artrageous with Nate is a 6 time Emmy-winning program focused on inspiring creativity and innovation. Known for a signature style
that brings primary source documents, images, and archival video footage to life on screen, these films present the opportunity to pose thought-provoking questions for students, and introduce new ideas, perspectives, and primary sources. Tons more Chemistry help covering every possible textbook topic - all designed to help improve your test scores
and complete homework. Georgia Virtual Learning - AP Art History: AP Art History presented by Georgia Virtual Learning. Beanstalk: � Live and on-demand classes in art, science, and more for children 18 months to 6 years old. The texts are leveled so you can choose the specific level. Dictionary.com-Learning Center : Wesbite that has free
resources, and activites for every grade level and to help students build vocabularly Nonfiction for Kids: Tips on finding great books, reading nonfiction and more. The Marvels of Cells & DNA: Cells and DNA are some of the most complicated and fascinating things found in nature. Atoms, compounds, and ions | Chemistry | Khan Academy: Playlist
covering topics in basic chemistry such as atoms, atomic structure, and how compunds form Anatomy and Physiology : It's time to learn about the human body! As complex as we are, if we have enough background knowledge in chemistry, biochemistry, and biology, it's not all that hard to understand. Top 10 Things You Should Know About Reading :
Article discussing tips and advice for parents and educators who may be working with emerging readers Reading Tips for Parents in Multiple Languages : Website with PDFs to give parents of emerging reads from babies to lower elementary grades reading advice, offered in 12 different languages Video Interviews from Top Authors and Illustrators:
Video interviews from over 130 famous childrens authors and illustrators to inspire children. Rotation and Revolution Hurricanes : Hurricane 101 Learn how hurricanes form when hurricane season occurs, and much more about these amazing storms Layers of the Atmosphere : Learn about the layers of the atmosphere. Facing History: Collection of
educator resources includes a wide range of flexible, multimedia materials, from primary sources and streaming videos to teaching strategies, lesson plans, and full units. Elementary Math: A good understanding of mathematics and its many principles will serve you all throughout life, even long after you've left the classroom. Flat: Flat allows for
remote music leaning to take place. Reviewed by the American Librarian Association as a great site for kids TedED: Library of educational videos spanning all subjects vetted by TED Art through time a global view : Art Through Time: A Global View examines themes connecting works of art created around the world in different eras. Calculus:
Everyone thinks calculus is super hard! And it is, kind of. This page aims to bring together activities from across a national network of environmental educators. Low Mass Stars: Crash Course Astronomy #29: Today we are talking about the life -- and death -- of stars. That means we start with the first sustained European settlement in North America,
and that means the Spanish. Tynker: The link is for signing up for a free license due to school closures. Tynker provides a complete scaffolded gamified coding and curriculum, coding integration into STEM subjects, intuitive programming tools, and comprehensive educator resources to run a successful Coding/CS program for K-12 schools. How Do
Your Body Parts Work? NewsEla: Website that promotes literacy and reading comprehension through news sites and current events articles Easy Peasy All-in-One Homeschool: Free online resource created by homeschooling parents for homeschooling parents. Prodigy: Prodigy is an engaging, curriculum-aligned math platform for students and
teachers. NewsEla: Website that promotes literacy and reading comprehension through news sites and current events articles Pest World : Provides ebooks, videos, lessons, and crafts for kids surrounding insects Creosity Space: Uses entrepreneurship and interesting curriculum from all fields of STEM to engage elementary students and keep them
interested in STEM Babies | Love: The biology of bonding unravels to reveal how caregiving, social interaction and stress can physically change both parent and newborn. Trignometry: If you're in pre-calculus, trigonometry is an important topic! And within it are many new functions, like sine, cosine, tangent, and other such things. Full texts
available. The site gives you a complete guide to travel, regions, cities, coasts, islands, and culture through interactive maps, tours, texts, and guides. Code Break offers a weekly dose of education, community, and computer science, and has brought together students from as far as Africa, China, India, and South America. More confusing? US States
Videos for Kids: Videos covering facts about each state and important US Geography Inspiring Middle School Literacy: Self-paced lessons include videos, interactive activities, note taking, reading, and writing to present students with engaging science, social studies, mathematics, and English language arts topics. Beginner Guitar Lessons : Videos
that give introductory guitar lessons to help students learning guitar and music theory Oboe Lessons : Videos that teach oboe lessons for students trying to learn musical instrument Explained | Music : In partnership with Vox Media Studios and Vox, this enlightening explainer series will take viewers deep inside a wide range of culturally relevant
topics, questions, and ideas. Columbus Museum of Art: Aminahs World: Lets kids chose a background and build a digital collage with yarn, shells and other scraps. T.K.S.S.T: TKSST is an unprecedented collection of over 4,500 kid-friendly videos, curated for teachers and parents who want to share smarter, more meaningful media in the classroom
and at home. You may search for lessons based on grade levels and curriculum areas. Free Printables-Trend Enterprises: Website that offers a selection of free printable activites for students Creosity Space: Uses entrepreneurship and interesting curriculum from all fields of STEM to engage elementary students and keep them interested in STEM
Fact Monster : A homework help and reference site for kids in grades K-6. Features include "walk me through" support and targeted assignments to help the student work independently. myShakespeare: Dive into the rich world of Shakespeare with our full-text, interactive editions of his plays. (Free to use until 6/30) Math Game Time:
www.mathgametime.com Soft Schools: www.softschools.com Splash Learn: www.splashlearn.com SplashLearn, an online educational program that provides comprehensive coverage of the curriculum with over 300 skills for Grades K- 5 The key features of SplashLearn program are- Personalized learning- The SplashLearn proprietary adaptive
algorithm creates a dynamic learning path individualized for each child with topic-based placements tests for every grade to access a child's current math proficiency. Browse by curricular units, lessons, maker challenges, activities, or standards. Teacher accounts available with the ability to create classes for your students. Teacher Tip: Student
Engagement in LIVE online classes: A simple trick to instantly increase student engagement in your LIVE online classes. AMAZE harnesses the power of digital media to provide young adolescents around the globe with medically accurate, age-appropriate, affirming, and honest sex education they can access directly online—regardless of where they
live or what school they attend. Built by industry experts with 17+ years industry experience. Bill Nye Science: Comprehensive site for science including videos, home experiments, and other materials to teach science. In particular looking at the stratosphere, where my research is focused. Curso de Física: Movimientos: Covers physics topics for
Spanish speaking students FÍSICA BÁSICA - FÍSICA do ZERO: Covers physics topics for Spanish speaking students Aulas USP | Física I: Covers Physics topics for Spanish speaking students [Física] [Eleazar]: Covers Physics topics for Spanish speaking students Virtual labs and simulations for various areas Physics: duffy/HTML5/index.html Physics
Simulations: Amusement Park Physics Interactive : Interactive lesson that teaches students the physics behind amusement park rides, how they are created, how they work, and how they are safe Physics Comic Books: Physics comics intended to get kids excited about Physics 100,000 stars: Interactive visualization and map of the stars created by
NASA and European Space Agency Ask an Astronomer : Video library with videos that answer questions about earth and space from astronomers Physics to Go : Physics to Go is an online magazine dedicated to introducing physics topics in a fun and accessible way. Starfall: www.starfall.com Open up resources: Open Up Resources makes the highest
quality ELA & math curriculum freely accessible to preK-12 educators. Telescopes: Crash Course Astronomy #6: Today Phil explains how telescopes work and offers up some astronomical shopping advice. Includes data on more than 2500 indicators. It is trusted, standards-based, media rich, digitally delivered content at your fingertips across any
device. Each title in the Voces library contains a vast collection of online resources that parallel your existing curriculum. Our project-oriented curriculum is designed for the true coding beginner. StarLogo Nova - free coding application from MIT: StarLogo Nova is an agent-based game and simulation programming environment that combines an
easy-to-use blocks-based programming language with a powerful simulation engine and 3D renderer. Check out these unplugged activities. Knock Down The House: Four female candidates -- each driven by personal experience and hardship -- enter the 2018 race for Congress, challenging powerful incumbents for a spot at the table and a voice in
government. Get ready to ace that exam! Lewis Structures | chemistNATE: Video library covering chemistry topics pertaining to acids and bases for high school students as well as introductory college chemistry students Synthesis, Decomposition, Single Displacement, Double Displacement | chemistNATE: Video library covering chemistry topics
pertaining to reactions for high school students as well as introductory college chemistry students Titration | ChemistNATE: Video library covering chemistry topics pertaining to titration geared for high school students as well as introductory college chemistry students Acids and Bases | chemistNATE: Video library covering chemistry topics
pertaining to acids and bases for high school students as well as introductory college chemistry students Gases | chemistNATE: Video library covering chemistry topics pertaining to gases and their problems for high school students as well as introductory college chemistry students Radioactivity | Step-by-Step Science: Videos covering topics in
Radioactivity as well as Chemistry Primary Science | Iken Edu: Video library covering science topics for elementary students AP Chemistry Video Essentials | Bozeman Science : Videos covering topics in AP chemistry The Atom: Atomic Structure, Bonding & Charge; Easy Chemistry: Videos explaining the basic concepts of chemistry at the atomic level
Secondary Chemistry | Iken Edu: Video library covering chemistry topics for high school students Lab Tecniques | ChemSurvival: Video library covering economics topics for high school students AP Chemistry Video Essentials: Paul Andersen covers the essential knowledge in the 2013-2014 AP Chemistry curriculum framework. STEM for All
Multiplex: Bringing together over 800 videos from the STEM for All Showcases. Fractions : Videos explaining how to do math with different types of fractions Multiplication and Division : Videos covering topics dealing with mulitplication and division Fractions for Kids | Math for 2nd & 3rd Grades | Kids Academy: Fractions teach students about
wholes and parts and are and essential foundational skill for learning algebra in later years. Get tips on how to complete various types of math problems with fractions and decimals with help from a high school math tutor in this free video series. Here’s a collection of sites to access free, digital books and texts to share with students: Many authors
and illustrators are offering daily videos and live feeds to read and write together. The most successful method is using transits, where a planet physically passes in front of its parent star, producing a measurable dip in the star’s light. Learn about modifiers: what they are, how they work, and how you can use them correctly. Heart of Algebra | New
SAT | Khan Academy: Practice all of the skills you’ll need for the new SAT. Bloomz - A communication service for free to all schools through June 30th. 5 senses: playlist explaining the science behind the 5 senses First Grade : Videos covering topics essential to the first-grade curriculum in all subjects IXL: www.ixl.com IXL is a wealth of resources and
diagnostic tools covering all grade levels and multiple subjects depending on the grade. Explained | Why Women Are Paid Less: Hillary Clinton and Anne-Marie Slaughter discuss the cultural norms at the center of the worldwide gender pay gap, including the "motherhood penalty." Explained | The Stock Market: Does the stock market accurately
reflect the status of the economy? Mathchops: Helps students build core skills for standardized tests through adaptive games. The courses are highly engaging for students with real time feedback using interactive content and adaptive practice. Khan Academy: Science resources on Khan academy across multiple areas of high school science.
WebQuest.Org: A WebQuest is an inquiry-oriented lesson format in which most or all the information that learners work with comes from the web. Each book can be speech enabled and accessed using multiple interfaces, including touch screens, the IntelliKeys with custom overlays, and 1 to 3 switches. They are all free and designed to work on
computers, tablets, and mobile devices! First Grade Curriculum: Here is a collection of First Grade curriculum video lessons from us here at Homeschool Pop! Second Grade Curriculum: Our Second Grade curriculum video playlist is perfect for helping your child or student grasp a wide variety of concepts, all in our classic, easy to understand
Homeschool Pop format! 3rd Grade Curriculum | Third Grade Learning Videos: Enjoy our 3rd Grade Curriculum! We add new videos on a regular basis, so there will be more third grade learning videos coming soon! First Grade Curriculum: Here is a collection of First Grade curriculum video lessons from us here at Homeschool Pop! Primary Math |
Iken Edu: Video library covering math topics for early elementary Freckle: A differentiation platform with built-in activities for ELA, math, social studies and science. Crash Course: Computer Science: In 40 episodes, Carrie Anne Philbin teaches you computer science! This course is based on introductory college-level material as well as the AP
Computer Science Principles guidelines. Kids' Activities from Andrews McMeel Publishing: Printable activity guides to keep kids creating, from drawing to physical activities, to STEM to slime recipes. Balanced and Unbalanced Forces: Playlist that explains concepts of forces and motions Vectors (Lessons 1-6): Playlist that explains vectors Astronomy
and Astrophysics: Do you love space stuff as much as I do? Our goal is to bring the reading research to life — to spread the word about reading instruction and to present "what works" in a way that parents and educators can understand and use. Everfi: EVERFI’s no-cost digital resources cover topics such as social emotional learning, STEM, financial
literacy, career readiness, and health & wellness. (In Arabic) 123 Teach Me: 123TeachMe offers over 500 Spanish lessons, more than 4,000 quizzes, and over 50,000 mp3 audio files in Spanish which range from novice to superior level. STEM Village: The Top 6 Engineering resources on the Web. As soon as they arrived, the English were in conflict
with the native people. Encantos Tiny Travelers : Encantos offers lesson interactive lessons based on culture for children 6 and under Shmoop: Math Video Library: Has hundreds of short videos ranging all math topics to help students develop understanding. Our Planet | From Deserts to Grasslands: Cameras follow desert elephants seeking
sustenance, bison roaming North American grasslands and caterpillars living the good life underground. Created and maintained by MIT. Louvre Online: Guggenheim Museum Online: Metropolitan Museum of Art: National Gallery of Art: � The Vatican Virtual Museum: Click Here Google Art Project: Solomon R. Sight Words for Children | Popcorn
Words for Kids | Sight Words | Kindergarten Sight Words | Sight Words for Kids | High Frequency Words | Dolch Words: Learn sight words for children with Learning Time Fun! Our popcorn words for kids videos teach kindergarten sight words, 1st grade sight words, 2nd grade sight words, and much more! Learn high frequency words with sentences
and repetition. Avengers HIIT Fitness Warm up PE Distance Learning: This playlist is designed to teach you everything you ever needed to know about important influential figures. The stuff we can actually observe in the universe isn’t all there is. For grades 5-9 Spark 101: Free Spark101 videos—co-developed by educators, employers, and our
experts—engage students in authentic STEM problem solving. Wisdom Wonder Project YouTube Channel: Kindergarten Singapore Math videos, Art instruction videos, and read along videos Paint Online: Kidmons: Paint online is the perfect video game for kids that are fond of drawing and painting. Circles in the Sky: Crash Course Astronomy #3: This
week we build on our naked eye observations from the previous video and take a look at the cyclical phenomena that we can see at work in the universe. All information can be exported and embedded onto the web. Common Sense Education : Common Sense Education gives the names of many books by age level as well as recommends games, apps,
virtual field trips, etc. How to Vote in NYS : Teaches young perspective voters about the voting process, its importance, and how they can register ﻦ1ﺔﻣCrash
 اﻟﺤﻠﻘ- ﺔCourse
ﻲة اﻟﺰراﻋﻴ
ﺑﺎﻟ اﻌﻟﺜﺮﺑﻮر: Crash Course History in Arabic #1: Did you know that agriculture is the reason for the existence of YouTube, the Internet and cheap burgers ?! I can not believe it? Room Recess:
Our kindergarten games encourage children to count and recognize numbers, as well as, identify letters and sounds. Middle Ages Interactive : Interactive lesson that allows students to explore life in the Middle Ages, Feudal life, religions, homes, clothing, health arts, entertainment, and life. In our final episode of Crash Course Astronomy, Phil gives
the course a send off with a look at some of his favorite topics and the big questions that Astronomy allows us to ask. The texts are written at a variety of reading levels from grades K through 8. In this series we go from arithmetic all the way to differential equations, so no matter what your level of ability, there's something here for you. Outschool:
Outschool is offering free live online classes for students ages 3 to 18 affected by public school shutdowns, conducted over video chat. The Big Bang, Cosmology: Crash Course Astronomy #42: Thanks to observations of galaxy redshifts, we can tell that the universe is EXPANDING! Knowing that the universe is expanding and how quickly its expanding
also allows us to run the clock backwards 14 billion years to the way the universe began - with a bang. Math & Learning Videos 4 Kids- Second Grade: Kids in 2nd Grade will learn all about math in our Fun Math Videos. Historia (Middle School): History for middle school- for Spanish Speaking Students Ciencias Naturales (middle School): Life science
for middle schoolers- for spanish speaking students Geografía: Geography- for Spanish speaking students CIENCIAS DE LA TIERRA Y EL ESPACIO: Covers Geology, Astronomy, and Earth Science- for Spanish Speaking Students Ciencias de la Tierra: Earth Science Videos developed by NASA for the Spanish Speaking Student clase de arte: Covers art
topics and techinques for the Spanish speaking student curso de HISTORIA DEL ARTE: Covers art history topics for the Spanish speaking student Curso Aprende a Dibujar desde Cero de Arte Vivo y Divertido: Drawing techniques and tutorials for the Spanish speaking student Química: Review of Chemistry Topics for students in Portugese for ESL
speakers Química Básica: Review of Chemistry Topics for students in spanish for ESL speakers Biología clases 2019: Covers biology topics for Spanish speaking students Biología: Covers biology topics for Spanish speaking students Curso de Física: Movimientos: Covers physics topics for Spanish speaking students FÍSICA BÁSICA - FÍSICA do ZERO:
Covers physics topics for Spanish speaking students Aulas USP | Física I: Covers Physics topics for Spanish speaking students [Física] [Eleazar]: Covers Physics topics for Spanish speaking students [Geometría] [Noa]: Covers Geometry topics for students who speak Spanish [Trigonometría] [ProfeLisuritas]: Covers trignometry topics for students who
speak Spanish [Química] [LuisTrillo]: Covers chemistry topics for students who speak Spanish Activities for ESL Students: Quizzes, tests, exercises and puzzles to help you learn English as a Second Language (ESL). You can borrow them, instantly, for free, using just the device in your hand. Galaxies contain gas, dust, and billions of stars or more.
EVERFI’s Financial Literacy online resource engages users through video, animations and interactive activities to bring complex financial concepts to life, empowering students to better manage their personal finances. Explore curated resources on high-leverage topics that matter to you. Amazon Adventures : Ride along on a trip to the Peruvian
Amazon to view life in the wild. Take a break from the sitcom reruns and tune in to some of these educational documentaries for kids and teens. PBS Kids: Music shop game for Pre-K students. It explains the science and also shows action in slow motion! Química: Review of Chemistry Topics for students in Portugese for ESL speakers [Química]
[LuisTrillo]: Covers chemistry topics for students who speak Spanish Química Básica: Review of Chemistry Topics for students in spanish for ESL speakers 6 experimentos caseros para hacer con los niños | Ciencia divertida para niños: Six science experiements that are kid friendly- for Spanish Speaking Students Crash Course: Organic Chemistry:
Welcome to Crash Course Organic Chemistry hosted by Deboki Chakravarti! Starting next week, we'll be tackling the notoriously complicated subject of organic chemistry, and hopefully having some fun along the way! Crash Course: Anatomy and Physiology: In 47 episodes, Hank Green will teach you anatomy and physiology! This course is based on
an introductory college level curriculum, with Human Anatomy and Physiology, 9th edition, by Marieb and Hoehn as its main reference text. American Passgaes: A literary survey: A video course on American literature describing the movements, authors within the context of history and cultures Hand2mind: The "Learning at Home" program includes
videos on math and literacy content taught by teachers and activities to reinforce the lessons and downloadable worksheets. Smart Science's lessons are designed b real science educators and scientists. Best option for fun math activities over Zoom or to assign on Google Classroom and SeeSaw. Teach Engineering - STEM Curriculum for K-12: A
wealth of material you can have your students complete while learning remotely. Comprised of curriculum correlated content, PK Life Science promotes digital literacy and 21st century learning skills, while offering research, report, and homework help. What were the English doing in America, anyway? Abstract: The Art of Design | Platon:
Photography: Platon’s fearless portraits capture the souls of world leaders and ordinary people. IXL: www.ixl.com IXL is a wealth of resources and diagnostic tools covering all grade levels and multiple subjects depending on the grade. The explanations are listed by textbook, simply find your book and choose the section you would like help with.
Compatible with Google Classroom and many common curricula (IM, Open Up, EngageNY). Classics For Kids: You can listen, play, and learn about classic music and musicians. Sick Science: ideos and cool science experiments from Steve Spangler and SteveSpanglerScience.com Convert Me: Provides instant conversions for thousands of various units
and measurements Smithosonian Encyclopedia- Science : Resources and Articles about Science and Technology from the Smithsonian insitute Veritasium: Physicist Derek Muller uses a variety of experimentations, dramatizations and expert interviews to explain the fundamentals of science. Learn about Parts of your body for kids | Educational Video
Ryan's World: Learn about Parts of your body for kids! Educational Video Ryan's World for Kids! Fun ways to learn body Parts and functions of organs! Oceans of the World | First and Second Grade Social Studies for Kids: Wow! Learn the oceans of the world! This lesson is great for kids who are ready to learn the names of the oceans and also a little
bit about each ocean of the world! Teach Engineering: Showcases engineering in everyday life as the context for student learning. American Cinema : From the website: A video instructional series on film history for college and high school classrooms and adult learners; Using clips from more than 300 of the greatest movies ever made, this series
explores film history and American culture through the eyes of over 150 Hollywood insiders, including Clint Eastwood, Steven Spielberg, and Michael Eisner. Chemistry & Biology Concepts: Chemistry is a branch of science that can be related to pretty much any application of everyday life. Netflix -Educational Documentaries: During this period,
Netflix has made some of its educational documentaries free to stream online. SmartMusic: SmartMusic is a web-based suite of music education tools that support efficient practice, helping musicians to develop and grow. They also can form planetary nebulae: huge, intricately detailed objects created when the wind blown from the dying stars is lit up
by the central white dwarf. The cell cycle! Gene expression! Genetics! Evolution! It's all in here, and more. Provides crisp, concise coverage of all fields of science daily. The Milky Way: Crash Course Astronomy #37: Today we’re talking about our galactic neighborhood: The Milky Way. Secondary Geography : Video library covering geography topics
for high school students World Data Atlas: Great source of world statistics on every country. Colorin Colorado: Strategies, videos and resources for teachers of ELL students. Meteors burn up about 100 km above the Earth, but some survive to hit the ground. Kindergarten Storytime Children's Books: Playlist consiting of read aloud videos of popular
children's books for kindergarteners. Topics include geometry, algebra, and pre-calculus. Sick Science: ideos and cool science experiments from Steve Spangler and SteveSpanglerScience.com Space Lab: Can plants survive beyond Earth? Activities on a range of CS topics, like the ability to decompose a problem, spot patterns, think algorithmically,
debug problems and work together. Timeline Creator Tool: Easy-to-create timelines Econ Lowdown: Econ Lowdown is a FREE online platform with over 400 resources, including videos, modules, and articles, all with built-in questions, for teaching economics and personal finance to K-12+ students. Khan Academy Biology: Khan Academy biology
lessons for high school. Regents Living Environment Review : Review of topics in Biology and the Living Environment to Regents standards Its Okay to be Smart: Biology Videos: Videos pertaining to biology and answering life's questions Chemistry and Biology a match made in nature : A video series that explains chemistry and biology in a real life
sense- made by the American Chemical Society AsapNature : Videos about nature and earth as well as "what ifs" Tar Heel Reader: A collection of free, easy-to-read, and accessible books on a wide range of topics. This leads to the creation of heavier elements up to iron. Brightstorm Algebra : Clear, concise explanations of high school Algebra I course
topics. Ganymede is the largest - larger, in fact, than any other moon in the solar system and the planet Mercury! Callisto, orbiting the farthest out, is smaller but quite similar to Ganymede in many ways. Topics include "Fiscal and Monetary Policy Actions", "The Philips Curve", and "Money Growth and Inflation". Grade 7 Math | JoAnn School : Covers
math topics pertaining to the Grade 7 curriculum through short videos Algebra I | JoAnn's School : Covers topics pertaining to the Algebra I curriculum through short videos Omni Calculator: Each calculator is targeted to help students and others handle any type of equation or conversion imaginable. Gives tips on how to prevent air pollution and
details about the environmental crisis such as global warming. Uranus & Neptune: Crash Course Astronomy #19: Today we’re rounding out our planetary tour with ice giants Uranus and Neptune. WeTeachNYC: The resources in this collection support teachers and students of Regents Earth Science classes. You have the option to create an account
but it is not required to just sccess the draw feature. Kialo allows you to assess learning while monitoring and contributing to debates and discussions. AP U.S. History: AP U.S. History online classes and review sessions taught by Mr. Horton, Williamsville South High School (Williamsville, NY), and Ms. Phairr, Cambridge High School (Milton, GA).
NRICH Secondary Students Math: Interactive Lessons and games for students to help them thjink mathmatically and practice their skills United States Census: New activities designed specifically for the 2019-2020 school year spotlight the 2020 Census and the importance of making sure everyone is counted, especially children. I know we've labored
the point here, but they weren't the same thing. Chemistry of life | Biology | Khan Academy: Did you know that everything is made out of chemicals? Teachers, parents and students can communicate in real-time to share lessons, student work and feedback. How do we price our most valuable resource, while also ensuring access to it as a human right?
Art at Home: at+Home In school our students have access to art materials, but at home they may not have the same privileges. Help Teaching: Online, self-paced Earth Science lessons. End of Sentence. Our mission is to improve health, education and happiness of children everywhere in the world. All you need to be is a companion to your child’s
curiosity. Prodigy: Prodigy offers educators the option to set plans and questions that students can answer along with assessments to test their knowledge of a given unit. It’s a galaxy and there are many others out there. Brightstorm Algebra II: Clear, concise explanations of high school Algebra II course topics. Experiments in Magnetism - Science
Experiments for Kids | Educational Videos by Mocomi: Know all about Magnetism - Magnetic Field, Magnetic Force, Properties of Magnet and much more! Game On: These games will help middle school students explore writing and word meanings as well as encourage critical thinking in reading. lending animated adventures with guided activities,
these free lessons are engaging, effective, easy to prepare and aligned with the Next Generation Science Standards. Convert Me: Provides instant conversions for thousands of various units and measurements Smithosonian Encyclopedia- Science : Resources and Articles about Science and Technology from the Smithsonian insitute Zones of
Regulation: The Zones of Regulation is a complete social-emotional learning curriculum, created to teach children self-regulation and emotional control. Other videos go into more depth by offering research-based teaching strategies that are most often used for ELL / ESL / Bilingual students. Crash Course Kids: Engineering : From the same makers of
Crash Course, this is a video series that gives younger children an overview of what engineering is as well as giving them some challenges to try More to come. The other biogeochemical cycles include the water cycle, carbon cycle, and the nitrogen cycle. " Physics : This playlist has all of our Physics videos covering topics that are learnt in schools
around the world, usually for students aged between 13-16. Legends of Learning: 2,000 standards-aligned math and science games for free for the rest of the school year to schools and parents. American History for Children: Video playlist that contains important information regarding history in America for kids. It is like Powerpoint, with a different
flare. Also links to other videos exploring the earth, time and space NASA Television: NASA's mission is to pioneer the future in space exploration, scientific discovery and aeronautics research. Liberty's Kids : An animated educational historical television series originally broadcast on PBS Kids. Art Videos by Rachel Barnes: Videos with art projects
and demos suitable for students of all ages DIY Crafts: Bottles : Playlist with art projects and crafts made entirely out of recycled bottles Easy drawings for childrenn: Kids friendly drawing/art projects and tutorials PBS Kids How to Draw your favorite characters: Tutorials on how to draw favorite characters from PBS Aprende a pintar/dibujar: Painting
techniques and projects- for the Spanish speaking student PBS Kids Parents: Crafts for Kids: Play list of art projects and crafts that can be done with children Cómo Dibujar y Colorear Animales Los Para Niños: Kids friendly drawing/art projects and tutorials- for the Spanish speaking student Dibujos de Animales: How to draw animals- for the Spanish
speaking student Minecraft: Education Edition: Education Edition to try a free coding lesson or trial the full version with your class. Each article has at least one built-in activity. Prezi Video: Prezi Video is a video maker that puts your content right alongside you on the screen, creating a broadcast-like experience for your students. We equip students,
teachers, and parents with everything they need. Here's a collection of educational podcasts to spark learning at home: Here is a rich repository of Open Educational Resources (OER): Still looking for more? Students can explain their steps through thinklets using the drawing and writing tools that are provided. In no time, your child can learn to read,
tell the time, solve simple math problems, learn about the environment, and so much more. Classtag: Teachers use Classtag to communicate with parents and send lessons/assignments home. Brainpop: BrainPOP's animated movies, creative thinking tools, interactive quizzes, and playful assessments have made a difference for millions of students.
Chemistry Help: Chemistry is a valuable skill to have for a number of different reasons, even long after you've left the classroom for the last time. There are over 100 educational games on this site including games in additional languages Hello Kids: Hellokids.com is amongst the best websites for kids' activities. What are the chances that a particular
event will occur? Free to schools closed due to COVID-19. PhET - University of Colorado PhET website interactive math simulations: A rich resource full of interactive simulations, ready to use. The site keeps track of progress, offers graphical hints and explanations, and there are also animated characters to cheer students along. How to Smile: �
With more than 3,000 science and math activities, How to Smile is an award-winning, free resource for teachers and parents. The Science Spot: This is a great resource for middle school earth science. Material is adaptable for remote learning. STatistics Education Web (STEW): � STatistics Education Web (STEW) is an online resource that provides
peer-reviewed lesson plans for anyone who teaches statistical concepts in their classrooms. Statistics Teacher: Statistics Teacher (ST) is an online journal published by the American Statistical Association (ASA) – National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Joint Committee on Curriculum in Statistics and Probability for Grades K-12. Most
are categorized based on the Next Generation Science Standards, and the earlier National Science Education Standards. Has over 300 books. Cuethink structure aligns with the Common Core Standards. 13th: Combining archival footage with testimony from activists and scholars, director Ava DuVernay's examination of the U.S. prison system looks
at how the country's history of racial inequality drives the high rate of incarceration in America. Ditch That Textbook: e-learning activities for your remote classroom. Free Printables-Trend Enterprises: Website that offers a selection of free printable activites for students 13th: Combining archival footage with testimony from activists and scholars,
director Ava DuVernay's examination of the U.S. prison system looks at how the country's history of racial inequality drives the high rate of incarceration in America. | What Causes Electronic Waste: Educational cartoon that describes electronic hazard and electronic waste pollution. Data Nuggets: When using Data Nuggets, students learn about
authentic science research projects, and work through an activity featuring real data from a real scientist, providing practice developing explanations about natural phenomena using data from the study. Napier, Tidewater Community College (Portsmouth, VA). What is Dyslexia? BBC Radio 3: BBC Music Planet has videos showcasing music from
around the world. The programs are delivered by our highly professional content providers. The gas giant is NOT a failed star, but a really successful planet! It has a dynamic atmosphere with belts and zones, as well as an enormous red spot that’s actually a persistent hurricane. Assessments are and can be aligned with standards; while both teachers
and students can receive immediate feedback. Get tips on how to complete problems with negative numbers with help from a mathematics educator in this free video series. How Your Hormones Work? GeoGebra is a rapidly expanding community of millions of users located in just about every country. [Aritmética] [Burgos]: Covers arithmetic topics
for students who speak Spanish Minecraft: Education Edition: Education Edition to try a free coding lesson or trial the full version with your class. 3rd Grade Math Playlist : Covers topics in the third grade math curriculum through short videos Grade 1 Math | Joann School : Covers topics pertaining to the Grade 1 math curriculum through short
videos 3rd Grade Math | JoAnne's School : Covers topics pertaining to the Grade 3 curriculum through short videos Grade 6 Math | Joann School : Covers topics pertaining to the Grade 6 curriculum through short videos U.S. Money: Covers math topics pertaining to U.S Money through short videos Clock's Time, and Calendars : Covers math topics
pertaining to clocks and time through short videos Getting Ready for Algebra I | JoAnn's School : Covers math topics to prep students for Algebra I curriculum through short videos Grade 4 Math | Joann School : Covers math topics pertaining to the Grade 4 curriculum through short videos Grade 5 Math | Joann School : Covers math topics pertaining
to the Grade 5 curriculum through short videos Grade 2 Math | Joann School : Covers math topics pertaining to the Grade 2 curriculum through short videos Inspiring Middle School Literacy: Self-paced lessons include videos, interactive activities, note taking, reading, and writing to present students with engaging science, social studies,
mathematics, and English language arts topics. Support for Kids with ADHD During Coronavirus Crisis: Tips from the Child Mind Institute for helping students with ADHD (and their parents) during the pandemic. Everything, The Universe... Babies | Crying: From how they grow to how they go, three scientists find out that crawling is much more than
just a transitional phase. These resource sections offer guidance on the necessary elements and feature a number of related videos, guides, and tip sheets. Jumpstart (K-6): JumpStart Academy Math is an award-winning online individualized math program that provides parents with engaging Kindergarten through 6th grade activities for their children.
(free access) World101 Grades 9-12 World101 is a site that offers many resources such as virtual modules on Global Era Issues and Regions of the World through multimedia content, graphs and charts. CK-12: www.ck12.org CK-12 provides free courses in Math and Science (and more) for grades 1-12. Phil walks you through the planet's topography,
core, and features. Jupiter: Crash Course Astronomy #16: Jupiter is the biggest planet in our solar system. Georgia Virtual Learning - Music Appreciation: Music appreciation course presented by Georgia Virtual Learning. Relay Reader: Relay Reader™ is an app for learners where they take turns reading aloud with a skilled virtual partner, just like in
a relay, building confidence, skill and reading stamina. Are you mystified by black holes, supernovae, dark matter, and all the coolest stuff in the universe? It explains the science and also shows action in slow motion! Intertia : Explains the physical concept of intertia in termsof real life application Physics 3 blue 1 brown : Videos that explain more
difficult concepts of physics Crash Course: Physics: In 46 episodes, Dr. Shini Somara will help you find your place in the world -- literally! -- with physics. World History for Kids | Educational Videos by Mocomi: Get to know when, where, why and how it happened in world history. PBS Kids Educational Games: Educational Games dealing with a variety
of subjects and topics. Chemistry Activities for Kids: Chemistry demos, activities, videos, crafts, and safe experiments suitable for children. Important questions. : In rural India, where the stigma of menstruation persists, women make low-cost sanitary pads on a new machine and stride toward financial independence. Let's do this! Trignometry: If
you're in pre-calculus, trigonometry is an important topic! And within it are many new functions, like sine, cosine, tangent, and other such things. We know about cells, and the human body is made of different types of tissues, which are just groups of certain kinds of cells. Together with their distance, this provides a wealth of information about them
including their luminosity, size, and temperature. Today Phil talks about distances, going back to early astronomy. The Sun probably won’t form one, but higher mass stars do. 100 Art Therapy Exercises: Deal with emotions like anger and sadness through these helpful exercises. We'll take a look back to Mars's past and makes predictions for its
future, including the possibilities for human life. Mercury: Crash Course Astronomy #13: Mercury is the closest planet to the sun. Free access is available until the end of the school year. Las siguientes secciones de recursos brindan orientación sobre los elementos necesarios y cuentan con una serie de videos relacionados, guías y hojas de consejos.
Binary and Multiple Stars: Crash Course Astronomy #34: Double stars are stars that appear to be near each other in the sky, but if they’re gravitationally bound together we call them binary stars. Students can take the course at their own pace in short segments of 5-15 minutes; the whole course takes about 3-5 hours to complete. It helps them
practice, and is also has speech to text capabilities that make it useful for students with special education needs or dyslexia. First Grade Curriculum: Here is a collection of First Grade curriculum video lessons from us here at Homeschool Pop! Second Grade Curriculum: Our Second Grade curriculum video playlist is perfect for helping your child or
student grasp a wide variety of concepts, all in our classic, easy to understand Homeschool Pop format! 3rd Grade Curriculum | Third Grade Learning Videos: Enjoy our 3rd Grade Curriculum! We add new videos on a regular basis, so there will be more third grade learning videos coming soon! First Grade Curriculum: Here is a collection of First
Grade curriculum video lessons from us here at Homeschool Pop! Freckle: A differentiation platform with built-in activities for ELA, math, social studies and science. So let's learn about structure, or anatomy, and function, or physiology, so that we are set up to learn all kinds of other subjects that require knowledge of the human body! High School
Biology : Playlist covering topics common to High School Biology Biology Lessons : Playlist covering topics common to High School Biology High School Senior Biology: These videos address: UNIT 1: Cells and Multicellular Organisms, UNIT 2: Maintaining the Internal Environment, UNIT 3: Biodiversity and interconnections of life, UNIT 4: Heredity
and continuity of life Ask a Biologist | Brave Wilderness : Video library covering life science and biology topics from a professional biologist standpoint Beyond Dinosaurs | Brave Wilderness : Video library about dinosaurs and their habitats, living habits, and their science Aquatic Animals | Brave Wilderness : Video library about marine life and their
habitats, living habits, and their science Mammals | Brave Wilderness : Video library about mammals and their habitats, living habits, and their science Anatomy and Physiology | Bozeman Science : Videos covering topics in anatomy and physiology for high school as well as introductory college students Primary Science | Iken Edu: Video library
covering science topics for elementary students Biology | The Great Courses : Video library covering biology topics for high school students and introductory college students High School Biology : Playlist covering topics common to High School Biology Best Biology Songs on Youtube: Playlist with songs pertaining to difficult biology concepts to help
students understand them. SPED and Dyslexia friendly. Crash Course: Literature 2 : In 16 episodes, John Green discusses more literature! The analyses and books chosen in this course are based on introductory college-level curriculum and the AP Literature guidelines. Starfall: Starfall offers free games to grades Pre-K through 3 in Math, ELA, and
seasonal events. Calculation Nation: � The games of Calculation Nation are organized around content from the upper elementary and middle grades math curriculum. Reviewed by the American Librarian Association as a great site for kids TedED: Library of educational videos spanning all subjects vetted by TED XtraMath: XtraMath features free
math videos, lessons, and activities as well as progress reports and resources for teachers and parents. The site is a valuable resource both for homework help and more in-depth lessons. STatistics Education Web (STEW): � STatistics Education Web (STEW) is an online resource that provides peer-reviewed lesson plans for anyone who teaches
statistical concepts in their classrooms. They connect inventors that have built the world around us with the innovators of tomorrow. In this video I will provide some valuable tips on how to teach English online classes. Crash Course: Film Production: In 15 episodes, Lily Gladstone will teach you about film production! This course is based on an
introductory college level curriculum and introduces practical skills you might learn in film school. Bursts come in two rough varieties: Long and short. Historia (Middle School): History for middle school- for Spanish Speaking Students Geografía: Geography- for Spanish speaking students Indian Mythology for Kids | Educational Videos by Mocomi:
Know all about the Indian Mythology - Tradition and culture of India. Pre-K resource. 10-minute micro lessons match busy schedules. This site provides online events to help teach students how "to code, build, invent and animate." The events take place from 3pm to 4pm every Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Types of Cells : Playlist to Learn the
difference between eukaryotic cells and prokaryotic cells Photosynthesis and Respitation: Playlist explaining the process of photosynthesis and respiration as it relates to plants and animals High School Senior Biology: These videos address: UNIT 1: Cells and Multicellular Organisms, UNIT 2: Maintaining the Internal Environment, UNIT 3:
Biodiversity and interconnections of life, UNIT 4: Heredity and continuity of life Biology Lessons : Playlist covering topics common to High School Biology Animaciones Médicas de Nucleus en Español: A sampling of Nucleus Medical Media's Spanish-language animations. Quantum theory, relativity, all the things you wish you could explain at dinner
parties so that everyone will think you are so super smart and cool! For best results, watch the classical physics series first, but if you just want some cool tidbits to drop on your friends, dive right in! Astronomy and Astrophysics: Do you love space stuff as much as I do? This is the playlist for you! Learn about the history of the universe and what we
know about everything in it! Primary Science | Iken Edu: Video library covering science topics for elementary students Astronomy | The Great Courses : Video library covering astronomy topics for high school students and introductory college students AP Environmental Science: Playlist covering topics in AP environmental science such as
environmental systems, geology, and more. The Gravity of the Situation: Crash Course Astronomy #7: In today's episode, Phil looks at how gravity plays out across the universe. ELA, math, science, and social studies topic covered. Light is a form of energy. Middle School Genetics : Animated videos to help with genetics Topics include DNA,Punnett
squares,alleles,basic genetics and heredity Middle School Genetics : Introduction to life science topics for middle schoolers Middle School Life Science: Introduction to life science topics for middle schoolers Carrying capacity : Video playlist explaining the concepts behind ecology Mammals: What makes a mammal a mammal. Also offers
downloadable iOS and Android apps. SciShow Kids Home: SciShow Kids explores all those curious topics that make us ask "why?" through research and conducting experiments Omni Calculator: Each calculator is targeted to help students and others handle any type of equation or conversion imaginable. To help support with the amount of content
needed for the coming weeks, our team has curated collections of assignments that can be scheduled in bulk or as needed. MathSpring: The MathSpring Tutor will help you succeed at math standardized tests by deeply understanding the material. Path of the Sun : Learn about the path of the sun and why the sun rises in the east. It offers a variety of
tools and resources that lets teachers conduct fiction, nonfiction, and vocabulary-focused writing assignments. But there is still hope that a new Universe will be born from it. Why are humans so uniquely able to master musicality? Learn a variety of different math tricks that will help you will all sorts of different problems with help from a physics
educator in this free video series. Here are some tips when using this website: Create an account for yourself so that you can track your progress; Choose a language; Answer this question: Why are you learning a language? World Atlas : n educational resource for world maps, atlases, and in-depth geography information. Learn about the tools for
math success with help from an experienced high school math tutor in this free video series. Reviewed by the American Librarian Association as a great site for kids NewsEla: Website that promotes literacy and reading comprehension through news sites and current events articles NewsEla: Website that promotes literacy and reading comprehension
through news sites and current events articles Pest World : Provides ebooks, videos, lessons, and crafts for kids surrounding insects Explained | Water Crisis : In partnership with Vox Media Studios and Vox, this enlightening explainer series will take viewers deep inside a wide range of culturally relevant topics, questions, and ideas. It’s a disk galaxy,
a collection of dust, gas, and hundreds of billions of stars, with the Sun located about halfway out from the center. Chemistry : Video Playlist explaining topics that would be an an introductory high school or college chemistry class Math/Science Playlist: High school Math and science playlist in Urdu/Hindi Cool Science Experiments Kids |Nat Geo Kids
: Explains the science behind cool science experiments- designed for a younger audience Chemistry and Biology a match made in nature : A video series that explains chemistry and biology in a real life sense- made by the American Chemical Society Chemistry Questions : Web series about real life chemistry created by the American Chemical Society

The Backyard Scientist: Chemistry: Talks about reactions and mechanism Tar Heel Reader: A collection of free, easy-to-read, and accessible books on a wide range of topics. Middle School Algebra (Part 1): This Playlist covers the following topics from Middle School Mathematics: Exponents, Identities, Algebraic Expressions, Value of a Polynomial,
and Synthetic Division. Great for author studies! Themed Booklists: Curated book lists selected by children's literature expert for children under 9 years old All levels Math and Dyscalculia : Often referred to as dyscalculia, math-related learning disabilities are complex and require intervention by skillful teachers to help students achieve success.
Neutrons stars with the strongest magnetic fields are called magnetars, and are capable of colossal bursts of energy that can be detected over vast distances. Textbooks are included. Old New York was once New Amsterdam. There are several types of triangles based on the lengths of its sides and the angles they contain. How We Argue: Free online
course, designed by Harvard philosophers, to help students improve their critical thinking skills. Fordham University Global History: Resource for global history. Freckle: A differentiation platform with built-in activities for ELA, math, social studies and science. Venus: Crash Course Astronomy #14: Venus is a gorgeous naked-eye planet, hanging like
a diamond in the twilight -- but it’s beauty is best looked at from afar. Eclipses: Crash Course Astronomy #5: The big question in the comments last week was, "BUT WHAT ABOUT ECLIPSES?" Today, Phil breaks 'em down for you. Dark Matter: Crash Course Astronomyy #41: Today on Crash Course Astronomy, Phil dives into some very dark matters.
Abstrsact: The Art of Design | Paula Scher: Graphic Design: Graphic designer Paula Scher paints with words, developing the visual language of iconic brands and institutions around the world. Calculus - Basics: Calculus can be referred to as the mathematics of change. The resources are in video, text, and multimedia format, and completely free!
Louvre Online: Guggenheim Museum Online: Metropolitan Museum of Art: National Gallery of Art: � The Vatican Virtual Museum: Click Here Google Art Project: FILMS BYKIDS: Grades 1-12 site on documentary films that students have created themselves to show global issues and social justice. Another is to measuring the Doppler shift in a star’s
light due to reflexive motion as the planet orbits. Deep Time: Crash Course Astronomy #45: As we approach the end of Crash Course Astronomy, it’s time now to acknowledge that our Universe’s days are numbered. We have worked closely with Speech and Language Therapist and Pathologist for our videos to promote expressive and receptive
English language. Distances: Crash Course Astronomy #25: How do astronomers make sense out of the vastness of space? allows students to co-play, develop leadership skills, and explore and create worlds. If one star is a white dwarf, this can cause periodic explosions, and possibly even lead to blowing up the entire star Star Clusters: Crash Course
Astronomy #35: Last week we covered multiple star systems, but what if we added thousands or even millions of stars to the mix? Free account available. Learn more with these videos. Includes: A special PD service—such as “train the trainer” sessions—because of COVID-19; Prerecorded webinars or video; Current ongoing webinar series; Help desk
or chatbot. (Free access immediately, during COVID-19 time period). Kami: Open any document type in Kami and it becomes your canvas - draw on it, type, annotate, comment, dictate, record & embed audio, video or screen-capture instructions for students, work individually or in groups, online of offline. And there's no easier way than with
Professor Dave, guaranteed! General Chemistry Practice Problems : Have you already learned all the general chemistry concepts you need, but you still need lots of practice drilling practice problems? Students have the opportunity to have live discussion with people all around the world about the constitution topic discussed in the Zoom video. These
activities are written as group activities, but could easily be adapted for individuals or pairs. UPchieve: Online math tutoring to low-income high school students. The app's primary focus is for addition and subtraction. Mystery Science: All of the lessons below are expertly designed to engage students, achieve learning outcomes, and be easy for
teachers to use. There are over 100 educational games on this site including games in additional languages Elements of a Story Interactive : Interactive lessons that allows readers to learn about the elements of a story and then help them write their own Hello Kids: Hellokids.com is amongst the best websites for kids' activities. The guide is used
extensively in schools and education centers around the world. Servicios educativos para los niños inmigrantes: Lo que las escuelas necesitan saber. Pixilart inclused other feautures such as contests, comics, online activity, and group options. Learn Dolch words, Fry words, and more! First Grade : Video library that teaches the phonics of short, vowel
words International Children's Library : Provides free access to high-quality children's books from around the world in different languages, including Arabic, Afrikaans, Danish, English, Farsi and beyond. Chemistry: This playlist has all of our Chemistry videos covering topics that are learnt in schools around the world, usually for students aged
between 13-16. Funexpected Math: Desktop application for children aged 3-7 to give them math games and tasks Math & Learning Videos 4 Kids- Kindergarten: Kids learn about numbers, colors and the alphabet. Abstract: THe Art of Design | Es Devlin: Stage Design: Stage designer Es Devlin crafts evocative sets for concerts, operas, plays and
runway shows using light, film, sculpture -- and even rain. Chemistry is the study of matter: its composition, properties, and reactivity. Did you know your local library has thousands of ebooks and audiobooks? Decomposers: Learn about the amazing recyclers of an ecosystem, the decomposers. News-O-Matic includes teacher tools, such as a
dashboard to track student progress and comprehension quizzes correlated to state and national standards. If you’re a parent or caretaker, that means you don’t need to worry about your own knowledge of birds or plants. Stellar mass black holes form when a very massive star dies, and its core collapses. This can be a fun supplementary to what
students can practice at home, on their smartphones, or their iPads. Now, choose a daily goal (e.g., 15 minutes a day)Choose “google account.” Now Enjoy and learn a new language! Apoyo escolar: C3%BCes Al igual como se necesita una aldea para criar a un niño, también se necesita toda una comunidad escolar para ayudar a los estudiantes
bilingües. Author Study Toolkit: Resource that gives reasoning for conducting author studies as well as strategies and other resources to help educators plan them Sight Words for Children | Popcorn Words for Kids | Sight Words | Kindergarten Sight Words | Sight Words for Kids | High Frequency Words | Dolch Words: Learn sight words for children
with Learning Time Fun! Our popcorn words for kids videos teach kindergarten sight words, 1st grade sight words, 2nd grade sight words, and much more! Learn high frequency words with sentences and repetition. Science News for Students : Helps kids stay up-to-date on scientific trends. World War I Essential Knowledge : Videos explaining key
events and facts pertaining to World War I 1919: Videos explaining key events and facts in 1919 of World War I Artists and Culture in WW1 : Videos explaining key events and facts pertaining to arts and culture in World War I AP European History: AP European History online classes and review sessions taught by Dr. Beach, Eastview High School
(Apple Valley, MN), and Mrs. We’ve gathered informative resources here for both parents and educators regarding learning disabilities in the area of mathematics. Creosity Space: Uses entrepreneurship and interesting curriculum from all fields of STEM to engage elementary students and keep them interested in STEM Dynamic Earth Interactive :
Interactive that allows students to explore the structure of the earth to learn what causes earthquakes, volcanoes, and more Earth Revealed : A video instructional series on geology for college and high school classrooms and adult learners Legends of Learning: 2,000 standards-aligned math and science games for free for the rest of the school year to
schools and parents. Includes creative technology projects you can do on your own! Code Break: A global, live-interactive classroom, where the Code.org team will teach students of all ages, with and without computers. Described and Captioned Media Program: The DCMP provides services designed to support and improve the academic achievement
of students who are blind, visually impaired, deaf, hard of hearing, or deaf-blind. Jefferson is a somewhat controversial figure in American history, largely because he, like pretty much all humans, was a big bundle of contradictions. 100,000 stars: Interactive visualization and map of the stars created by NASA and European Space Agency Ask an
Astronomer : Video library with videos that answer questions about earth and space from astronomers Atlas of the Universe : Contains maps of the universe zooming out from the nearest stars to the entire visible universe. Edpuzzle: Edpuzzle is a platform that allows you to take any video and make it interactive! As the teacher, you can track if your
students are watching the videos you assign and how many times they’ve watched it. Crash Course Psychology: Video series based on the AP Psychology curriculum Crash Course World Mythology : Video course discussing major world myths, their origins, and their signfiigance Crash Course US Government and Politics: Video series based on AP US
government and Politics curriculum Crash Course World History (in Arabic): Video series on World History Curriculim for Arabic Speakers Crash Course Business and Entreprenuership: Course that gives students an introduction to busienss and entrepreneurship practices Elections and Civics | Above the Noise : These videos dive into debates over
policy and the role of government in our lives. Easy DIY Science Experiment for Kids with Acid Base Indicator!!!: Easy DIY Science Experiment for Kids with Acid Base Indicator using everyday household items! Ryan test out common food around the house to see if it's an acid or a base! Fun and Easy learning experiment to do at home! First Grade :
Videos covering topics essential to the first-grade curriculum in all subjects ExoLab-8: Your students can help us select the next research plant that heads to space in October 2020 aboard ExoLab-8! You and your students can do this at home. The Biology Corner: A wealth of lesson plans, worksheets, tutorials, and resources for teachers and students.
Ecological Succession: A playlist about ecological succession, primary and secondary succession, and pioneer species. Flat allows you and your students to communicate through collaboration and feedback. Unfortunately, the effort is anything but simple, and the team doggedly battles technical malfunctions and the force of nature in pursuit of their
golden fleece: documenting the indisputable and tragic transformation below the waves. Unfortunately, students often have difficulty and much frustration when learning fractions. 6-8 IXL: www.ixl.com IXL is a wealth of resources and diagnostic tools covering all grade levels and multiple subjects depending on the grade. Watch awesome videos
which will enhance your Geography knowledge to the best. This interactive site offers games, activities, and videos. These objects that form part of the set are referred to as elements. Crash Course: Big History: In 10 episodes John Green, Hank Green, and Emily Graslie teach you about, well, everything. ClassDojo : ClassDojo is an online classroom
management platform where teachers can record and track student behavior, facilitate classroom activities, curate student portfolios, and communicate with parents. Topics include ""The Wave Nature of Light"", ""Electromagnetic Waves"", ""Refraction"", and ""Lenses and Mirrors"". Still looking for more? You'll learn how to set up Google
Classroom, how to lesson plan for remote learning, how to create and grade digital assignments that students, as well as how to use different education technology programs to enhance your curriculum. Full free access provided until the end of the school year. Age of Learning: Age of Learning provides schools closed due to the coronavirus with free
home access for all affected families to leading digital education programs ABCmouse, Adventure Academy, and ReadingIQ. Colonization pretty much always results in an antagonistic relationship with the locals. Math Game Time: Whether you have a child in pre-K or seventh grade, you can beat boredom and keep your learner's math skills sharp
thanks to dozens of games that focus on everything from counting to algebra on Math Game Time's website. Students receive feedback as they complete their work, and teachers receive a report with student- and class-level insights to inform instruction. Voyage takes students through steps of: who am I, career planning, college planning, financial
responsibility, and everyday living. Tackle tricky topics such as the electoral college and the primary system without the political agendas. There is no cost for this design challenge. We pair high quality content with the latest technologies. Place value (tens and hundreds) | Early Math | Khan Academy: Math begins with counting. We'll start by looking
at motion itself. For lots more practice problems & concept explanations Brightstorm Trignometry : Clear, concise explanations of high school Trigonometry course topics taught by engaging teachers. More massive stars like the Sun live shorter lives. We also have four official practice exams from College Board. Nearly 2000 have been found so far.
Taxes & Smuggling - Prelude to Revolution: Crash Course US History #6: In which John Green teaches you about the roots of the American Revolution. Teaching English Learners: Across the country, teachers and other educators share the exciting but sometimes difficult challenge of teaching English, literacy skills, and academic content to a
growing number of English language learners (ELLs).This is a rich section filled with strategies, ideas, recommendations, resources, videos, and news from the ELL field. You can search by topic or Common Core standard and have students play games in areas they need improving. Various sites of learning games and videos Funbrain: Games, Videos,
and Books for Kids. http:///www.arcademics.com (Free access for closed schools) � Hundreds of free Games for any device: Math, Health, Science, History, Geography, Chemistry, Painting, SATs, vocabulary, Pre-K-12th grade, movies for all cognitive levels. Crash Course Economics : Video series based on AP Economics Curricum Healthcare
Triage: Opioids : Video series talking about opioids and the science of drugs (May be useful for health or psychology class) Learn at Home: Psychology 101 : Lessons and stories from Psychology 101 to help you learn at home – personality, emotions, memory, intelligence, your senses and more. CIENCIAS DE LA TIERRA Y EL ESPACIO: Covers
Geology, Astronomy, and Earth Science- for Spanish Speaking Students Ciencias de la Tierra: Earth Science Videos developed by NASA for the Spanish Speaking Student Regents Earth Science Review : Covers Earth Science topics for the Regents level Galaxies, part 1: Crash Course Astronomy #38: The Milky Way is our neighborhood in the
universe. 99 Math: 99math is a virtual multiplayer math game, it turns regular practice into exciting activity, and students are thrilled to improve their results. Available in English and Spanish, from early elementary through high school grades, in core subject areas. You made the right choice too, buddy! Chemistry is the central science, so it's the
best one to learn first. The Homeschool Mom: Homeschool lessons on Earth Science for various levels. Brightstorm Biology: Biology lessons covering a variety of high school topics.
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